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NEWS ANALYSIS

FCC Tie
Nixes Liquor

WDCU Sale Draws Scrutiny
by Lynn Meadows

Inquiry
by Matt Spangler
WASHINGTON
A potential
Federal Communications Commission investigation into liquor
advertising seems to have dried up,
at least fer the time being.
In its agenda meeting July 9, the
commission deadlocked 2-2 on a
notice of inquiry that would commence an investigation into broadcast liquor advertising. Under
commission rules, atie means that
the measure would not be adopted.
Dennis Wharton, a spokesman for
the National Association of

WASHINGTON The sale of non-commercial WDCU(FM), Washington, to a
religious- affiliated organization last
month may change the face of public
broadcasting.
All facets of the sale are interesting.
First, the $ 13 million sale price is phenomenal for a 5.4- kW station at 90.1
MHz. It underscores how valuable even a
non-commercial resource becomes when
— as in Washington — there is no more
of it left.
Second, the sale of WDCU will allow
the financially troubled University of the
District of Columbia to keep its doors
open this fall. Other financially challenged institutions undoubtedly will see
dollar signs when they look at their radio
stations on the asset sheet.
Indeed, the past year has seen at least
two other similar sales. Just this spring,
the Flint Board of Education in Michigan
sold its commercial frequency. The
school board in Yorktown, Va., is wrapping up its sale of WYCS(FM) at 91.5
for $449,000 to areligious broadcaster.
Last, the group that outbid everyone
for WDCU is called Creative Resource
Educational Association. Though not for
profit, CREA is affiliated with the

commercial religious broadcaster Salem
Communications. It is this fact that generated letters of protest from both Robert
T. Coonrod, executive vice president and
COO of the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, and Delano E. Lewis, president of National Public Radio. Both
firmly believe the sale will be adisservice to public broadcasting.
Neither Salem nor CREA could be
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Broadcasters, said that though the
FCC can bring the matter up for a
vote anytime, it's not an issue right
now.
In November 1996, the Distilled
Spirits Council of the United
States ended its decades- old selfimposed ban against broadcast
advertising. This launched months
of debate among the FCC,
Congress, the executive branch.
public interest organizations and
lobbying groups about whether or
not the commission should conduct an inquiry and, ultimately.
regulate broadcast advertising of
liquor and/or beer and wine.
Charles " Buck" Logan, a senior
legal adviser with the Mass Media
Bureau, presented the argument in
favor of opening the inquiry before
the commission. He emphasized
See LIQUOR, page 3

reached for comment on the controversy.

Just say no
After the announcement of the sale,
Lewis wrote aletter to Andrew Brimuner,
chairman of the District of Columbia
Financial Control Board, asking him to
reconsider. What concerned the public
radio community, Lewis wrote, was the
See WDCU, page 6
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CORAL SPRINGS, Fla. Touting
itself as a "functional equivalent to
Arbitran," BirchResearch Corp. is
making acomeback with a new seven-day, diary-based radio ratings service.
"Our premise is to offer broadrAsters an alternative ratings service that
is of equal quality to Arbitron, that
utilizes the same basic methodology
as Arbitron ... at aprice point that's
about 40 percent lower than
Arbitron," said BirchResearch
President Thomas Birch.
According to Birch, it's the significant savings of the service that will
draw in broadcasters.
"In the process of attracting money
to buy properties. broadcasting
See BIRCH page 12
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NEWSWATCH
Caucus Asks Clinton to
Nominate Former Senate
Counsel to FCC
WASHINGTON The Congressional
Black Caucus wants Ralph Everett, former chief counsel and staff director of the
Senate Commerce Committee, to fill one
of the vacant slots at the Federal
Communications Commission.
On June 25 CBC wrote President
Clinton, asking him to nominate Ralph
Everett, former chief counsel and staff
director of the Senate Commerce
Committee, to fill the Democratic seat
on the commission opened up by the
resignation of outgoing Chairman Reed
E. Hundt. ( Hundt is remaining in the

position until his seat has been filled.)
After Hundt departs, there will be two
vacant
seats,
including retired
Commissioner
Andrew
Barrett.
Commissioner James H. Quello is waiting for aDemocratic nominee to be confirmed before he steps down, and
Republican Commissioner Rachelle
Chong, whose term expired June 30, is
likewise waiting for asuccessor to be
named. The White House has already
nominated one Republican, Harold
Furchgott-Roth, chief economist for the
House Commerce Committee, and one
Democrat, FCC General Counsel
William Kennard, to fill two slots.
Everett is apartner in the Washington
law firm of Paul, Hastings, Janofsky and

Walker, L.L.P., where he is head of the
Federal Legislative Practice Group. He
served on the Commerce Committee for
six years.
CBC said that during his tenure on the
committee, Everett "played asignificant
role in major legislation related to communications, specifically, cable, broadcast and common carrier issues."
The White House would not comment
on whether it had been considering any
other nominees.
Community Comes to Aid
Of Station Damaged by Fire
PACIFIC GROVE, Calif. For public
radio
station
KAZU(FM),
the

"community" in community radio means
coming together in atime of crisis.
"The community has really rallied
behind us and we definitely appreciate all
the support from our local community,"
said Jeff Grubb, program and music
director for the station, "as well as people
... calling from around the country to see
how they can help out."
A police officer discovered afire in
the main studio of KAZU early in the
morning of May 7. The blaze, which
began in the record library outside the
on-air studio, caused extensive damage to
the CD and record libraries and to the
control studio and transmitter. No one
was injured, as the station had gone off
the air for the night.
See BRIEF, page 3
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No Liquor for FCC
LIQUOR, continued from page 1

that it would be merely afact-gathering
endeavor, and that both public health
organizations and the liquor distillers
would be asked to provide information.
There were four measures suggested
in the notice as a means of regulating
the advertising: a complete ban, limiting ads to time slots when children are
unlikely to be viewing or listening, presentation of "counter" ads by organizations like Mothers Against Drunk
Driving or a "V-chip"- like device that
would allow parents to screen out
offending ads.
Logan said that President Clinton, the
Center for Science in the Public Interest, a
coalition of 14 states and Puerto Rico,
former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
and MADD are among the organizations
or individuals who have petitioned the
FCC to conduct an inquiry into the matter. Ness later added that a bipartisan
coalition in Congress also asked the FCC
to look into it.
The nays have it
Chairman Reed E. Hundt and
Commissioner Susan Ness voted in favor of
the notice; Commissioners Rachelle B.
Chong and James H. Quello voted against it.
Both Quello and Chong stressed that
they feel that alcohol abuse is adevastating problem in American society,
especially among youths.
A recent study by researchers at
Pennsylvania State University suggests
that alcohol consumption in the United

States among those aged 16 and older
has declined since 1979. But the report
states: "Researchers and policy- makers
should ... exercise caution in attributing
the decline in per capita alcohol consumption to anti- drinking campaigns
and related policy measures."

BRIEF, continued from page 2

ABC Tops Murrow
Award Winner List
WASHINGTON ABC News Radio
will be showered with awards for
excellence in electronic journalism at
the Radio and Television News
Directors Association's fall show. The
network will receive four Edward R.
Murrow Awards at RTNDA97, which
will be held September 17 to 20 in
New Orleans (separate from the NAB
Radio Show).
Other winners include WBAL(AM),
Baltimore and WHO(AM), Des
Moines, Iowa.
CBS Evening News anchor Dan
Rather will also be honored by RTNDA,
receiving the 1997 Paul White Award.
The association's highest honor will be

unsubstantiated media reports, and that
there was no evidence the organization
would be issuing areport.
Victoria Streitfeld, director of Public
Affairs at the FTC, said that it is FTC
policy not to comment on what matters
it is investigating. She said that the
FTC is, however, interested in the
effects of liquor advertising on minors.
The Washington Post reported on
July 10 that the FTC is investigating
four alcohol companies, including distiller Seagram Co. and brewer
Anheuser-Busch Cos.
Quello also said any such action
would be a violation of an agreement
with the FTC giving it primary jurisdiction in advertising investigations.
Renee Licht, deputy chief of the Mass
Media Bureau, countered that this agreement was a "memo of understanding"

advertising, and that if the FCC were to
commence such an inquiry it could
open aPandora's Box of investigations
into all types of advertising.
Hundt cited case law such as Reno vs.
ACLU and the commission's inquiry into
cigarette advertising as precedents for the
liquor investigation. Chong rejected these
as precedents, saying that the Reno case
did not specifically address FCC authority to investigate advertising, and that
Congress should mandate any such
investigations. Addressing Ness' contention that the FTC inquiry would not
provide an opportunity to register its
views on the issue, Chong said that a
congressional inquiry is the proper public
forum for the issue.
Quello also said that a number of
members of Congress have formally
questioned the FCC's jurisdiction in the
matter over the past few months.

(Quello and

'A mockery'
NAB and DISCUS were quick to
praise
Quello
and
Chong.
"Commissioners Quello and Chong
deserve praise for recognizing that
Congress and the Federal Trade
Commission have appropriate jurisdiction
in dealing with issues related to alcohol
advertising," said NAB President Edward
O. Fritts in awritten statement. He also
pointed out again that very few stations
have agreed to accept liquor advertising.
DISCUS President Fred A. Meister
again called upon Hundt to reinforce
the organization's call to President
Clinton to bring together the beer, wine,
spirits and broadcast industries to adopt
acommon code for alcohol advertising.
In a written statement, George A.
Hacker, director of CSPI's Alcohol
Policies Project, lashed out at Quello and
Chong. "(They) have made amockery of
the commission's responsibility to require
that broadcasters serve the public interest,"
he stated. "We expect President Clinton to
appoint new commissioners who will be
more sensitive to the rights of children."
Hundt, Chong and Quello are all
stepping down from the commission,
pending confirmation of nominees to
replace them.

Chong) have made a
mockery of the
commission's
Commissioner Rachelle Chong
Both commissioners said that it is not
FCC jurisdiction to investigate alcohol
advertising. Quello said the Federal
Trade Commission reportedly is conducting two investigations into the
impact of liquor advertising on youth,
and hence it would be a duplication of
effort and a waste of government
resources for the FCC to begin aseparate
inquiry. Ness said that information about
the FTC investigations was based on

N EWSWATCH
The cause of the fire had not been
determined.
Damage was estimated at $200,000
to $300,000. The station has received
many donations of music from record
companies and financial gifts as well.
Some of the office supplies, including
computers with membership databases,
were spared.
Grubb said that, at press time, the station was hoping to begin broadcasting
again July 10. The station has relocated
to another studio, with more space, in
Pacific Grove. "We're committed to
serving the community that has supported us for almost 20 years," Grubb said.
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given to the veteran broadcast journalist
at RTNDA97 as well.
Though he has worked primarily in
television, Rather was news director of
KTRH(AM) in Houston early in his
career.
Meanwhile,
the
Radio
and
Television News Directors Foundation
reported that Tom Banse, regional correspondent for National Public Radio
in Olympia, Wash., won a prestigious
German media award in May.
The Radio in the American Sector
Berlin Commission gave Banse $4,000
for his documentary "Of Boeing, Beer.
Benefits, Braves and Berlin .. A Special
Report. Germany-Pacific Northwest:
The Unexpected Connections."
The award is administered in the
United States by RTNDF as part of its
German/American Journalist Exchange
Program.

Audio Processing
Company on the Block
THOMPSON, Conn.
Audio
processor manufacturer Hnat Hindes is
up for sale.
Bonnie Hnat, principal of the maker
of the Ultramod DSG-2001 digital
stereo generator, said that she is retiring from the business. She said there
was aprospective buyer at press time,
but would not divulge information on
the company. It was rumored, however,
that two major transmitter manufacturers were looking at the company.

responsibility to
require that
broadcasters serve
the public interest.
— George A. Hacker, Director
CSPI Alcohol Policies Project
that empowered the FTC to investigate
"unfair or misleading" advertising, not
"truthful" advertising aimed at adults, as
the commission was characterizing
liquor ads. In her mind, the commission
had jurisdiction over advertising
because of its oversight of the public
airwaves.
Chong in turn rebutted, saying that she
didn't believe that using the FCC public
interest mandate to look at truthful ads
aimed at adults made much sense.
She said broadcasters enjoy First
Amendment protection of truthful
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anchor, "Dateline NBC"; Carole Simpson,
anchor, "World News Sunday" and senior
correspondent, ABC News, and Tony
Brown, host and executive producer,
When packing for the NAB Radio
"Tony Brown's Journal," PBS. Specialized
Show in New Orleans next month (and I tracks at the conference include: radio,
television, smaller market, mangement and
hope to see you there) remember that the
RTNDA also is hosting its annual gathertechnology.
ing at the same time. Headliners include
The radio track offers training and
advice geared to the radio newsroom. The
Walter Cronkite, special correspondent,
agenda includes:
•Radio News: On Air and On Line
•Arbitron Basics: Putting Your Numbers
to Work for Your News Operation
• High- Tech Toys for Your Radio
Newsroom
summer, this business
•Sounds of Success: Creating Compelling
Radio News
lost one of its key
•Local Radio News: Can It Survive
Deregulation?
people.
• Radio News Directors: The Next
Century
•Profitable Partnerships: Bridging the Gap
Between News and Sales
CBS News; Dan Rather, anchor and man• Radio Give & Take: An Idea for
aging editor, CBS Evening News, and
Exchange
anchor "48 Hours," CBS News; Brian
•Recruiting for Radio: How to Find and
Williams, anchor and managing editor,
Keep Good Employees
"The News With Brian Williams,"
For more information, contact RTNDA
at (800) 80-RTNDA or visit the association
MSNBC, and Saturday anchor, NBC
Nightly News; Stone Phillips, principal
website at http:11www.rtnila.or

Sorenson Broadcasting Is 25
WASHINGTON So much to write
about, so little time. And so many people
with such good things to say.
From time to time, we bring you opinion from select people in the industry, in
the form of Guest Commentaries. Look for
Mike Dorrough's — his call letters are
KO6NM, he is the president of Dorrough
Electronics and inventor of the MultiBand Audio Processor and the Dorrough
Loudness Monitor — on the facing
page. His formative years were spent
mixing for some of the biggest names
in music at RCA, Motown and
Hudson & Kasem recording studios.
* * *
And speaking of people,
some of the nicest folks in the
business celebrated abirthday. Sorenson Broadcasting,
which started out with an
AM radio station in 1972
in Central South Dakota,
celebrated its 25 years
with abig bash on July
30 in Sioux Falls,
S.D. A family of 15
stations, Sorenson
Broadcasting has
always been an
example
of
radio the way
it could be:
local, professional
and commited to
broadcasting.
Many of you
may know Dean
Sorenson from his years of
service to the industry as part of
the NAB board. Anyway, happy birthday
to all of you and congratulations!
* * *
Managing Editor Paul McLane stopped
by the offices of Dataworld in Bethesda,
Md., last week. You've seen their ads in
RW through the years and many of you
probably know Hank Brandenburg and Jack
Neff. They have built quite asuccess story.

Jack and his crew report asudden boom
in television-related business these days, as
TV managers try to figure out how to
implement DTV. But radio remains abig
business, thanks to the AM expanded band
and to consolidation. Imagine an account
executive for a 100-station radio
group bringing anational
client into his or
her office
to show off
a wall map
of the United
States. On that
map: 100 radio
patterns in cities
large and small.
"Lots of people
1PS
are selling through
maps instead of ratings," Hank told Paul.
It is an effective sales
technique, especially if
your ratings are nothing to
brag about. Dataworld, for
instance, can put important
retail locations on its maps,
the better to impress aclient.
Jack and Hank also are touting
a new, detailed database for
broadcasters called DataXpert.
* * *
Earlier this summer, this business
lost one of its key people when Sidney
Joseph Levet III died in Louisiana.
Many of you may know that Levet
founded WCKW-FM in Laplace, La., in
1966, then WCKW(AM) in Garyville, La.,
in 1970. He began his career with adegree
in electrical engineering from the University
of Southwestern Louisiana and worked as
an electrical engineer for the FCC in
Washington and Atlanta from 1961 to
1963. From 1979 to 1989 he worked as a
consulting radio engineer.
Levet was honored by the Louisiana
Association of Broadcasters with a
Lifetime Achievement Award in 1989 and
was named Broadcaster of the Year by the
association in 1990.
Our heartfelt condolences go out to his
family.
* * *
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Earlier this

NewsRadio 740 KTRH Afternoon Drive News Anchor Marisa Ramirez (right)
appeared on Houston's KPRC Channel 2 with Janet Shamlian to encourage
awareness of the " 1997 KTRH Campaign to Erase Illiteracy, - benefiting the
Houston READ Commission. The initiative included aseries of feature stories, a
city-wide book drive and participation in reading to children at schools and public libraries.
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READERS FORUM

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at (800)336-3045 or send a letter to Readers Forum
(Radio World, RO. Box 1214, Fans Church, VA 22041 or e-mail 74103.243581compuserve.com or
MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at
our discretion and as space permits.

GUEST COMMENTARY

Tesla, Marconi ...
And Darwin
Mike Dorrough
As abig fan of old-time radio, naturally Iam nostalgic about the way things
were. A spin up and down the dial usually intensifies my longing for the good old
days. Even more disorienting are the
changes behind the scenes, not on the
technical side, but in the culture of the
radio business.
Deregulation and acquisition mania
have had an effect on the internal structure
of broadcasting even more profound than
that of television. We can pretend not to
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notice the similarities between the diminishing number of American manufacturing
jobs and the looming human tragedy of
broadcast "streamlining and automation,"
but that won't change the impact.
Is it possible that what hurts and frightens us now, may benefit us all in the long
run? Are we evolving toward anew radio
culture?
Early radio culture
Long after Burns and Allen, Jack Benny
and the Lone Ranger had deserted amplitude modulation for greener fields of pixels, radio stations carried on with virtually
the same sort of internal structure. The
same impressive buildings, consoles,
turntables, regal transmitters and capable
engineers supported the antics of DJs and
game shows in lieu of high-ticket comedy
and drama.
Broadcasting still was considered a
classy haven for brainy guys with avoltmeter in one hand and apipe in the other.
Insecurity was the sole province of "talent." The institution was faced with FCC
mandates, but could still be competitive
because all stations were forced to comply.
Radio stations often were operated by networks that also ran television stations. As a
result, there was acushion for radio as the
revenue stream moved toward TV. Radio
"carried" television during its long and
painful development, and the favor was
returned for atime. Fortunately, by the
mid- 1950s, the radio business tapped into
anew, seemingly bottomless gold-mine:
rock ' n' roll.
With TV and radio specializing and
exploiting diverse revenue streams, it was
possible for independents to flourish. You
didn't need the clout of astellar network,
just alikable jock and astack of records.
The FCC still required diversity and some
"service" in exchange for alicense. Thanks
to intrinsically low overhead, profits were
good enough to maintain much of the
workplace ambiance and hardware of the
glory days.
Clean language and crew-cut engineers
remained in vogue. Any "nasty stuff" was
embedded so deeply in the "coded" rock
lyrics that parents and the establishment
were pretty much oblivious. By the mid'60s, "talk" was becoming more prominent
on AM, as music formats blossomed on
the FM band.
A fragile campfire
The early talk shows, usually heard late
at night, were afar cry from what we hear
today. They weren't anger-based shout
fests. They were distilled human experience, the pure joy of story-telling. Human
beings have been sitting around campfires
and telling tall tales for thousands, if not
millions, of years. The campfire had
evolved into alittle box with burning filaments glowing in the night. Its light could
illuminate anation.
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It's hard to keep up with events in the widening world of media. Many of us have our hands
full just reading about radio.
Ignorance is bliss. Education is work. But to
thrive in 1997, radio people can no longer
afford to be insular, if ever we could.
Item: Clear Channel Communications
International is buying 50 percent of Rádio
Bonton in the Czech Republic for $ 1million.
Officials are looking at more opportunities in Central and Eastern Europe.
The U.S. broadcaster also has interests in stations in New Zealand and
Australia.
Item: Harris Corp. wants to invest millions of dollars in emerging-market
broadcasters. At the NAB convention this year, the company announces a
new pool of capital worth millions of dollars to help would-be broadcasters
get started.
Item: As this issue of RW goes to press, word comes that radio owner
Chancellor Media will buy Katz Media Group, which represents radio and
TV stations in selling air time to advertisers.
Item: Politicians and national networks devise ratings for sex, violence and
language on TV. Could this set aprecedent for radio ratings?
Item: The FCC ponders whether to allow satellite digital audio radio
providers to use terrestrial "gap fillers." The NAB argues that the proposals
aren't complete technically. Despite assurances, some radio people fear that
gap fillers will become a wedge for DARS providers into providing local
information, thus competing directly with traditional radio.
These are real-life examples of "convergence," which is more than adistant dream about receiving TV programs on your computer. Convergence is
here, in many forms: global owners with holdings in numerous media; engineers who must learn to manage super station clusters; suppliers looking outside of the radio arena to expand their business.
Confronted with the onslaught of such stories, which may not seem pertinent as we go about our lives in radio, we must avoid the temptation to say,
"Oh, that's overseas," or "That's TV, so it doesn't affect me." We must seek
to understand the effect of these stories on our employers, our suppliers, our
co-workers, our jobs.
— RW

There,

Over Here

But campfires, even the electronic variety, are fragile. They must be fueled and
protected from the elements. Radio was
about to be pummeled by the storm of
deregulation. It was the 1980s and
America was bitten by the bug of freemarket Darwinism. Free-swinging competition and cutthroat capitalism transformed
the nation. Only the fit would survive.
Airlines that had invested in building
worldwide routes over half acentury suddenly were competing with Spartan
upstarts. Chaos reigned in the telephone
industry and billions of dollars suddenly
were set into motion like electrons in a
wire. The old fat cats, so long protected by
acarefully crafted, self-serving maze of
regulations and price controls, were displaced.
Some observers thought all that power
and money would trickle down to Main
Street. A little did, but most wound up in
the pockets of anew breed of ruthless fatter cats and Wall Street sharks. These
predators viewed viable companies as food
to be cut up and consumed for instant gratification.
Broadcasting had its share of complacent fat cats and corruption, to be sure. By
the 1990s it was an irresistible temptation
for politicians to throw the industry into
rough waters to sink or swim. Why should
"cushy" radio gigs be any more secure
than the jobs of welders and machinists
working in the rust belt?
This theory was the personification of
the class-envy card played so effectively to
put white-color types against blue-collar
workers. In the end both might lose, but
that's not the point. The truth of the matter
is that radio is not just abusiness. Radio is
the national soul and nervous center. The
radio spectrum is the property of every
man, woman and child.
Radio waves have little respect for state
borders and closed doors. They can find
you in your speeding car and your children in their playrooms. Such apowerful

cultural force must be viewed as more
than acash cow. Technicians and on-air
talent laboring in the broadcast field are
doing something that transcends punching
aclock in akilocycle factory. For better or
worse, they are creeping into our consciousness in ways too profound to ignore.
'Duopoly Sarnoffs'
Now the federal government has all but
abandoned its role in radio husbandry. In a
way, we have merely come full circle. The
few powerful figures who controlled radio
in the early days had the clout and focus to
pressure the government into setting standards and practices. It was good business
sense and away to enhance their status as
"culture enhancers."
They knew instinctively that, without
some rules, arace to the bottom for ratings
would result. A dirty joke is easier to write
than agenuinely funny bit. Nobody wanted to be amogul over amedia dung-heap!
Now that the cycle has brought us back
to asimilar consolidation of power, maybe
the "duopoly Sarnoffs" will do what is
necessary to protect their investment, and
most important, nurture the gifted people
who make it all work. Once the industry
has regained its balance, an inevitable second "evolutionary cycle" might lead to
more diversified ownership as the giants,
who fail to get hooked on the romance of
radio, take their profits and move on to the
next business challenge. More individual
owners with agenuine affinity for radio
will result in more local programming, and
more opportunities for young talent.
Radio, in stark contrast to mega-buck
TV or to the Internet, is suited to addressing local concerns. That grass-roots connection will always be our trump card.
Maybe the loving stewardship of radio
through a difficult time isn't purely
Darwinian, but neither is preserving
endangered species for future generations
to enjoy.
Stay tuned!
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Users Will Roar Along With ADSL
by Bob Rusk
ARLINGTON, Va. A new service
from Bell Atlantic Network Services
allows data transmission 100 times faster
than conventional modem speeds.
Internet audio companies cannot wait.
Bell Atlantic will launch the new highspeed data communications service,
which uses ADSL ( asymmetric digital
subscriber line) technology, for consumers in mid- 1998. The technology
allows Internet access at speeds of up to
6 Mbps, compared to the fastest analog
telephone modems, which receive data at
arate of 56 kbps.
"Internet applications are becoming
rich in multimedia content, such as video
and audio," said Fred D'Alessio, president of Bell Atlantic Consumer Services.
"Consumers are hungry for faster speeds
to take advantage of this content and for
telecommuting or remote access to corporate computer networks. ADSL puts
consumers in the seat of aFerrari, roaring
past analog modem users still in the bicycle lane."
This advancement is hailed as good
news by broadcast supplier Telos
Systems, which makes Internet- based
tools.
"We are in favor of anything that
improves Internet access. It helps everything we are doing," said Telos President
Steve Church.
While the Internet is already overloaded with today's low bit rate analog
modem connections, ADSL will not add
to the congestion.
"ADSL uses different routing," said
Bell Atlantic spokeswoman Joan
Rasmussen. "It is adedicated data transmission path that does not tie up the
voice network. Analog modems use the
voice network in a way that was not
intended — tying it up for lengthy periods of time. A telephone call might last
four or five minutes, ( but) atypical data
call using an analog modem might take
many times that."
Trial run
Bell Atlantic is conducting an ADSL
market trial in Virginia, with a 1.5 Mbps
capacity coming into the home and 64
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kbps going out, using existing copper
wire. About 250 consumers are participating and receive ADSL service with
unlimited Internet access for approximately $60 per month.
According to Rasmussen, "That isn't
necessarily the price we will have with
the service." It is, however, aprice that
gets Church excited.
"It sure gets the juices flowing," he
said. "That's remarkably inexpensive.
That's about the price of ISDN. It opens
the door to all kinds of things."
For example, Church said that the
Telos webcasting equipment is " too
good for 28.8 modems. We're targeting
the day when we can do things that are
much more broadcast- like. Getting this
kind of bandwidth into the ' last mile'
link is an important step. Next we will

need backbone capacity to match.
When that catches up, we'll be able to
have excellent fidelity for audio webcasting."
Not for remotes
Lynn Distler, vice president of Comrex
Corp., which specializes in broadcast
audio transmission, said ADSL's benefits
for radio broadcasters will depend upon
the intended application.
"By its name, ' asymmetrical' is aservice with a huge pipeline going one
direction and avery small pipeline going
the other direction," she explained.
"Obviously the huge pipeline goes to the
subscriber, with very little going the other way."
"That's also the way the 56 kbps
modems on analog phone lines work.

WDCU Sale Raises
Many Questions
WDCU, continued from page 1

planned to sell the station, which
sale of anon-commercial frequency to
resides on 93.9 MHz. In the end, that
abroadcaster of commercial programstation was sold for $20 million, under
ming. He said the sale would weaken
market value, to a foundation that
the public radio system and leave lispromised to continue community proteners in the Washington area without a gramming.
traditional jazz station.
"While we understand the Control
About face
Board's need to close the District's
John Dinges, head of the radio confinancial gap, we hope you will not saccentration in the Columbia University
rifice public interest in order to do so."
Graduate School of Journalism, and
Lewis also wrote that NPR member
former managing editor of NPR, sugstations had considered forming a
coalition to purchase the WDCU
license, but "could not compete with
commercial broadcasters in the bid
process."
In his letter to Brimmer, Coonrod
noted that WDCU is the only radio station in Washington with an all-jazz format and one of the 10 stations in the
United States with the largest AfricanAmerican audiences.
"The sale of the station would obviously leave this minority population
underserved and, consequently, would
be contrary to the policy of the Public
Broadcasting Act ..." Coonrod wrote.
He also noted that CPB has invested
nearly one million dollars in grant
NPR President and CEO
monies to WDCU since 1991.
Delano E. Lweis
"Therefore, should this sale take
place, we will expect reimbursement to
gested the public radio community
CPB and the American taxpayers for
might be arguing out of both sides of its
their investment in
mouth.
WDCU so that we can
Last year,
allocate the money to
former House
further the interests of
Commerce
ee
public broadcasting."
Committee
eersay ol to Otteet et COhanda
Even with repayChairman
1
1
11111111(10M'S 11111 Sifil1011
ment to CPB, the uniJack Fields
versity will come out
proposed
ahead. UDC CFO Don Rickford said in
allowing communities serviced by two
March that the school hoped to net
public television stations to sell one and
between $5 million and $6 million doluse the money for apublic broadcasting
lars for the jazz station. Any way you
trust fund. Many who supported that
slice it, the university will make apheidea are now opposed to this sale.
nomenal return on the $ 1it paid to
There are four other public stations in
acquire the frequency from Georgetown
the market, said Dinges: WETA(FM),
University in the early 1980s.
WAMU(FM),
WPFW(FM)
and
Some compare the sale of WDCU to
WMUC-FM.
the sale of WNYC(FM), which was
"I think this is amajor event," said
owned by the city of New York until
Dinges. What this sale does, he said, is
January (
RW, March 19). The city
set a benchmark price that could be

yo

l

This means there can be many, many
consumers with very little investment in
the server end ( such as the telephone
company or Internet Web provider).
"For bringing remote broadcasts to the
station, ADSL goes the wrong way," she
said. "For instance, you could theoretically get fabulous audio from the station
to alocal car dealership, but not the other
way around."
Distler concluded, "Asymmetrical services will not help a broadcaster in
acquiring programming. They may, however, be acompetitive threat in the delivery of programming."
If that happens, Telos will design
equipment to fill the demand, according
to Church.
Bell Atlantic plans to make ADSL service available to businesses after the consumer rollout. Industry analysts predict
that 20 percent of consumers will have
high-speed data connections within the
next five years.

catastrophic for the public radio system. Also, because the majority of university stations still depend on stipends
from their universities, the temptation
to turn their frequencies into assets that
can be liquidated will be strong.
Those who believe in public radio,
said Dinges, should be concerned
because the WDCU sale seems to mark
the beginning of the commercialization
of public radio. That isn't because
CREA is associated with acommercial
group, he said, but because the sale
makes the frequency itself acommodity.
Lost forever
Why are non-commercial frequencies becoming so valuable?
"The issue is that there aren't going
to be more frequencies available," said
Lynn Chadwick, president of the
National Federation of Community
Broadcasters. When one is lost, she
said, it is lost forever.
Chadwick used the example of
KRAB(FM), acommunity-licensed station in Seattle. When it ran into financial trouble in the mid- 1980s, the station sold its commercial frequency for
$5 million, planning to build another
station in the non-commercial band.
But there were no more frequencies
available, and the station had to settle
for an inferior signal that did not cover
the whole city.
As for the $ 13 million dollar price
tag on WDCU, Chadwick said she was
not surprised. "I've been predicting this
for some time."
Chadwick said she believes the sale
of non-commercial radio frequencies is
a " particular issue for university
licensees," rather than community
licensees. Educational institutions, in
this view, see their stations as an asset
to be sold.
The increasing number of religious
broadcasters buying in the non-commercial band is becoming a hot issue.
Blackburn & Co. said the sale of
WDCU generated interest from arange
of groups, and more than one bidder
characteristically broadcasts religious
programming.
Still, the intricacies of the WDCU
sale may be less important to the students of UDC, than the fact that they
can return in the fall thanks to money
raised by the sale of an increasingly
valuable commodity, aradio frequency.
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llobo Radio Network uses the

HotLineTM to cover the Tour de France
J. Claudio Barbedo,
Operations Director
for the Globo Radio
Network in Brazil,
used HotLines— to
cover the Tour de
France bike race from
Lyon, France, back to
Globo studios in Rio
de Janeiro. " Ihave
never had a remote
sound so good:' he
reported. " They sound
gorgeous!" Barbedo
said that people from
other stations were
swarming around his
broadcast booth to
find out how Globo
was achieving their
great sound.

Y
.AW and Reds' Network broadcast

game on the HotLineTM

Doug Walker, engineer for Jacor Cincinnati, wasn't planning to broadcast
this important game on a plain telephone line. But when the telephone
company let him down and didn't get his ISDN line installed in time, he
sure was glad to have the HotLine7 " The HotLine enabled us to save our
tails when
the phone
company
didn't complete the
ISDN order:'
said Walker.

r)
rrincess Cruise's newest
"Love Boar introduced
via the HotLineTM
When mult pie radio stations converged in
Florida, there were not enough ISDN lines
te go arourd. Howevar, listeners of WFNX in
Boston andWROX in Washington, DC, could
not have krown that : he program had been
relegated to a plain phone line. Marc Gordon,
Chief Engineer of WFNX, remarked: " It was
hard to believe audio this good was coming
over a dial-Jp line VtiRQX Engineer Dave
SoroJI agreed: " it was supremely easy!
We just dia ed ( the HotLine) and we were
connected. There was no fiddling to be done."

The tlotLineTM P
codec works on one
to give up to 10 Rt,
ztwo-way audio.

411.1.11111411fflieli
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The HotLine has been to sortie pretty interesting sites around the wo
We want to let it help your station " get around" too.

Here's the deal: Serd us afax or letter with your idea for an ilteresting
remote broadcast by August 15th. Include your business name, contact name,
shipping address, phone number and the dates of your September remote.

The Prize: Corrirex will lend 25 lucky stations apair of HotLines
to use for their September remote.

After the remote: Tell us how it went. Anything will be accepted:
pictures, letters, audio tapes, description of how much money you
made...tie more information we get, the better!

The Grand Prize: The station with the most creative remote
will get to keep their Ho:Lines.

www.comrex.com

nel••*..
Fax: 5)8-625-0401 • Email: contest@comrex.com
HotLime Giveaway, Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
HotLine is atrademark of Comrex Corporation
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WKLS(FM) Settles With Jewell
Controversy Over Billboard Featuring Ex- Olympic
Park Bombing Suspect Is Resolved
by Bob Rusk
ATLANTA An out-of-court settlement
has been reached in a lawsuit alleging
that Jacor-owned WKLS(FM) portrayed
exonerated Centennial Olympic Park
bombing suspect Richard Jewell "as an
evil, sinister person."
The station erected about 100 billboards late last year, with Jewell's likeness next to the word "Freebird," the title
of a 1975 song by the rock band Lynyrd
Skynyrd (RW, Feb. 5).
During the Olympics, abomb exploded, killing one person and injuring 100
others. Jewell, then a security guard at
Centennial Park, was the first person to
notice the package that was later found to
contain the bomb.
Initially called ahero by the media, he
was later identified in news reports as a
suspect in the incident. Last October, the
Department of Justice issued aletter to
Jewell stating that he was no longer atarget
in the FBI's investigation into the bombing.
The station had repeatedly offered to
pay Jewell for the right to use his likeness. Each time, Jewell replied that he
was not interested in participating.
WKLS, however, went ahead and put up
the billboards throughout Atlanta.
Jewell's lawyers contended that the

word "Freebird" had acriminal connotation, implying that he had "previously
been ajailbird."
The station claimed that the billboards
were a " celebration of the fact that

Publicity-wise,
could have hoped.
— Pat Ervin, Acting WKLS
Program Director
(Jewell) was no longer considered asuspect" in the bombing. After the suit was
filed, WKLS voluntarily removed the
billboards.
RW previously reported that Jewell's
attorney had asked for a "fivefigure cash
payment" to settle the case. But under
terms of the May settlement, both sides
have agreed to not reveal the dollar
amount.
"We're very pleased that the matter
has been settled," Lin Wood, one of
Jewell's attorneys, told RW. "At this
point, the parties — Mr. Jewell and the
station — have indicated the hope that
they will be able to return to what was
once a very friendly relationship."
(Following the bombing during last sum-
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mer's Olympics, WKLS offered Jewell a
job as asecurity guard at station events.)
"Even with the settlement, this was a
win- win for both parties," said acting
WKLS Program Director Pat Ervin.
"Publicity- wise, it did more than we
could have hoped for. But that wasn't our
goal. We felt (Jewell) was being raked
over the coals by the FBI. We were making a statement of his freedom. It just
ballooned into anational story."
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ABG Looks Ahead to
Move, New Branch
It has been a busy summer for
Audio Broadcast Group.
ABG, based in Grand Rapids,
Mich., has hired Pat and Bernice
Medved to operate a sales office in
Tacoma. Wash. The relationship took
effect July I.
The company also announced that it
would move its Michigan headquarters
to anew facility, also in Grand Rapids,
at the end of July.
ABG is an equipment dealer and
provider of systems integration services to radio stations, with estimated
sales this year of $ 9 million. The
Tacoma operation is its fourth sales
office; the firm also has sales people in
North Carolina and
Southern
California.
President Phyllis J. Freeman said
the company had not planned to open
another office at this time, until it
learned that the Medveds were available. Until recently, the Medveds had
worked for many years at equipment
supplier Broadcast Supply Worldwide.
"We found an excellent mix,"
Freeman said. " Bern and Pat ... bring

additional experience of the broadcast industry to ABG. which will
enhance our position in the marketplace." She called the Medveds
strategic thinkers with character and
integrity.
Dave Howland. vice president of
sales and marketing, said the Medveds
fit into the company's tradition as a
relationship- oriented sales organization. He said the Medveds will work to
improve ABG's international, educational and corporate sales. Company
officials also said ABG wants to
upgrade further its emphasis on systems integration.
Meanwhile. Howland said. ABG's
new office in Grand Rapids will give
the company room to grow. ABG plans
to build new warehouse space at the
facility soon.
Sales numbers for the new ABG
Tacoma office are (888) 565-9960 or
(253) 565-9360. The main contact
phone numbers for ABG in Michigan
will not change, despite the move.
— Paul J. McLane

The Best Excuse for
Shameless S'elf-Promotion
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How Many Buttons Do You Need To
Push Before ISDN Works For You?

One.
Tejos Zephyr: The Best Way to Hearfrom There'
You don't have the time or the resources to suffer over
complex menus and heavy manuals. You need something
with fast setup, practical features, and reliable operation.
You need Zephyr.

•The ideal solution for remote broadcasts, ad hoc networks,
voiceovers, distribution of commercials, backup to satellite and
microwave links, and many other applications.

Zephyr is number one among radio stations for
sending and receiving high-quality audio over
ISDN. Once programmed, anyone can Auto
Dial ISDN calls. Not sure what to do next?
Press the help button for simple instructions.

•Optional AES/EBL1 digital audio input/output module with sample
rate conversion.

•Designed by lelos Systems for radio applications over ISDN.

NOW WITH,'

20

ANALOG-TO- DIGITAL
'Olf1fERTOR

Zephyr is full-duplex for two-way transmission. And you don't have to
worry about what codec is on the other side — with Layer Ill, Layer II,
and G.722, Zephyr can handle whatever is thrown at it. Let Zephyr
make your job less complicated. And you may get fewer blisters on
your fingers.

•Clean, uncluttered front panel for simple operation. Full metering, call
duration timer, headphone jack, and mic/line inputs.
•Built-in input protection limiter. When your talent screams, your audio
doesn't distort.
•Zephyr has an integrated ISDN terminal adapter designed for the
non-technical operator. You can even place ostandard voice-grade
call to aPlain Old Telephone Service (POTS) telephone.
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SYSTEMS

2101 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 • Telephone: 216.241.7225 Fax: 216.241.4103 • http.//www.zephyr.com • e-mail: info@zephyr.com
lelos Systems, the lelos logo, Zephyr, and The Best Way To Hear From There ore trademarks of ILS Carp. Other trademarks ore the property of their respective holders
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SMARTEST DIGITAL WORKSTATION IN BROADCAST

AUD!CYTM
A paintbrush to a painter is what

Creating effects is instant as you fly

there's Lexicon Reverb which sets the

AudicyTM by Orban is to aproduction

across the board's controls! Plus, the

industry standard for high- end studio

director— avaluable tool that you won't

screen interfaces are user-friendly and

sound.

live without.

sharp. You won't spend time waiting for

Not only do you get comfort and
familiarity with the control surface, but
you can now possess the power to

visual feedback either, it's all done in

Orban used broadcast production experts

real-time.

to design the Audicy so that it caters to

If you have clients that want acreative

unleash all of your imaginative juices

spot, but also want it FAST, consider it

into aworkstation in real time. All of this

done. In situations like these, this digital

equals a level of productivity that you

aucho workstation is built to perform with

never thought possible from adigital

RAM- based editing and mixing— edit in

audio workstation.

real time with up to 24 tracks! No " wait

Comfort speaks for itself when you sit

time" so that the computer can catch up

down at this machine. Because of its

with you. There's instant access to audio,

ergonomic design, you want to sit down

even when using the all of the built-in

at the AudicyTM and try it out the instant

effects including compression, EQ, and

you see it. It was intentionally designed

reverb.

not to look like your regular, run-of-the-

your ears can hear, you can edit with this

mill computer workstation that's

workstation.

uncomfortable and unfamiliar.
Emulation of current work surfaces
keeps learning curves to a minimum.

None of this was by accident, of course.

As fast as your eyes can see and

With all of this, you may think you'll
have to sacrifice the quality of the sound,
but that's not the case at all. For example,
arde ( 136) (). Reeder Service Cord

your daily work needs.
Contact Harris for an Orban AudicyTM
demo.
Harris Corporation Broadcast Division
U.S.:
1-800-622-0022
FAX: 765-966-0623
Canada:
1-800-269-6817
http://www.broadcast.harris.com
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Grant Cuts Are Bad News for Public Radio
by S. D. Yana Davis

purchasing some syndicated program-

Morning - and " Schickeie Mix - were

ming.

beneficiaries of NEA money. By 1997,

"At least 25 of our stations have very
WASHINGTON For many public
little local infrastructure to support
radio stations, the news from Washington
them," Chadwick said. Native American
this summer is bad.
stations, in particular, depend on outside
The first round deals with the Public
funding and without it, might find it diffiTelecommunications Facilities Program,
cult if not impossible to continue operator PTFP, which provides matching grant
ing.
money for new facilities, transmitters and
While PTFP funding is acritical issue
for equipment upgrades.
for only about a
Dozens of small,
third of the councommunity-licensed
try's public stanonprofit stations
tions, the entire
will be affected if a
system would be
proposed reduction
capital improvements
affected by the
or complete elimiloss of National
nation of PTFP
program for public
Endowment of
grant money passes
broadcasting.
the Arts funding.
Congress. Hearings
Although most
that will directly
NEA grants supaffect what happens
port community performing arts organizato PTFP money by House and Senate
tions, some money goes to syndicated arts
committees were set for July, according
and cultural programs on public radio.
to officials at National Public Radio in
Washington.
'No Endowment for the Arts?
President Clinton recommended elimiCherie Simon, NEA communications
nation of PTFP funding completely in his
director, said that the funding bill introfiscal year 1998 budget, but NPR, along
duced in the House of Representatives
with public television, is holding out for
earlier this year basically eliminates
$29 million — adrop in the bucket by
funding for NEA.
Capitol Hill standards. Congress voted
"The $ 10 million appropriation projust $ 15.5 million last year.
posed (in the House bill) is really ' close
Without PTFP funds, small nonprofit
stations will be pressed to replace worn
equipment or buy new equipment to
make the transition to digital audio in
coming years, according to Lynn
Chadwick, president of the National
Federation of Community Broadcasters,
the organization that represents 100 community-licensed nonprofit stations.
"Our stations will have to spend more
and more time raising money," said
Chadwick. "There will be further reliance
NATIONAL
on local fundraising" to provide funds for
new equipment, she said.
ENDOWMENT
While no stations will go off the air,
Chadwick said, " there will be no
FOR THE ARTS
improvements (in service). Loss of PTFP
funds will definitely impact our service.
down' funding," Simon said. She said
"Every NFCB member station has
NEA took a40-percent cut in 1996, "far
benefited from PTFP during the last 10
more than most (federal) agencies." Last
years, and probably half of them during
year Congress appropriated $99 million
the last five, particularly Native
for NEA.
American broadcasters."
Simon said President Clinton proposed
While fundraising is "going well" for
increasing NEA funding to $ 136 million
community stations, Chadwick was worfor FY 1998, but that "conservatives in
ried that the major "bump" upward prothe House, particularly the leadership,"
vided by the original threat of the loss of
had targeted NEA for the chopping
all federal funding may fizzle, just when
block.
the smaller stations need money for
"The (proposed) cut has everything to
equipment that may not be there if PTFP
do with politics and nothing else," Simon
is eliminated altogether.
said.
If NEA funds are cut as much as 90
PTFP: the 'backbone'
percent, public radio producers can probNPR makes no bones about how
ably kiss NEA grant money goodbye.
important PTFP funding is.
But, according to NEA, overall fund"PTFP is the only capital improveing cuts between FY 1995 and FY 1997,
ments program for public broadcasting,"
and achange in eligibility that eliminated
an official at NPR, who wished to remain
individual producers, have already had a
anonymous, said.
dramatic impact on NEA money pumped
"PTFP is the backbone of public
into nationally syndicated programming.
broadcasting. Its elimination would mean
In FY 1995, NEA awarded 20 grants
no funds to replace aging and obsolete
to producers totaling $650,000. The folequipment used to produce and broadlowing year, 17 grants totaling $235,000
cast." He cited WEVO(FM), Concord,
were made. But during the current year,
N.H., as a typical recipient of PTFP
the figure fell to just five grants worth
funds. In 1995, the station received
$200,000.
$36,000 in PTFP money toward a total
As late as 1996, such well-known procost of $73,000 to buy anew transmitter
grams as NPR's "Fresh Air" and Public
and equipment. Without the grant,
Radio International's "St. Paul Sunday
WEVO may have had to cut staff or stop

PTFP is the only

only five programs, including the
acclaimed "Marian McPartland's Piano
Jazz," were receiving grant money from
NEA.
Although most of the programs
weaned from NEA support continue to
be syndicated, there is general concern
in the system, expressed frequently on
public radio's Internet discussion group,
that new programming ventures will
have to rely on foundation and corporate sponsorships, where competition
for available resources increasingly is
intense.
"The NEA (funding) decline will have
significant impact," Chadwick said. "So

many quality programs have been funded
by NEA, (the loss) would be significant."
In an upcoming issue, RW will
report on the actual PTFP and NEA
appropriations passed by Congress and
the specific impact they will have on
facilities and programming in the public
radio system.
In the meantime, not a few public
radio managers, producers and engineers
are waiting on more news from
Washington, hoping that it will be good
for achange.
S. D. Yana Davis is afreelance writer
and public radio fundraising consultant
in Knoxville, Tenn. E-mail him at yanajune@usitnet

NEA Grants to Public Radio Program Producers

Producer
FY 1996
Newark Public Radio
National Public Radio
Jazz at Lincoln Center Inc.
LA Theater Works
Minnesota Public Radio
John Hopkins University
World Music Productions
Chorus America
Wolf Trap Foundation
WHYY Inc.
West Virginia Public Radio
University of Texas-Austin
Public Radio International
New Radio & Performing Arts
PA Public Radio Associates
Symphony Space Inc.
FY 1996 Total
FY 1997
ETV Endowment of South
Carolina Inc.
John Hopkins University
New Radio & Performing Arts

Program

Amount

"Jazz Set with Brandon Mersalis"
"NPR Playhouse"; "Billy Taylor's Jazz at
Kennedy Center"
"Jazz at Lincoln Center"
Recorded live theater shows
"St. Paul Sunday Morning"
"Baltimore Symphony Casual Concerts"
"Afropop Worldwide"
"The First Art"
"Follanasters from Wolf Trap"
"Fresh Air with Terry Gross"
"Mountain Stage
"Latino USA"
"Schickele Mix"
"New American Radio"
"Echoes"
"Selected Shorts"

$11,000
$20,000 (total)

"Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz"

$50,000

"Baltimore Symphony Casual Concerts"
"New American Radio"
"Jazz Set with Brandon Marsalis"
"Echoes"

$50,000
$35,000
$35,000
$30,000
$200,000

Newark Public Radio
PA Public Radio Associates
FY 1997 Total

$18,000
$18,000
$10,000
$18,000
$16,000
$15,000
$18,000
$10,000
$12,000
$15,000
$10,000
$24,000
$10,000
$10,000
S235,000

Source: National Endowment for the Arts
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Don't clip your composite, control it! The FM FlexiMod will tighten and fatten your
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FM stations. FlexiMod's stealth processing technology will make anoticeable
difference in your on-air sound too. Now only $ 1,000 pro net. Call Jim Somich at
(216) 546-0967 for more information.
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Wighttimer' FM Vies for Frequency
Nashville FM Translator Waits on FCC Ruling on
Interference Caused by Station on Same Frequency
by Lee Harris
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Daytime-only
AM stations aren't as common as they
once were, but there are still plenty to go
around. Nighttime-only FM stations are
considerably harder to find, and the way
things are going the only living example of
the breed could soon be extinct.
WAMB-FM, licensed to Donelson,
Tenn., and serving the Nashville market,
is believed to be the only FM radio station in the nation authorized to operate
solely during hours of darkness. The
translator facility was granted to adult
standards- formatted WAMB(AM) in
1992 to help the AM station cope with
massive interference from Cuba. The
peculiar solution of a nighttime- only
FM was cooked up by WAMB owner
William Barry, apioneer FM broadcaster who found himself without an FM
station while his AM station's night signal was being destroyed.
Barry says the trouble started in
1982, when the folks at WAMB(AM)
started noticing a Cuban station
punching through their signal on the
in- studio air- monitor. "We thought this
was pretty serious because we're only
two miles away from the transmitter
site. Itook signal strength measurements, and presented them to the FCC
with the recommendation that they
grant me an FM station to compensate
for the interference, so Icould serve
my market at night."
This suggestion was met with polite
chuckles from the commission, but
Barry persisted, writing a letter to the
FCC every day for five years. Barry did
have a little legislative ammunition in
his pocket: a congressional directive,
ordering the commission to work out
solutions for broadcasters who were suffering from interference from Fidel and
friends ( especially after the U.S.

exacerbated the situation by firing up
TV Marti in the mid- 1980s).
Barry proposed a 1kW FM facility,
since WAMB(AM) was operating at
lkW nights. When the commission
finally caved in, the grant was for 75 W
at 250 feet, nights only. Barry decided to
quit while he was ahead. "It was aport
in the storm, so we took that."
Broadcasting at 106.7 MHz, WAMBFM-1 (as it is technically known) was
an instant hit, especially with listeners
who didn't know that WAMB(AM)
existed. "We've got some people who
apparently don't know how to tune an
AM radio," Barry explained. "They call
up and ask, ' How come you're only on

BIRCH, continued from page 1

companies have had to make some pretty
strong promises to investors."
Birch compared the recent frenzy of
companies gobbling up radio properties to
agame of Monopoly.
"Our thinking this time around is that
with consolidation, most of the companies
right now are busy acquiring properties ...
like a Monopoly game when you go
through the first five rounds you buy
everything you land on. That's pretty much
what's going on and will continue for the
next two to three years," said Birch.
"But we're going to get to apoint in
time where the game goes into the next
stage, in which you put these radio stations
together and consolidate and begin focusing on operations."
Birch said it won't be long before
broadcasters hit awall.
"Once you've grown the revenue as far
as you can grow it, in order to grow profits
at adouble-digit level, you are going to
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That was in October of last year, and
the interference issue has yet to be
resolved, so WAMB-FM keeps plugging
along at 106.7, unmolested by the FCC or
the bedeviled owners of WNPL. Barry
does have acontingency plan in case the
interference is cleared up. "There is
another frequency in the market that
would work for us, and Idrew an application up for it, but since we didn't get shut
down Ijust put it back in the file."
Hanging tough
While WAMB-FM-1 may be hanging
by athread, Barry says he isn't worried
about the future of his station. He figure's he's persistent enough to overcome
any obstacle that might be thrown in his
path. "A station operator from Florida
once called me," he said. "He was having a similar interference problem and
he asked me how you get one of these
FMs. Isaid you begin by writing letter
every day for five years to the FCC.
That's when he hung up."

BirchResearch Blooms in Fall

DS

.t

at night?', and when Itell them what's
going on, they say, 'Oh, Inever put on
my AM radio."
Barry never pushed his luck by asking the FCC if he could take his FM
operation 24 hours, and all was going
smoothly until last fall. Because of
WAMB-FM's quasi-official status, the
commission granted alicense for anew
FM station at 106.7 in Mount Juliet,
Tenn., about 10 miles from Donelson.
One day, Barry got aphone call from
the owners of the new station,
WNPL(FM), telling him they were about
to hit the air, and would he please shut off
his station. "We turned it off, but this new
station was causing so much interference
to air traffic that the FCC shut them down
the following week. So, Ijust turned my
station back on. The commission never
told me to turn it off to begin with."
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have to do something about expenses. And
the biggest single line-item expense of any
radio station in a top 100 market is
Arbitron."
Blossoming
The timing of Birch's re-birth is no
accident. With Arbitron renewals up for
review in many markets next year, Birch
is making aplay for the deals. Birch said
while he has not yet begun actively marketing the service, but come fall he's
expecting to hit the ground running.
"At this point in time, we don't have
anybody signed up, but we do have alot of
interest in the service," said Birch. "We've

Birch said he's
not out to beat
Arbitron.
had asignificant amount of 'vocal' contracts. I've had discussions with groups
that Ibelieve, if we are successful in
completing all the contracts in 1998 and
beyond, could be in the millions of dollars."
Birch said the process will be aslow
one. "Ienvision we're going to know for
sure whether or not this will work within
the next 18-24 months ... If we get the
foothold that Ibelieve we're going to be
getting, there will be acascading effect.
We'll probably see the service grow in
popularity and become fairly substantial."
Birch said he's not out to beat Arbitron.
"I envision this service as filling aniche.
We'll probably be successful in maybe a
couple dozen markets in 1998. Our most
important goal is to be able to deliver a
high-quality service to our clients at arelatively low price point, and my personal
goal is to do that profitably."
The trend of consolidation in the radio
industry may prove to be good news for
Birch. He's planning to focus on markets
where only ahandful of operators control amajority of the inventory.
"And in markets like that we'll seek to
get them all so that we would end up with
basically an 80- to 100-percent share of
the ratings subscribers in that market.
"I think the timing of what we're doing

Thomas Birch
makes alot of sense," said Birch. "We are
going to be very careful not to get ahead of
ourselves, and we will be perfectly happy
if we go into the first quarter of 1998 in
just ahandful of markets. We are going to
be sure that once we get started we're
doing it right."
Planting the seeds
According to Birch, his service will
include all of the daypart and demographic
data currently provided by Arbitron. The
company is testing the potential for avariety of qualitative, life- stage consumer
behavior and purchase intent information.
Reports will be delivered electronically on
atrailing three-month rolling tabulation
base, with comprehensive reports issued
quarterly and summarized trend reports
issued monthly.
"We're not out to change the way radio
inventory is priced," stated Birch. "Just the
way radio ratings are priced."
In the meantime, Birch has announced
the commencement of alarge-scale pilot
study measuring radio listening in Des
Moines, Iowa. Researchers will be using
two different types of seven day dairies: a
radio-only diary and aqualitative diary that
includes, in addition to radio listening,
questions relative to household and respondent qualitative, newspaper and retail
shopping characteristics. The company
expects to have results available for industry review in September.
Arbitron had no comment on the return
of Birch.
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New Markets Explored at PRC ' 97
by Jacqueline Conciatore
CHICAGO Public radio stations will
soon get results of a major audience
research project designed to help them
thrive in an economy increasingly upheld
by private rather than public support.
"Audience 98" is based largely on arecontact study of public radio listeners
identified by Arbitron in 1996, and follows "Audience 88," which profoundly
affected the way program directors think
about radio. Most significantly, it induced
many stations to aim for consistently
serving one or two audiences rather than
several. "Audience 98" should help sta-

horizon for public radio's listeners
Robert F.X. Sillerman, executive chairman of SFX Broadcasting, told attendees
that radio consolidation would lead commercial owners to go after public radio's
audience.
Commercial competition
As owners amass more frequencies in
single markets, they will feel freer to
experiment with new programming for
targeted audiences, he said. "You will see
more intelligent voice programming on
commercial stations," he said. "You have
demonstrated that there is an intelligent
audience out there that wants it, that you
can go in-depth."

SFX owns, operates or has agreements
to acquire 80 stations spread across major
and medium markets.
Public service or profit center?
Bill 13uzenberg, former head of news
for NPR, suggested in an award acceptance speech that his old company was in
danger of selling out its public service
mission.
Upon receiving the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting's Edward R. Murrow
Award — public radio's biggest honor —
Buzenberg referred to a speech Murrow
himself gave to the Radio and Television
News Directors Association 40 years ago.

Photo by Min Weber, NPR

David Giovannoni, left, and
George Bailey, right, presented
'Audience '98' at PRC '97.

See PRC, page 14
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attendees that radio
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lead commercial
owners to go after
public radio's
audience.
tions figure out what kind of financial
return listeners give them for specific programs, according to its developers, David
Giovannoni and George Bailey.
The two men introduced public radio
broadcasters to the report at the Public
Radio Conference in Chicago, which was
held June 6-11. At that time they said
they'd begin delivering data later in the
month and would present their analyses
of the data at the Public Radio Program
Director's Conference in September.
Giovannoni and Bailey did discuss one
finding: public radio listeners fall primarily into two categories identified by the
Stanford Research Institute's VALS2
Segmentation System — " actualizers"
and "fulfilleds." People in both categories
are high in resources, including education, but actualizers are action-oriented,
whereas fulfilleds are principle-oriented.
Dues news
Anticipating the end of five-year dues
lockdown" at the close of FY 1998, NPR
has been talking with stations since early
this year about changing the way it
assesses program fees.
In April, the NPR Board of Directors
voted to get input from its membership at
PRC on a new model for pricing annual
dues (
RW, May 28).
NPR member stations made it clear in
sessions at PRC on future program fee
assessment that they're still in favor of
changing from arevenue-based fee system to an audience-based one. But they
told NPR in Chicago that the model on
the table was too problematic.
So NPR is tweaking the model that
would have stations pay for any given
NPR show in part or in total according to
the number of listener hours the program
attracts to their stations. Stations were
still concerned, however, that some of the
largest stations, such as WNYC-FM, New
York, would see huge increases that could
pose significant budgetary challenges.
There may be some competition on the
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DARS Proponents Want Gaps Filled
by Matt Spangler
WASHINGTON The down payments
are in, but the fight is not over yet.
Three months after Satellite CD Radio
and American Mobile Radio Corp. agreed
to pay $83 million and $90 million, respectively, for the right to provide satellite digital audio radio service ( DARS) to the
country,
parties
to
a Federal
Communications Commission Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
on the technology are still duking it out.
Reply comments to this NPRM, which
was released along with the March 3
Report & Order initially granting the
DARS licenses, were filed June 13 and 27.
The issue: whether or not to allow the
companies to use terrestrial repeaters or
"gap fillers," devices which fill in the gaps
caused by difficult propagation environments such as urban areas by repeating the
signals of DARS satellites.
In one corner is, of course, Satellite CD
Radio and AMRC, who claim that effective
and seamless DARS coverage can only be
ensured if these gap fillers are utilized.
In the other corner is the National
Association of Broadcasters, long opposed
to DARS because it sees the technology as
athreat to the localism of radio, who says
it doesn't have technical information on
how the terrestrial repeaters will work, and
the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association, which supports an L-band
solution to satellite digital radio.
The prize: amultimillion dollar enterprise that could go belly up if the commission doesn't incorporate aprovision for
terrestrial repeaters into its NPRM.
Questions and comments
In the NPRM, the commission has two
proposals: one, that terrestrial repeaters
should be used and licensed via a "blanket
authorization" process, and two, that these
repeaters should not be used to transmit
locally originated programming.
None of the major filers — Satellite CD
Radio, AMRC, NAB and CEMA —
objected to the latter proposal. Both DARS
proponents stress in their filings that they
do not intend to originate local programming. "... CD Radio will have substantial
economic incentive to deploy terrestrial
repeaters only where they are highly valued by consumers," the company stated.
"Adding repeaters will increase CD
Radio's infrastructure costs."
Needless to say, Satellite CD Radio and
AMRC feel that terrestrial repeaters are
needed, and the lion's share of their comments plus those of CEMA are devoted to
justifying the use of these devices. "To
operate aDARS system in the frequencies
the Commission allocated to the service
will require terrestrial repeaters to improve
the effective coverage of the system," stated AMRC.
Along with its comments CEMA filed a
study by the Communications Research
Centre Bureau of Radio Broadcast
Technologies Research that "provides
independent confirmation that the deployment of asignificant number of terrestrial
gap-fillers is necessary if S-band DARS
systems are to realistically provide reasonable service to either urban or mobile
users."
CEMA had initially objected to an Sband solution because these systems
allegedly "suffer from unacceptable signal
blockage rates." In reply comments filed

June 27, Satellite CD Radio denounced
using the CRC study, which recommends
an L-band solution, saying that it saw "no
reason why the Commission should accede
to these foreign interests by rejecting stateof-the-art American technology in favor of
aEuropean/Canadian standard."
NAB claimed, though, that, in their filings, Satellite CD Radio and AMRC still
were not answering the right questions.
The association pointed out that in its June
15, 1995, NPRM authorizing DARS, the
commission said: "None of the satellite
DARS applicants ... provide the necessary

Satellite CD
Radio estimates that
the satellite systems
alone will cost half a
billion dollars.
technical information in their applications
to demonstrate how these complementary
terrestrial repeater networks would be
implemented."
Claiming that this information had still
not been provided, NAB asked the commission to extend the May 15 deadline for comments on the NPRM to June 13. The association then stated in the June filing that the
necessary data had still not been supplied.
NAB wants, specifically, "such parameters as expected effective radiated power,
expected antenna gain and pattern, specific
technical criteria used to establish the need
for repeaters at any given location, repeater

interference characteristics both with the
satellites and with other repeaters, required
spacing between repeaters and other installation requirements, impact on receiver
performance of co-incident illumination by
both satellite and repeater signals, and the
like ..."
In the June 27 comments, both Satellite
CD Radio and AMRC asserted that they
had provided sufficient technical information as asked for by the commission.
"The Commission should dismiss the
claims of the National Association of
Broadcasters ... that more information is
needed about the technical characteristics
of terrestrial devices, particularly with
respect to the potential for out-of-band
interference," stated Satellite CD Radio.
"Additional information is unnecessary
because the Commission's rules for satellite DARS licenses already restrict out-ofband interference and are applicable fully
to terrestrial devices."
"AMRC has explained in its comments
that its repeaters will operate from the
same kinds of towers and tower heights as
broadcast transmitters and at alower power," AMRC's statement read.
In the June 13 filing, NAB recommended that the commission delay the
authorization of terrestrial repeaters until
the DARS systems themselves could be
tested in the field.
Both AMRC and CD Radio asked that
the FCC not require individual licensing of
the repeaters, with two exceptions. The
first is if the repeater would exceed the
power levels and/or proximity limits as set
forth in agreements with Canada or

HSSC Tests Draw
Closer to Completion
by Bob Rusk
CLEVELAND The National Radio
Systems Committee evaluation of highspeed FM data subcarriers (HSSC) has
drawn closer to completion, with the
conclusion of field testing in Cleveland.
The tests were conducted to gather "real
world" performance measurements,
according to National Association of
Broadcasters Senior Engineer David
Layer. The NRSC is jointly sponsored
by NAB and the Electronic Industries
Association.
Cleveland radio stations WKSU-FM
and WGAR-FM were used as hosts of
the HSSC signals, which allowed for
testing with two different formats.
(WKSU-FM programs classical music
and WGAR-FM plays country music.)
Testing of two formats was necessary
because of the unique technical characteristics that occur with different
formats.
A modified Winnebago motor home,
equipped with HSSC receivers, analog
FM receivers (used for compatibility
tests) and other equipment, served as the
test vehicle. Tests were conducted with
the vehicle in motion and stationary, and
included HSSC-to-host analog compatibility measurements, as well as measurement of HSSC system message
error rates that utilized 20-byte and 220byte message lengths.

Five pre-selected routes were chosen
— each characterized by adifferent
multipath transmission environment:
"urban slow," "urban fast," "rural slow,"
rural fast" and "terrain obstructed."
This was the second of the three
HSSC test phases. Test data will be
evaluated by the three proponent manufacturers — Digital DJ, Mitre Corp. and
Seiko Communications — before being
released to the HSSC Subcommittee in
August.
As the proponents review the data,
the third and final phase — 67 kHz laboratory tests — will get underway. "This
is, in some sense, afollow-up of the first
phase," said Layer. "We will check to
see how compatible two of the systems
(Mitre and Seiko) are with the 67 kHz
subcarrier. We're not expecting any surprises."
The third phase is scheduled to be
completed by the end of September,
when the contract to use the NASA
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland
expires.
Layer told RW that "it's just amatter
of time" before an HSSC standard is
adopted. "We've already started to do an
evaluative report. We're working on a
draft version of that, (but) haven't started deliberating the pros and cons of the
systems or coming up with the parameters under which we could develop a
voluntary standard."
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Mexico. The second is if the repeater
would violate the commission's rules on
antenna structure clearance or radiation
hazards.
Some financial experts say that if the
terrestrial repeater rulemaking proceeding
doesn't go the way of the DARS proponents, the service may be in trouble.
"If the FCC nixes ( the terrestrial
repeaters), they're effectively nixing this
technology," said Lance Lessman of LL
Capital Partners L.P.
Michael Alpert, president of the satellite
communications consulting firm Alpert &
Assoc., and one of Satellite CD Radio's
founding members, agreed. "If (the FCC
doesn't authorize repeaters) it significantly
impacts their business," he said.
Even if the companies are granted the
right to use the repeaters, they could face
some difficulties in securing financing.
"My sense is that the infrastructure spending ( on the repeaters) will probably
approximate about $700 million," said
Lessman. "The terrestrial repeaters are ...
an expense item that were not originally
envisioned in this expense plan."
"If they do (build the repeater network),
it's going to add asignificant additional
cost to the business," Alpert agreed.
In comments filed with the FCC June
27, Satellite CD Radio estimates that the
satellite systems alone will cost half abillion dollars.

Public Interest
At PRO '97
PRC, continued from page 13

"A news division should be subsidized and not made into aprofit center," Buzenberg said. "( Murrow)
made aplea for focusing on ideas
and information needed by citizens
in ademocracy, no matter what the
size of the audience. NPR News'
own success is the result of the network's being willing to go its own
way. Its reputation is the result of
product integrity, not leveraging
brands," he said.
Buzenberg, who resigned from
NPR in March, recently accepted a
post as head of news at Minnesota
Public Radio (
RW, July 9). He
reportedly had an uneasy relationship with NPR President Delano

Lewis. NPR has hired the former
head of news for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, Jeffrey
Dvorkin, to replace Buzenberg (
RW,
June 25).
Prior to Buzenberg's speech,
Chris Moseley of Discovery
Communications delivered a
keynote address in which she offered
advice about marketing and building
brand recognition.
NPR, in fact, has been moving its
products into the consumer marketplace, with deals such as a recent
one with Borders Books. Many
bookstores have kiosks devoted to
NPR compact discs and books by
NPR talent.
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NARTSH Showcases Talent, Equipment
New and Old Equipment Helps Talkers Focus On
Phone Calls, Programming Content, Good Radio

Talkers Look to Cyberspace and Sports for New
Markets; Producers Praised, Leaders Gathered
by Bob Rusk
LOS ANGELES Airing programming on the Internet continues to be a
major topic of discussion as radio stations look for ways to attract more listeners. Making the concept more
appealing, these computer-uplinked
signals — heard around the world —
allow stations, in some cases, to
increase their advertising rates.
About 500 industry leaders participated in discussions on cyberspace and
other topics at the ninth annual
National Association of Radio Talk
Show Hosts convention in Los
Angeles.
"When you go to an advertiser —
whether it's Joe's Pizza down the
street or Microsoft — and say you're
going to be on the Web, it gives you a
much stronger ( signal) to sell," said
Mark Snyder, producer/host of programs that air on WMSX(AM) Boston,
and over the Internet via America
Online.
Snyder generates additional income
by airing reruns on the Internet. " My
celebrity ( interviews) are archived in a
site where we're charging $ 5.95 for the
30- minute show and $ 9.95 for the onehour show," he said. Only about 100
people amonth buy the interviews, but
before he started, Snyder said, he " didn't think anybody" was going to buy
them.
He stressed that most people don't
want to pay for programming, " but if
they want to hear aparticular guest that
was on three years ago, they have
somewhere they can do it."
Deborah Gilbert, media director of
On- Line Broadcast Associates, said
"radio is not going to disappear" with
the advent of the Internet. The Internet,
she said, will simply allow stations with
weak signals to reach larger audiences.

by Bob Rusk

"That's a perfect market for you,"
she told the talkers who attended a
"Maximizing the Internet" session.
"There are perfect markets around the
world, let alone the diehard talk radio
fans ( who) will always listen to radio."
See TALK, page 19

NATIONAL SUM-IA/10N OF
RADIO TALK SHOW ROM

LOS ANGELES
Talk radio sounds
better than ever,
thanks to several
new products that
were featured at

Andrew Ashwood, operations manager at WOAI(AM) and KTKR(AM) in San
Antonio, talks about the strength of sports programming.

this summer's National Association of
Radio Talk Show Hosts convention —
including one that is designed to keep "bad
and boring callers off the air." This software package, dubbed TalkBack, was
developed by RCS.
Intended to be used by hosts, call
screeners, producers and program directors, TalkBack provides an array of features, including an instant history of recurring callers, graphs that analyze the calls
and clocks that monitor time on hold and
time on-the-air.
"This puts the best of all of the callscreening programs (on the market) into a
user-friendly interface," said Tom Zarecki,
marketing services manager of RCS.
Previously, producers and hosts often
would communicate with notes held up to
the studio window. Now it can be done via
computer. Producer and host able to type
in messages that appear on-screen.
TalkBack uses a station's existing
phone system. When acaller's name is
entered into the computer, ahistory comes
up on the screen, showing such information as when the person last called and
how the screener graded the call.
"You get an immediate feel about the
caller," Zarecki said. "If the information
shows that aguy hung up or cursed on the
air, you would instantly know better than
to even try to put him on the air."
Another feature of TalkBack is avariety
of colorful icons that let the host know
something about the caller. A light bulb
indicates acaller is bright; ahouse shows
the caller is phoning from his home.
Processing
RCS is also introducing its Tracker
package, which music format stations have
been using for several years, to talk format
stations. Tracker can simultaneously tape
up to eight different radio signals.

Lynn Distler of Comrex answers questions about the new HotLine.

See EQUIPMENT, page 18

Some on Wall Street Concerned Over DARS
by Matt Spangler
NEW YORK Potential investors in one DARS
proponent may have some short-term causes for
concern about the company even if the terrestrial
repeaters proceeding goes its way ( see related story, page 14). The financial instrument used to
bankroll the publicly traded company, Satellite CD
Radio, have some on Wall Street questioning its
viability.
To secure financing, Satellite CD Radio issued
convertible preferred securities, which are converted
from high-yield corporate bonds into equity at adate
determined at time of purchase. The market price of
CD Radio stock has moved up from $ 8 per share
before it won the Federal Communications
Commission auction in April, to over $ 17 as of midJuly. This has created a market value of more than
$170 million for the company, an increase of over 100
percent from its pre-licensee price.
"The net effect of this conversion is that the current
stockholders could be diluted to such an extent that
their equity is virtually worthless," said one New
York finance manager.
"If it's all unconvertible," said financial analyst
and RW contributor Vincent Ditingo, "somewhere

down the line it could be totally convertible stock,
and when (the investors) call in, when they want to
get repayments on the loan ... what's going to happen?"
There were also rumors on Wall Street that Morgan
Stanley, who, at press time, was in negotiations to

Morgan Stanley
has been kicking the tires
about raising junk debt
financing for the CD Radio
network.
— Lance Lessman,
LL Capita Partners L.P
underwrite Satellite CD Radio, was getting cold feet
over the deal.
"Morgan Stanley has been kicking the tires
about raising junk debt financing for the CD Radio
network," said Lance Lessman of LL Capital

Partners L.P. Morgan Stanley would not comment
on the negotiations.
Foreign ownership?
The ownership of American Mobile Radio Corp.,
the other DARS auction winner, has been brought into
question publicly, as well. Last month, Primosphere,
one of the two companies which lost in the April auctions, filed a Petition to Deny against the AMRC
application. It asked that the commission inquire into
WorldSpace Inc.'s minority ownership of AMRC, citing a June 30 Business Week story that allegedly
implied that WorldSpace was controlled by foreign
investors. Primosphere asked the FCC to "ensure that
AMRC ... is not, as it appears, now fronting for
WorldSpace or some other foreign investor."
AMRC promptly filed reply comments rebutting
Primosphere's claims. The petition, AMRC said,
"contains no specific allegations of fact sufficient to
demonstrate that a grant of AMRC's application
would be ... inconsistent with the public interest."
AMRC also filed an affidavit from WorldSpace
Assistant Secretary Donald J. Frickel asserting that all
of its directors are U.S. citizens, and that 97.5 percent
of WorldSpace stock is owned by U.S. citizens as
well.
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New Gear Talked Up at NARTSH
I> EQUIPMENT, continued from page 17

More than a decade ago Symetrix
unveiled its voice processor. Now comes
the 628, the digital version of the company's 528, which is a "toolbox approach" to
microphone processing, according to Walt
Lowery, broadcast sales manager of
Symetrix. It features ade-esser, compressor, downward expander and three bands
of parametric equalization.
"You can set and save each parameter as apreset for the voices on the air,"
said Lowery, " so the announcers get
custom microphone processing." The
optional RC- 1remote controller lets air
talent or producers quickly switch

presets — eliminating last-minute runs
to the equipment rack.
"One thing that differentiates the 628
from the 528 is that we've added arelease
time to the compressor, which makes the
compressor a lot more versatile," said
Lowery. "Now you can do heavier, more
intense processing; with the longer release
time, it won't sound like it's been overprocessed."
In addition to on-air voice processing,
the 628 can be used for live-performance
voice processing, analog-to-digital conversion and post-production audio sweetening.
At Gentner Communications, meanwhile, anew trio of hybrids has replaced
its older line. The SPH10 is asingle-line

Mark Williams interviews actress June Lockhart, a NARTSH member,
as Westwood One host John Bohannan looks on.
analog hybrid, the DH20 is asingle-line
digital hybrid and the DH22 is a
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dual-digital hybrid. The latter unit, consisting of two DH2Os incorporated into
one rack space, is used for two-way conference calls. Another feature of the DH22
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is automatic gain control, which allows
each call to be delivered to equipment at
the same level.
Gentner's auto mix-minus automatically provides mix-minus by feeding the output of the mixing console to the DH22.
The company is now developing "super
hybrids," according to Patrick J. Carter, a
broadcast sales and marketing representative. "They will include echo-cancellation
units designed for live broadcasting appli-
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can throw something
in their briefcase, go
on the road and still
do their show live.
— Lynn Distler,
Vice President, Comrex
cations, where speaker audio needs to be
removed," he said.
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Hot line
Released earlier this year, the HotLine
POTS codec from Comrex continues to be
ahot product, and was introduced to talk
show hosts at the NARTSH show.
Designed to serve where ISDN is unavailable, it provides two-way audio on one
standard telephone line.
"It's a new technology with a highspeed modem and is not complicated,"
said Lynn Distler, vice president of
Comrex. "You can go wherever there is a
phone line, plug it in and get fabulous
quality that is bi-directional.
"Talk show hosts know about ISDN.
They can still keep it in their studios, but
now (with HotLine) they can throw something in their briefcase, go on the road and
still do their show live." Distler said that
while it would be ideal to use ISDN whenever possible, it is sometimes impractical
to install aspecial circuit for aone-time
remote.
With about 500 attendees, the
NARTSH convention was small compared
to the huge show that the National
Association of Broadcasters puts on each
spring. However, as Harris Broadcast
sales representative Chuck Maims said,
NARTSH is an important event.
"It's aniche of the business that was
worth being there for," said Maims. "For
its size, it was successful."
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE

Clear Channel Buys Czech Station
by Normandy Madden
PRAGUE, Czech Republic In abid to
expand its reach, Czech station Rádio
Bonton has struck adeal with U.S.-based
Clear
Channel
Communications
International.
Clear Channel is buying 50 percent of
Rádio Bonton for $ 1million, but the management of the station said the total investment will probably be much higher.
The "hit music" formatted station is the
market leader among 14- to 29-year-olds in
Prague and central Bohemia, with 93,000
listeners daily, according to Media Projekt
research results.
"We are selling half of Rádio Bonton to
expand the station into anetwork through
the acquisition of several stations in the
Czech and Slovak Republics," said Mick
Hawk, co-president of Bonton, the parent
company of the station.
Eastern expansion
Although specifics were not available,
Hawk said he had in mind " 10 or 12 (stations), but nothing is certain yet."
Richard Novik, president of the international division of Clear Channel, was also
reluctant to put an exact number on the size
of the investment.
"We have no set budget," Novik said
during avisit to Prague in late May. "We are

anxious to find good properties and we are
talking to everyone, so the total investment
really depends on what opportunities can be
realized."
Clear Channel, which recently announced
its intent to purchase the radio stations of
U.S.-based Paxson Communication, already
owns at least apartial interest in 166 radio
stations and about 20 TV stations in the
United States. It also has interests in more
than 40 radio stations in New Zealand and
another eight radio stations in Australia, but
Rádio Bonton is the first European foray for
the company.
Novik said Clear Channel is eyeing other
opportunities in Central and Eastern
Europe, particularly in Hungary, where a
tender to privatize two seven-year concessions for nationwide radio channels is under
way.
While the U.S. company does have operational control of Rádio Bonton under the
terms of the joint venture, the successful
Rádio Bonton program format is not
expected to change significantly. However,
Novik said he does want to bring new marketing and sales promotion ideas to the
Czech radio scene.
Lingering doubt
Because Rádio Bonton already is part of
a sales group organized by Media
Marketing Services, other stations in the

Talking About Talk
TALK, continued from page 17
At another session, Andrew Ashwood,
operations manager of WOARAM) and
KTKR(AM) in San Antonio, said sports
is the best way to reach an audience — if
the target is males age 35-44.
Touchdown!
"This is the best opportunity to get to
the best-looking qualitative consumer in
radio — middle- to- upper income
males," he said. "Sports is their one
release."
Referring to syndicated sports talk
host Jim Rome, Ashwood said, ' We just
brought Rome to San Antonio for atwohour appearance in aparking lot outside a
bar. We put almost 1,500 people in this
parking lot at 4 o'clock on ahot Texas
Saturday afternoon. There were as many
Infinitis, Mercedes and Park Avenues as
there were Escorts and Jeeps. If you
focus 35-to-44 males, you'll get your
bubble and you can sell it."
In addition, Ashwood said, "With
sports radio you can create added value
(for sponsors) through good programming — versus just throwing on spots."
Any programming will sound weak if
the host is not passionate, according to
Jim Carey, who co-hosts the syndicated
"On the House" with his brother. Carey,
replying to aquestion about how hosts
should market themselves, said, "You
have to have passion. Ithink it's an
essential ingredient to being successful in
what we do.
"All you need to do is take that passion and focus. You need to be as general
as you need to be in agiven day or week,
and be as focused as you need to be. Your
callers help you with that.

"We were once referred to by ahost as
generalists, because we are general building contractors and have been building
for along time," he said. "We can talk
about alot of things, but the callers have
an idea of what it is they want us to talk
about."
Hats off to producers
Syndicated psychologist Dr. Joy
Browne, whose flagship station is
WOR(AM) in New York, spoke at the
"The Producers" session. She lauded
these "unsung heroes" for their contribution to the success of talk radio.
"Producers are probably the single
most important factor ... in that you are
our voice," she said. "You're the first
contact anybody has with us. You make
a guest either work for us or against
us."
Considering the various responsibilities for producers — which sometimes
includes placating the host — Browne
said, "Iguarantee you, ajob as aproducer, if you do it well, will prepare you for
life in general.
"If you like being the power behind
the ' silly throne,' there's no better job.
You will know everybody. You will know
everything that is going on. You will feel
that you have your thumb on the pulse of
America. Every once in awhile, hopefully you will find atalent who will say
'thank you."
Browne advised radio producers not to
venture into television, however, even
though such amove would likely mean
more money. "You will find that all of a
sudden you've left aposition of enormous power, influence, flexibility and
independence," she said.

network could benefit from the Clear
Channel investment.
MMS Managing Director Daniel
Sedláèek said it was too early to comment
on what those benefits might be, but Novik
is already calling for "more cooperation in
the radio market, especially in Prague,
where there is a need for fewer, but
stronger, stations."
Some competitors agree. Hank Loeser,
who manages Rádio 1, the sole Czech
investment of Metromedia International,
said "Ithink it is only logical that as the
market matures more networks will be
formed, so Iam not surprised that Rádio

Bonton wants to expand."
Novik said that Bonton is agood match
for Clear Channel because it is "astrong
multimedia Czech company who, like us, is
interested in expanding throughout Eastern
Europe."
Bonton recently retained Morgan Stanley
as lead manager for an initial public offering
(IPO) that will take place later this year. The
TO is expected to raise more than $50 million for expansion in the Czech Republic,
the Slovak Republic, Poland and Hungary.
But astring of past victories for Bonton
does not guarantee it will be more successful in creating astrong regional radio network than its competitors have been.
am
Normandy Madden, afreelance journalist, reports on the industry for Radio World
from Prague.
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Lexicon Boosts Your Creativity
Flip Michaels
Once you ‘ enture off the beaten track
of DAW software processors, you will
find asmall group of intriguing rack units
that promise to improve, help and accelerate your creativity.
In this group, which is loosely classified as "enhancers," Ihave at least four or
five favorites. The Lexicon MPX 1MultiEffects Processor is now one of them.
Boo!
The brain-teasing opportunity Iselected
for an MPX 1test drive was abeaut.
A theater company wished to advertise
its production of Henrik Ibsen's "Ghosts"
on Washington's classical outlet,
WGMS(FM). The project came to me during those dreaded TV sweeps.
First came the hookup. Connections to
the MPX 1are via balanced XLR and
quarter- inch analog and S/PDIF digital
ports.
After installing the processor and
thumbing through the Quick Reference
Guide without any hitches, Ifound that
my brain was ready for abig boost of creativity.
The challenge was to find something
attention- getting — almost spooky —
without being lame or shocky.
By pressing the Program key and turning the knob, Iwas able to preview 56
pre-programmed effects with up to 200
editable factory programs, search and sort
functions, tempo modes including MIDI
clock controls and soft sarameters. Wow.
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With each selection, audio was auditioned through the chain, maybe ahalfsecond after the program name appeared.
What agreat feature this is — just turn

A few key taps
later, Ifound the very
sound needed to
make the spot shine.

and preview. Find what you are after, alter
it then edit it.
Inside the manual is adetailed list of
the effects and their values. The list shows
the ranges for " tweakable" mixes of

dry/wet ratios, low-cut frequencies, highcut frequencies and degree of effect in the
processed signal expressed as adB value.
Here also is where the basics like pitch,
chorus, EQ, modulation, delay and reverb
are found.
From true "Tape- Echo" to " Tajma
Hall," "Swept Echoes" to "TV in Room,"
this felt much like the Eventide UltraHarmonizer H3000B ( that's a good
thing!).
With just the touch of a "Mix" and
"Value" key, Iwas creating and saving my
own home-made versions of " FlipFlange" and "Opera-Stabbn."
Found and Lost
The MPX Ihas agreat database-sorting function which made my creative journey atime-saver. This feature allows one
to sort and search for programs in various
categories.
In seconds Ifound "Ghost Flange," a

Recordable Media
See Page 22
August 6, 1997
sort of whispery poltergeist effect with a
reverse reverb. The only problem — or so
Ithought — was that it needed alittle bit
of flange.
With the MPX 1, Icould load and layer
different effect programs in combination.
The limit seems to be no greater than six
effects at a time. A few key taps and
adjustments later, Ifound the very sound
needed to make the spot shine.
Too bad the client did not understand
how to use radio to their advantage with
frequency and creativity. They rejected the
spot, but strangely, Ididn't feel so bad
about the lost time: only 10 wasted minutes instead of 45.
My MIDI and me
Special note to MIDI freaks: with afew
more key touches, the MPX 1automatically recognizes the MIDI channel of your
controller and resets you to achannel for
receipt of all incoming MIDI messages.
When the knob, afootpedal attachment
or footswitch is active in acurrent setting,
you can choose to have the MPX 1send
See PROCESSOR, page 25

DLS: MIDI Standard Moves Uptown
Mike Sokol

There was no guarantee that various
MIDI tone generators in playback racks
or computer cards would be set for the
same type of sounds that were used by
the songwriter and the original equipment it was composed on.

Also, General MIDI just does not
have enough different sounds to go
MIDI is one of those things that grew
around. There are a lot more than 128
into something much larger than its
different instrument sounds in the
original concept.
world. The world is anoisy place, easily
The Musical Instrument Digital
containing a million different musical
Interface (MIDI) was developed in the
instruments.
early 1980s as away to play multiple
General MIDI, ten-hut!
The latest proposed MIDI standard is
sound banks with asingle keyboard. It
Enter General MIDI ( or GM for
called Down Loadable Sounds (DLS).
eliminated the need to haul around
short). GM was agreat idea: define
DLS allows the actual sounds used in
banks of keyboards — each prowhat instrument sound each MIDI patch
the original composition process to be
grammed for asingle sound — to differshould be so that aMIDI sequence writdownloaded to the playback modules
ent gigs.
ten on one sequencer would sound the
when needed, and at whatever resolusame played back on every other brand
tion necessary.
Communications
The required sounds would be
With this common communications
embedded in the MIDI file itself, and
language in place, apiano-like keyboard
extracted as needed. If you already had
controller could call up all sorts of
the proper sounds cached in your comsounds that were only limited by the
puter or playback modules, DLS is
quality and quantity of the sound genersmart enough to recognize them and to
ators and samples you could afford.
save the download time.
But MIDI soon became much more
DLS is even smart enough to delay
than atoy for keyboard players. As a
downloading some sounds that are not
serial communication protocol, MIDI
immediately needed in the beginning of
Something New in the DIN
was quickly conscripted into controlling
atrack. It is like telling your lead guitar
stage lighting, digital reverb patches and
of equipment.
player he does not have to show up until
even guitar processing.
But the GM system also presented a the second chorus.
In short, any piece of equipment that
few problems. The sounds were defined
The playback can begin quickly, but
could be controlled by aserial interface
mainly on paper, which makes descripthe rest of the samples are downloaded
soon had aMIDI port added to its back
tion of musical timbre nuances almost
in the background while the music companel.
impossible.
mences.
And the real neat trick was that MIDI
Let me put it a simpler way.
There is also talk of amaster on-line
could be recorded into acomputer or a Steinway, Yamaha and other piano manInternet sound library where you could
dedicated sequencer for perfect playufacturers cannot agree on how agrand
download standardized sounds.
back later. An added benefit: amusical
piano should sound, even though they
Need a sample of a Bersendorfer
score could subsequently be printed out
have listened to thousands of different
piano or aStradivarius violin? Go to a
with the efficiency of aword processor.
instruments in the best concert halls in
DIS site on the World Wide Web and
But problems arose early.
the world. How can you expect various
get it. Once it is embedded into your
When aMIDI file was written and
sound module manufacturers on differDLS MIDI file, everyone who plays
programmed in one sequencer, it someent continents to arrive at aconsistent
back the file will hear what you, the
times failed to sound the same when
sound from a simple written descripcomposer, intended.
played back elsewhere.
tion?
See STANDARD, page 29 I>
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and brush-on compounds keep plugs and
jacks clean and noise-free. Best of all, the
room does not reek of WD-40 for aweek
afterwards.
Ido have more work ahead
of me. One VCO refuses to
work, and thermal drift over
the years has clobbered the
synth's accuracy. But at last
I have my own classic
Moog, one which Ihope
will be working soon.
With products from Caig
Laboratories, the restoration
job is going alot quicker.

Caig Helps Resuscitate Synth
Alan R. Peterson
Some months ago, the production toy
of my dreams arrived in abig box: avintage ' 70s MiniMoog analog synthesizer.
Prior to my acquisition, this retired
specimen spent nearly eight years
stuck in an HVAC machinery room.
The oiled walnut case was filled with
dust, and all pots and electrical contacts to speak of were covered with a
layer of crud.
Steel wool and Tung Oil took care of
the cabinet; the front panel was treated
with some tire-and-dashboard spray. But
keyboard contacts, switches and pot
wipers were a real challenge. Tuner
cleaner only stunk up the house and Idid
not want to use an emery board on the
silver-wire keyboard contacts.

Caig products
are ideal for use

A number of phone jacks were equally
caked from age and neglect. Saturating a
stiff brush with DeoxIT and working it in
and out of the jacks brought them back.
No bad stuff
Iam impressed that Caig Laboratories
went out of its way to develop products that
are environmentally safe. No CFC or HCFC
spray propellants are used, and all products
are non-flammable and non-toxic. The
result: no more noisy, stiff contacts, and
pots with several more years left to them.
Caig products are ideal for use in the
station production room. A quick spritz or
two does wonders for linear faders. Wipes

For information, contact
Caig
Laboratories
in
California at (
619) 451-1799
or circle Reader Service 82.

Caig DeoxIT is sprayed into the Moog's
Waveform switch.

25 Years Strong!
Inovonics continues to meet the everyday needs of broadcasters the world
over with sensible, top-quality audio-broadcasting products at down-to-earth prices.

in the station
222 - Asymmetrical AM Processor

production room.

Low-cost Compressor/Limiter/Filter assures NRSC compliance. Also available ir
several versions for international short-wave service

Riding the rails
Under the Moog's keyboard are metal
rails that carry DC voltages. Depressing a
key closes acontact that throws the juice
across a precision resistor ladder, determining the pitch of a voltage-controlled
oscillator ( VCO). If the contacts are
fouled, the thing simply will not work
properly.
The rails and key contacts received a
cleaning with a ProGold wipe, one
square inch of yellow material saturated
with acompound Caig designed to deoxidize and clean electrical contacts while
leaving behind alayer of lubrication. The
company says the compound penetrates
plated surfaces, and bonds to base metals
on the molecular level.
Icannot prove that without an electron
microscope, but after treatment, my test
with an oscilloscope confirmed each key
made solid contact with no noise. The
ProGold worked as stated.
Creeping crud
The gray beard of loose dust inside the
MiniMoog was vacuumed out, but alayer
of junk covered all rotary and rocker switch
contacts, and the pots were stiff and noisy.
Itried afew shots of DeoxIT spray on
the rockers. After spraying, Iworked the
switches back and forth, then used acotton swab to suck up dirt and contaminants flushed out with the spray.
This is not the standard way to use
DeoxIT, but Iwanted to get out as much
of the debris as Icould. Then another
shot of spray and Iwas done.
Except for a few sealed heavy-duty
Allen-Bradley jobbies, all pots and
rotary switches also received a dose of
DeoxIT to clean things out, followed by
a shot of CaiLube MCL lubricant for
moving contacts.

•

•
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250 - Programmable 5-band Stereo Processor

Fortunately, a care package arrived
from Caig Laboratories just in time.
Inside, samples of ProGold, DeoxIT and
the new CaiLube MCL spray.
"The perfect test," Ithought.

Gated AGC, 5-band Compression and EQ, split-spectrum Limiting—all with colorless,
quasi-digital PWM gait cérritrol. Manually pre-program several processing presets or place
the unit entirely under RS232 control.

255 - "Spectral-Loading" FM Processor

II

Avery aggressive Triband-PWM Stereo Processor tailored for contemporary music formats. •
Broad parameter control over the gated AGC and 3-band Compressor/Limiter.

260 - FM/TV "Utility" Processor

•1

Stereo "gain-riding" AGC and asplit-spectrum Compressor/Limiter control average and
peak levels. Ideal for TV- aural and budget FfV1s.

•

716 - "DAVID-II" FM Processor/ Stereo Gen
Atight, smooth AGC/Compressor/Limiter coupled with clean Digltal Synthesis of the multiplex
baseband signal. Also features internal RDS/SCA combining and abuilt-in Composite Processor.
Outstanding, affordable performance has made "DAVID-II" apopular and legendary product.

II

•••

708 - Digital Synthesis Stereo Generator
Abasic Stereo-Gen with impeccable specifications. Includes front-panel metering, internal
subcarrier combining and abuilt-in Composite Processor.

_ 42. ".¡-

530 - Off-Air FM Modulation Monitor
Accurate, easy-to-read display shows total modulation, pilot iniection, stereo separation and
crosstalk, RF signal strength and multipath distortion. Alarm outputs far overmodulation, carder and
program audio loss. Eight station presets facilitate quick modulation comparisons.

630 - FM "Relay" Receiver
•

,,,,,,,

`

J.";.•

Aprofessional receiver for translator (re-broadcast) and other demanding off-air pickups.
Features composite MPX and balanced stereo program outputs, synthesized tuning,
selectable bandwidth, metering, alarms and remote control.

0- 1

710 - ROS Encoder
APROM-based "static" RDS/RBDS Encoder. Very easy to set-up and use without the need for ahost
computer! 15 separate memory "frames" may be programmed with station and program ID codes,
service flags and radiotext messages. May also be used with aPC for song titles, promos, etc.

.

111

•

510 - ROS Decoder/Reader
Use with any nod-no.ar to decode and display all RDS/RBDS data groups. and to
measure subcarrier i•ection level with digital precision. An RS-232 interface allows data
archiving and analysis

e`é
Coming Soon:

ASubcanier Monitor for accurate measurement of SCA ROS and
high-speed data subcarrier injection and SCA deviation. Also: a
new AM Processor with innovative features, and a "dirt-cheap"
RDS Encoder that no station can afford not to be without
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Big Choices in Recordable Media
Alan R. Peterson
If you have paid little notice to the
importance of recordable media for the
successful operation of your station,
take acloser look:
Jocks scramble for carts and CDs and
splicing telephone calls on reel
Account executives hit the streets with
cassettes of spec spots. The continuity
director sorts through ashelf of DATs to
find aspot that ran last fall.
The morning show intern goes home
to cut tomorrow morning's comedy
song on amultitrack MiniDisc recorder.
The production director fires up the Zip
drive to back up data from the workstation. The new jingle package from the
syndication house arrives on a gold
CD- R.
Get the idea? Most everything that
hits the air on your station has been
recorded in some way or another.
Compact discs have forced the issue
of high-quality audio for broadcast, and
most recordable media have been
improved to match CD quality. Even
humble old magnetic tape sounds better
than it ever did.
Industry trends may be leading us
more towards hard disk storage and
related technology, but if you want
more than just aone-mic show and you
hope to be able to sell aspot or two to
afford to stay on the air, media is the
message.

boasts, "We are going to make the last
cart that will be made." The company
still makes Audiopak carts and now

Carts, still alive and kicking
(WARW-FM, Washington).
manufacturers the no- moving- parts
"ITC Cart," formerly the ScotchCart.
Much of Audiopak's output these days
is in leader tape and frictionless liners
for the analog cassette market.
Even the cart repacking industry
remains busy. Jack Jackson retired from
Capitol and opened Cartridge Express
in Washington state. His company
reloads carts for many stations, including several in Chicago and Los Angeles.

Cart it up
Do not write off analog tape cartridge
technology yet. RW Technical Advisor
Tom McGinley has several Washington
CBS/Infinity stations under his engineering wing. All still actively use carts
for spot playback, bumper music, proOh say, can you CDT
mos and bits.
Jackson said, " Stations are playing
"Setting up five digital studios, a music from CD, but they still use carts
server and monitors, you could drop
for commercials." Jackson notes much
$100,000 for a full-blown changeout,"
of his business is in repacking : 20, : 40
said McGinley. " Cart maintenance
and : 70 carts as opposed to longer
charges might be only $2,000 ayear. As
lengths used for music.
long as tape costs stay at $ 10 acart or
While most stations, as arule, do not
below, that's a manageable
cost."
Then there is the tactile
feedback of a real live cart.
"Jocks want something that
can be held by the human
hand," said McGinley. " Cart
ergonomics are well- tuned
and they have alevel of confidence and security."
While cart companies are
harder to find than before,
product is still available.
David Strode of Fidelipac,
now adivision of Amplifonix,
is one of the faithful.
"Look in the back of your
own paper," he told RW, "and
what do you see in the console ads? Cart machines!
They are still out there."
Recordable CD From Maxell
A big reason for the
longevity of carts is their simplicity and durability. Strode said, "Flip
burn their own recordable compact
one across the room and it still works.
discs, archival material such as client
Try that with aCD or hard drive."
jingles and seasonal promo beds and
Fidelipac stopped manufacturing tape
effects often are stored to a CD- R.
for cart reloads, but maintains a stockManufacturers include Apogee, BASF,
pile of three to four years and still sells
HHB. Maxell, Matsui, Quantegy and
Fidelipac carts. "It's still worth staying
Sony, among many others.
in the business," said Strode.
Radio jingle producer Ken Deutsch
Nick Krassowski of Audiopak Inc.
said, " Ninety percent of our client
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manager for Apogee, described the performance features of his company's
DAT product.
"We have a specially formulated
stations prefer jingles on CD-R. It is a resin shell that resists thermal warping.
good combination of high fidelity and
Good long-term archivability. The
durability."
materials we use far exceed error rate
In Deutsch's masexpectations for an audio DAT," he
tering studio, a said.
SADiE system is
The format continues to be successtied to a Yamaha
ful and supported by anumber of manuone-off CD burner.
facturers. Player/recorders in all price
With a few keyranges come from companies such as
strokes, a CD-R is
Denon, Sony, Tascam, HHB, Panasonic
authored right in
and Fostex, to name only ahandful. The
the machine.
tapes themselves are manufactured by
On
request,
many of the same companies that proDeutsch will mix
duce other media.
down to DAT or
Analog/digital hybrid media include
reel; the latter is
tapes made for the Alesis ADAT format
especially favored
and for the Tascam DA88 and DA38
by non- radio colmodular multitrack decks. The original
lectors.
But
a intent was to use conventional conrecordable gold
sumer VHS and 8mm tapes as digital
CD is the preferred
media in these machines. Over the
medium on which
years, new formulations minimize data
Deutsch sends out
errors and can stand up to lots of shutfinished work.
tling and cueing. Most of the top manu"Another plus
facturers make ADAT- and Tascamthat CD has going
compatible media, with Apogee just
for
it,"
said
joining the fray now.
Deutsch, "is that it
Mighty Mini
MiniDisc ( MD) also
survived ashaky start as
a consumer format to
become aviable alternative to carts and fourtrack "personal studio"
media. The actual MD
resembles a miniature
CD inside a hard shell
and comes configured
as either an Audio MD
or aData MD; the latter
is appropriate for the
digital four-trackers.
Sony, the developer of
the format, has a complete line of MD products including studio
"cartridge" decks, multitrackers and " prosumer" units. Denon
and Otan ialso support
Quantegy's Une of Analog Cassettes and manufacture MD
machines. Portable
multitrack
studio
is a universal format.
machines are also made by Tascam and
No tape is going to
Yamaha.
sound the same from
Stations such as WRCY(FM) in subone machine to the
urban Washington use MD to capture,
next. The electronics
cue and play back traffic and weather
might be soft, the
updates in morning drive and to record
heads out of azimuth.
telephone call- ins.
But a CD will either
Less often used in broadcast is the
play or it won't."
Magneto- Optical ( MO) medium.
Fairlight USA has offered a multitrack
DATs all, folks
MO film dubber for awhile; the high-end
Digital audio tape
Sony PCM-9000 is available for two(DAT) took a beating
track mastering and critical recording.
as a consumer format
Recently, Otari released the DX- 5050
during the copyguard
two-channel portable MO recorder, the
wars of a few years
company's newest product to continue
ago. It does, however,
the "5050" legacy. The Otan iname's
remain a popular
longtime association with studio workarchival format for
horse products could bolster MO's role
radio because of its
as a viable alternative recording media
price and performance.
for radio.
Patricia Byrne, marketing manager of
Surprisingly, common computer flopprofessional products at Maxell, said,
py discs can be pressed into service as
"R-DAT tape has increased 15 percent
digital audio storage media. A stock
over three years." It is easy to see why:
1.44 MB disc is good for about six
A 30- minute reel of quarter- inch tape
seconds of uncompressed 44.1 kHz
can run as much as $ 20, whereas a audio, but on the Fidelipac DCR1000
two-hour DAT will cost about $ 10.
digital cart machine, a floppy becomes
Richard Wilson, media products
See MEDIA, page 24

gital Recorders
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P11-110
For decades OtarY has
pioneered the art of

Fully self-contained, with ,
dedicated controller and,no
external computer required.

analog Multitrack

Easy to edit. On screen
waveform display with DSP

Recording. With

Ideal for Post Production and
Broadcast applications

hundreds of thousands

S.onically Superior 20 bit ,
D/A's
and A/D's

of machines installed

2 Channel MO Record'er/
Editor

worldwide, Otan iis

Comprehensive editing and
DSP functions

clearly the benchmark
in recording
technology. In this
spirit of innovation a

doe

8 Channel MO Recorder,'
Editor

Ideal playback system for
fixed venue installation

PD-20

DX-51150
2 Chennel MO Recorder/
Editor
Familiar tape- like interface,
lightweight and easy to use
Standard PC WAV file format
Inexpensive 1/4" 2track
machine replacement
Compatible with most PC
based editors

20 bit 0/A's and A/D's

rre-riirderS
Otani, Inc.
Japan
Phone: 81-424 ( 81) 8626
Fax: 81-42t ( 81) 8633
Otani Corporation
USA
Phone: (415) 341-5900
Fax: (415) 341-7210

DiElD0

Otani Deutschland GmbH
Germany
Phone: 49 KJ) 2159-50861
Fax: 49 ( 0) 2159-1778

new generation of

Otani Singapore Pte.. Ltd.
Singapore
Phone: (
65,284-7211
Fax: ( 65) 284-4727

leading edge Digital
Recorders has

Contact
Otan itoday
for details
about any of
our leading
digital

OTARI Family of Digital Recorders

emerged.

DX- 5050
Circle ( 188) Or Reed« Servire Card

The Otall Logo is aregistered trademark of Otani Corporation
ID 1997 Otani Corporation Internet Address: www.ofari. com
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Media Decisions for Your Station
MEDIA, continued from page 22

a39-cent equivalent of a : 70 stereo cart.
The DCR1000 can be configured for
MO discs as well.
Old pal
Finally, good old analog tape is still
in there slugging away. Although not as
prominent as it once was, analog reel
and cassette tape sounds the best it ever
has, due to modern manufacturing
methods and formulas.
National Public Radio, among other
entities, continues to use analog reel
tape, which sounds every bit as good as
anything that goes out over the NPR
net. And the cry, "Ineed a work reel!"

is heard at thousands of stations across
the country every day.
Those big boxes of Irish Brand reels
we all knew and used stopped coming
to the station a long time ago. You
haven't seen a box marked " Norelco
Philips" in ages, and those Ampex and
Scotch pancakes will soon give way to
packages marked "Quantegy."
The Ampex tape division restructured
into Quantegy last year, then purchased
the 3M Magnetics division. The company now manufactures Quantegy 408,
the direct replacement for Scotch 908.
Even though tape sales have taken a
hit, Quantegy clearly is not ready to kill
the lights and leave. Director of Audio

Marketing Steve Smith said, " We're
glad about the strength in radio of open-

are still well over $ 10 million."
Analog cassettes continue to be the
medium of choice for airchecking,
demo spots for sales calls, news-gathering on the classic Marantz shoulderslingers and, yes, sending out audition
tapes for that next DJ job.
Because cassette tapes can be purchased
from high-end manufacturers or three-fora-dollar at department stores, quality can
range from excellent to yucky. And stations have been known to use both.
The choice of media used at your sta-

A Big Selection From BASF
reel tape. Our business in reels has
declined about 35 to 40 percent, but we

Scott Studios' Breakthrough:
Uncompressed Digital Audio
at aCompressed Price!

Digital Products From Apogee
tion is dependent on demands from all
departments: sales, engineering, production and programming. There are
many solutions and many products
available.
Alan R. Peterson is technical editor
of RW.

Your station can make the quantum leap to uncompressed digital music from
hard drives! You'll hear the difference in quality from this superior system!
Best of all, Scott Studios' killer new linear audio costs no more than compressed systems! Scott Studios is the only company playing four great
sounding uncompressed digital stereo streams at 24kHz, 32kFlz, 44.11d-lz,
48kHz or any mix with overlap and while recording! No other system uses
the sizzling hot new Motorola 56301 DSP chip and 32-bit PCI bus audio
cards! Only Scott Studios' system prevents dueling algorithms and eliminates compression artifacts with linear audio at no extra charge!
You also get a fail-safe watchdog for unequaled reliability, a 6x6 preview
switcher that lets you hear ends of spots or songs while the middle is on-theair, superior headroom, General Purpose Interface, digital ins and outs,
optional timing stretch & squeeze, optional MPEG or APT, and more.

Good
2474

Better

Spot Box

New WAV
Standard
Scott Studios exclusive new 32-bit PC1
audio card plays up to four CD quality
uncompressed stereo channels while
recording!

AXS .

•
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Scott's new digital Spot Box tripledeck " cart" replacement delivers
awesome linear CD quality sound.
Spot Box is the easiest digital system
to use! There's only one screen, so
your jocks always know what's
happening. At the left, three players
give you legible labels, countdowns
and End- of-Spot signals, with big
well-lit buttons that show what's
playing.
Even though it uses
Windows . 95 or NT, Spot Box works
like carts, not a computer. At right,
there's a "rotary cart rack" that lets
you pick and play any recording by
number or name. Or, number keys at
the bottom load your cut quickly.
As options, Spot Box can automatically load logs from traffic by diskette
or LAN. You can record spots and edit
phone calls at the right of the screen.
Starting at $5,000, Scott's Spot Box is so
affordable many stations can even put
two in an air studio for redundancy.

AXS. (pronounced ax'-cess) is radio's
premier digital audio system for
satellite or news/talk formats, CD
automation and cart replacement for
live jocks. AXS. gives you instant play
Hot Keys, log editing, music on hard
drive, Power Fill, satellite jock substitution, link to NPR's SOSS, an easy-touse Real Time Scheduler, the industry's simplest and best net catcher, and
an optional production or phone
recorder and editor in the air studio.
Scott Studios offers AXS . satellite
systems as low as $7,500 complete.
With Spot Box, AXS. or aScott System,
you can get 24 hour, 7 day support
from Scott's 45 person staff—the
biggest (and best) in digital audio!
With several of these systems, any can
record aspot once for all! Also, for spot
or music on hard drive with typical
playlists, you choose whether to get
uncompressed, MPEG or APT digital
audio cards at no difference in price.
Ord, (132) Om Reed« Service CArd

The Scott System is radio's top- of-theline for digital music on hard drive.
You get instant play Hot Keys, touch
screen music libraries for instant
requests, log editing, built-in phone
recorder, pre-recording Voice Trax in
context, and production that imports
from any WAV digital multi-track.
Scott also offers an invincible seamless
redundancy option. It's self-healing,
so regardless what happens, your spots
and hits just keep on cominl

Good. Better. Best. Scott Studios'
three digital systems can be tailored to
your needs and budget. Call or E-Mail
info() scottstudios.com for details.
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Scott Seeedio4

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: ( 972) 620-8811
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Audio WAV files can now "remember" what they are, thanks to anew
labeling specification created by
Broadcast Software International ( BSI)
the Arizona-based digital automation
company.
The BSI labeling standard allows
information such as flight dates, artist,
liner notes and ad copy to be embedded
in aWAV file. Until now, aseparate
outside database had to contain the
descriptive information.
"This specification changes that,"
said BSI President Ron Burley. "Files
can be transferred from system to system and the information goes with
them."
The new standard lets agencies email spots with run instructions included and al.ow record companies to
embed lir.er notes with the performance.
The BS[ labeling implementation is
non-propretary, so other developers
can implement the technology without
paying licensing fees. The compatibility ensures alabeled WAV file can still
play on any Windows system. The
specification is posted on the BSI website, www.hnusa.com
"Anyone in the broadcast industry
will be able to effortlessly exchange
audio data with anyone else," said
Burley. "We hope all developers will
support it."
To date, only aspecial BSI version
of the Syntrillium Software "Cool
Edit" editor is capable of embedding
text data which can be read on several
BSI products. A special bundle of Cool
Edit and the Audio Data Editor can be
wnloadei from the BSI website.

7

(800) SCOTT- 77

— Alan R. Peterson
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PRODUCER'S

world is also not an easy job. Sure, listeners want to know the bottom line, but
they also need an emotional component
to motivate them to "feel" like buying.
Telling them that the sponsor has
the wallpaper tuneout threshold happens
friendly sales people, a huge selection
within aspot break or even within aspot.
and more does not address their emotionIt is akin to saying, " Iknow the
al needs. It doesn't even give them an
garbage disposal is on, but maybe if I indirect " warm and fuzzy." That is
don't stick my hand in too far, Ican disbecause those phrases are ridiculously
lodge that chicken bone that's jamming
worn out and because revealing that the
the razor-sharp blades without turning off
salespeople are friendly only describes
the power."
their emotional state. It does not address
An overly graphic comparison?
the emotional state of anyone listening.
Perhaps, but it made you feel something
Tell me how you feel
Effective emotionally-connected copy
starts with an understanding of how the
listener feels. It continues through what
he or she may be convinced is needed
and moves on to how the attributes of the
product
or service meets those needs.
makes you feel
The process is more effective when it
is driven by the customer's needs and
nothing and puts the
emotions, and less effective when it is
listener to sleep.
driven by too much inventory.
This is not to say that people are not
attracted to the "tragic circumstances
that forced us to drop our prices 50 percent." We are drawn to that, just as we
and that's exactly my point. Wallpaper
are to traffic accidents. But, again, using
copy makes you feel nothing.
only the "please take advantage of our
Wallpaper copy puts the listener to
deplorable circumstances" ploy is a minsleep. Yelling really loud when delivering
imalistic attempt at making an emotional
wallpaper copy does not help either.
connection. We can do better.
Neither does abattalion of sound effects
Radio listeners already communicate
and hyper- flanged, reverb- and delayemotionally with the programming of the
swamped voice tracks.
stations to which they listen. All Iam
McLuhan's comment that "the mediasking is that the copy in commercials
um is the message" may have been right
use the same or similar emotional confor the times, but audiences are a lot
nection.
more experienced now. At best, they tolWhen you drop the connection, you
erate it. At worst they tune out.
drop the listener. Get it?
So, what is the answer? Getting
back to the chicken bones and sharp
If all the copy Ty Ford has written or
blades, it is about connecting emotionvoiced was placed end-to-end vertically,
ally with the listener. Copy that pushthe sun would turn it a crispy golden
es the right listener buttons will keep
brown. Fortunately he's coming out with a
them from punching away from your
tangy new dipping sauce for these morsels.
station. But words are easy, emotions
Ty's
book "Advanced
Audio
are more difficult.
Production Techniques" is available from
Unwrapping the death grip that price
Focal Press. Download his voice demos
and product copy has on the copywriting from FTP.Jagunet.cotn/pub/users/tford

End Emotionally Bankrupt Copy
Ty Ford
As land-based radio broadcasting prepares itself for the onslaught of satellitedelivered Digital Audio Radio Services,
one of the many considerations will, we
hope, be content.
Even if CD Radio's projection of 30
music channels and 20 news channels is
more optimistic than what they can actually provide, that is an awful lot of commercial-free programming. Whether the public
will actually go for the monthly subscription fee of $5to $ 10 remains to be seen.
Of course, the only ones who will really
have to worry are the radio operations that
cannot afford the shift to DARS. Those
who can will likely lobby the FCC to
allow them to repurpose the entire AM and
FM bands for something more profitable.
Good old days
The radio-must-be-local-to-be-successful position was valid when this country
was more provincial. It lost a lot of its
charm when we decided we were part of a
global community. And over time, network broadcasting from Arthur Godfrey
to Howard Stern has proven otherwise.
Besides, in the future there will be
enough transponders floating in space to
provide regionalized and even marketspecific content.
Whether you are a land-based broadcaster planning your retirement to coincide with the shift to the "bird," or working at one of the deep-pocket operations

planning to soar with the eagles, keeping
listeners through spot breaks is still ahot
topic. It accounts for up to one quarter of
every hour.
The content of commercial copy — or
continuity, as it was once called — is long
overdue for arenaissance. The vast majority
of commercial copy on the air is emotionally bankrupt, and has been for some time.
Ithink we can agree that if we hear
one more spot about "friendly, personal
service" from "your good friends at ..."
who have "dropped their prices just in
time for ..." and who want you to "Wait,
because there's more good news about
savings like these that can't be beat," we
will collectively yak. This kind of copy is
the litter of the radio landscape, and it
undermines the very credibility of the
AM and FM bands.
Nobody — I repeat, nobody —
believes any of this stuff. From amarketing perspective, this kind of continuity
can be justified (notice Ididn't say "tolerated" or "condoned") when it is used
by asponsor who buys really big schedules. Then the content becomes audio
wallpaper, taking aback seat to the number of impressions created by the density
of the buy.
Blurring the difference
The problem with putting wallpaper in
your spot breaks is that the line between
wallpaper and useful information
becomes blurred in the ear of the listener. No one really knov, exactly v, here

Processing Power From
Lexicon MPX 1Unit
PROCESSOR, continued from page 20

executing any action, you can press and
MIDI controller messages whenever
hold that button down. While holding it
you make any
adjustments. This
makes it possible
to record real-time
control of MPX 1
effects with a
MIDI sequencer.
This is a simple
Lexicon's MPX 1
but powerful way
to automate effects.
down, an explanatory message runs
Lexicon also includes ahandful of
across the front of the unit.
"Patch" options. Patching is the ability
Other neat features include Tempo
to assign acontrol ( Source) to aparasettings expressed as rate or beat values,
meter (Destination). This allows you to
A/B (left/right) control, MIDI clock and
alter the values/parameters by manipusleep-mode preferences.
lating the control Source.
For example, Iselected the frontGrand wrap-up
panel knob as my Source and the "Rich
In conclusion. 1think the MPX 1is
Chorus" effect's Mix parameter as a an ideally useful rack multi- effects
Destination. Every time Iturned the
processor at an affordable price. For
knob, Iwas able to dramatically alter
$1.299, you can satisfy the production
the mix. With a little more help from
director's wants, the chief engineer's
the manual, Iwas able to patch multiple
needs and the general manager's bottom
parameters to asingle controller and
line.
o
even multiple Sources to a single
For information on the Lexicon
Destination.
Ishould add that even the manual
MPX 1, contact the company in
gets bragging rights. Written in aconMassachusetts at 617-280-0300 or circise way for users rather than astrocle Reader Service 108.
physics professors, it provided quick
Flip Michaels is production director
answers whenever Ineeded them.
for WGMS(FM) Washington. Reach
Another efficient option is the
him
via e-mail at fmichaels
"Help" function. To find out more about
@wgms.com or visit his home page at
any particular buttons without actually
members.tripod.com/—FMichaels/
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Wallpaper copy

WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE!
SIDEKICK AUDIO
SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
The SCA-I86 Sidekicke is the industry standard
for subcarrier services.When stations lease their
SCAs to foreign language and reading services and
need areliable generator, the Sidekick is the only
place to turn.
Here's why:
Crystal- Controlled Subcarrier
GeneratorFrequency stability: + 0.006%
from 0-50° C
Modulation MonitorSimple, accurate and eliminates
the need for an additional monitor
Integrated Audio ProcessorBetter peak control significantly
reduces crosstalk
Transmitter Tuning AidRF fine tuning minimizes incidental
AM to further reduce crosstalk
Composite Loop Through FeatureAutomatic mix of subcarrier signal into
composite simplifies installation.
Ilimodulation
Mo.

I2A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873
Voice (908) 302-3090 Toll-Free (800) 826-2603 Fax (908) 302-0206
Girde ( 158) Ou Reeder Service Card
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DIGITAL DOMAIN

Analyzing the Next Wave of DAWs
Mel Lambert
It sometimes surprises me how technology places in front of us an exciting spectrum
of creative choices but, at the same time, our
appreciation of the user benefits may take a
while to sink in.
Nowhere is this very human trait more
obvious than in the thickly mired world of
digital audio workstations (DAWs).
You may recall during the past several
years, Ihave made something of astudy of
the balance between user features and functions offered — purportedly or otherwise —
by system manufacturers, and the reality of

our sometimes-reluctant acceptance of new
innovations.
In other words, what we see in the glossy
literature, and hear from the smooth-talking
lips of the sales staff, may not bear too much
of a similarity with reality.
Focus groups speak
It is not that workstation manufacturers
are pulling the wool over our eyes. Ihave
worked with enough of them during consulting projects to realize that the majority are
well-intentioned and diligent in their aim to
put the best in front of their customers.
Sometimes, however, it is just amatter of

overlooking the obvious.
Several years ago, acolleague and Iorganized aseries of focus groups that looked at
just this subject: Does the reality of DAWs
match the perception of targeted users? As
we found then, all too often the market's
appreciation of what these firms are offering
lags behind the marketing message.
To put it another way, in spite of coherent
messages describing the creative and sonic
advantages of the current offerings, the
majority of potential users often fail to
understand these subtleties fully, and all too
frequently are suspicious of manufacturer
claims.
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Of course, that was then, this is now. Or
is it?
Recently, we have the opportunity to carry out another series of DAW focus groups,
looking at the same criteria. As we discovered, the challenge facing manufacturers is
multifaceted.
The majority of buyers are looking for
DAW makers to help them by designing
products that give more bang for the buck,
products that present more power that can
be accessed intuitively, using the skill set
they already have.
Just as important, customer service
should be fast, accurate and easy to access
for customers. Too many manufacturers wait
until their customers inform them about a
problem before informing them of an
upgrade or fix. The result is frustration.
There are companies that are more proactive, announcing software updates and/or
upgrades to registered owners in atimely
fashion, possibly via direct mail or awebsite.
'Please hold ...'
Customer service still remains abone of
contention. Users really do need immediate
attention from aknowledgeable person.
Because the majority of such users are calling the manufacturer in the middle of a production cession — when the system refuses
to cooperate — all work has ground to a
dramatic halt until the problem is fixed. And
such service is expected from aDAW manufacturer, not retailers.
With technology advancing exponentially, most of our participants realized that local
dealers and representatives often are pushed
to remain current with new computer-based
technologies.
But atoll-flee number with voice mail at
home base is no solution. Users need areassuring voice as soon as possible, aresponse
from an individual who will understand the
problem and, we hope, offer a quick
solution.
Here is acop-out we heard time and time
again: Manufacturers suggest that the problem is down to Apple, IBM, Compaq or
whoever made the host platform, if they
encounter a potential hardware- based
problem.
Those computer firms just make the
chassis and engine; DAW manufacturers ate
the ones making the transmission, body
work, upholstery and steering mechanism.
They should not pass the buck onto ahapless customer.
DSle easy as AB-C
Another hot topic was flexible, on-board
DSP functions that extend the user's creativity. The radio-production market can benefit
from apowerful set of processing tools,
including parametric/graphic EQ, dynamics,
reverb, time compression/expansion, declicking and related processes.
Such DSP-intensive operations should
be made available via simple- to- install
plug-ins or similar solutions. And several
participants need to access more than one
DSP function at atime; for example, it can
take awhile to apply an EQ curve, timecompress and then maybe re-dither the
output.
One leading brand of Mac-based workstation often is hampered by lack of available DSP resources or pipelining data files
between processing cards via amultiplexed
interconnect bus.
While screen-based, "software" mixers
provided lots of useful, potentially automated functions, we discovered that many of
our participants still rely on conventional
mixers or a similar-looking control surface
See WORKSTATION, page 29

PRODUCT GUIDE
Companies with new product announcements for Studio Sessions Product Guide should send them to:
Radio World, do Studio Sessions Editor, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA. 22041
Littlite for Audio Racks
Littlite has the new Raklite RLX, a
rackmount light source for equipment

racks and mobile disco boards.
The 1 RU chassis has two XLR
jacks on the front panel to accommodate dual Littlite XLR Series detachable gooseneck lamps. A front- panel
dimmer control lets the
user adjust the brightness of the 5W halogen
bulbs.
The Raklite RLX is
designed for use by
DJs, sound and lighting
engineers and technicians who need a directional light source in
tight
rack
spaces.
Suggested price is $89.
For information, contact CAE Inc.,
in
Michigan at (810) 2319373 or circle Reader
Service 186.

Altimix begins with 48-track recording and editing, expandable to 128
channels of disk recording with multiuser partitioning. Features include
automatic record " take"
management, 50 levels of
Undo and 48 track dropins with instantaneous
playback monitoring.
Four- band EQ and
three-band dynamics processing are included in
every channel. Scrolling
waveform displays and
multi- channel reverbs round out the
audio tools. Additional features make
the Altimix a capable audio- for- video
mixer/editor.
For information, contact D. Pagan

427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00

Communications in New York at (516)
692-8262 or circle Reader Service 212.

DOD Personal Vocal Effects

SSL Altimix
The Solid State Logic Altimix combines the SSL DiskTrack and Hub
Router technology with high-speed
proprietary digital processing. The
result is apowerful audio post-production tool with future applications in
multi-format media.

TGI North America introduces the
Flamingo series range of floor stands
for Brüel & Kjœr 4023, 4033 and 4053
compact microphones. TGI says these
mic stands are appropriate for broadcast uses in concert halls and other
locations where B&K mics are in use
and must remain unobtrusive.
The three standard floor stands in
the line include the FGS4000 Flamingo
Grand; the FGT4000 Flamingo Grand
Twin, with provisions for a backup
mic; and the FJS Junior, for lower mic
placement. Modular design allows custom configurations and matching with
other accessories.
The Flamingo line is from Danish
Pro Audio and is imported to the U.S.
by Brüel & Kjœr/TGI North America.
For information, contact TGI North
America in Ontario at (519) 745-1158
or circle Reader Service 8.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

Timecode Calculators
Calculated Industries Inc. makes
backtiming decisions in the studio easier with two new products: Frame
Master II and Time Master II, introduced in April at the NAB Show.
The Frame Master II is an
advanced timecode calculator
for film and video production
and for anyone using SMPTE
timecode in audio production.
The calculator converts
between all standard timecodes, including 30 non-dropframe, 30 drop-frame, 16 and
35mm film speeds.
The Time Master II converts between H:M:S and decimal time and can add, divide,
subtract and multiply in all
formats. The Frame Master II
is $ 129.95 and the Time
Master II is $ 49.95, direct from the
manufacturer.
Calculated Industries also makes
specialty calculators for converting
scales from maps and charts, and an
NEC code- based device for electrical
contractors.
For information, contact Calculated
Industries in Nevada at ( 800) 8548075 or circle Reader Service 60.

Flamingo Mic Stands

The
new
VoFX
from
DOD
Electronics is a vocal effects processor
that combines a mic preamp with digital effects for vocalists and announcers.

$49

For a5-CD set with a30-day
money-back guarantee.

328 :30 & : 60 music beds for . . .$198

Take an extra $ 10 420-ifyou mention this

122 New Lasers & Sweepers for . . $99

osli Send $79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit card orders call

120 production effects "
Zings, Zape
and Zoodads for

$99

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, sound
effects, call

(612) 522-6256

Ghostwriters (612) 522-62561

READER SERVICE 98
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1012 [fir SONqS [ROM 1980-1995
SONqs [ROM 1954-1969
545 HTsoNqs fRom ThE 70's
819 Kickini COUNTRY HiTS
oN CD foR ONty $599 EAdi

1229 hir

(per set plus shipping)

For complete track listings NOW
go to web site: http://radio-mall.com
or Email: mediamall@aol.com or
Phone or FAX Ghostwriters at 612-559-6524
Or write Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave N., Dept RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3450

While the VoFX is designed as a
live-performance " stomp box" device
for singers, its many special effects
make it aversatile processor for studio
use. Stock effects such as reverb,
delay, compression, flanging and phase
shift are joined by several unorthodox
processes such as ring modulation,
vocal distortion and the DOD
"Pixellator."
Thirty factory presets and 30 userdefinable programs allow up to seven
simultaneous effects. An XLR connection on the back panel accommodates
nearly any kind of microphone. The
foot pedal arrangement lets the user
switch programs instantly for real-time
changes during performance.
For information, contact DOD
Electronics in Utah at (801) 566-8800
or circle Reader Service 34.
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If so why not apply for your
personal free subscription?
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Radio Station Data Base
Only $100!
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Voice Imaging with aWoman's Touch

kat4.41,t0e4iPtecleeen4
Professional Voice Tracks - Affordable Prices
req10.1•Ca

ISDN Ready
17 years experience
Low monthly rates
Call now for your demo package

757-622-2043

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045, extension 154.
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hively Labs

Now, Switch and Distribute
AES/EBU Signals Easily
With The AES-200

Th

NAB

RADIO
SHOW

Maximize Your
evenues with Superior

September 17-19, 1997
New Orleans, Louisiana

Shively Coverage!
•Superior Engineering
•Multi-Station Solutions

Booth
**** # 601

•Filters & Combiners
•FM & UHF Translators

The AES-200 Digital Audio DA/Switcher

•Detailed Pattern Studies

Features: Two Input Digital Switcher

•Pent-Pending Transmission Line

AES/EBU Compatible
Two Independent Outputs

Uses:

bdi

FM, UHF 8. MMDS Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

Full Remote Control and Status
Feed Two Digital Exciters
Switch Main/Alternate Digital Paths
Digital Dubbing

ecause ... it pays
to be heard!

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566
Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 Fax (914) 736-6916
Email: Broadcastdevices@worldnetatt.net

gkeand Pftoducts,Jne.
"Your best source for quality rebuilt transmitter tu/'e%
since 1940"
75412 Highway 25
Covington, Louisiana 70435 U.S.A.
1-800-624-7626
(504) 893-1243 FAX ( 504) 892-7323
www.freeland-inc.com
Email freelandproducts@worldnetatt.net

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, Maine 04009 USA
Tel.: 207 647-3327
FAX: 207.647-8273
Web: wvvw.shively.com
EMail: sales @ shively.com
- An Employee- Owned Company -
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EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

HA- 1Hybrid Adapter

Phone 61.1-593-3150

Equipment required for
F.C.C. Jan. 1, 1997 deadline

Price $ 1750.00
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
25 - \X'. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 614-592-3898

HANDSET

•

HYBRID

tXtalibil, HA- 1HYBRID ADAPTER

The HA- 1 Hybrid Adapter allows you to use
your favorite broadcast hybrid with almost any
telephone — old, new, single line, multi-line, etc.
Since the HA- 1hooks up through your telephone
instrument's handset connector, no connection to
the telephone line is needed. With the HA- l's
front panel push -button out, your telephone functions normally. With the button pushed in, the

• 5two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•4audio inputs on standard models (expandable to 6audio inputs). All audio inputs & outputs are transformer
isolated from encoder-decoder board.
• 2year warranty
•Automatic interruption of program audio for

unattended operation.

• 2minutes of digital audio storage (expandable
to 4.5 minutes)

handset is disconnected and your hybrid is now
on line; nothing could be simpler or easier. The
performance of your hybrid will be the same as it

•4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting • 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

would be if hooked up directly to aC.O. line.

•Will handshake with automation equipment.

•20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, • 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
set input levels

• Also available: printers, weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM
digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Please circle our bingo number for adata sheet and adealer list.
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Web Site: www.gorman redlich.com
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RCA & XLR
Line In and Out
No Batteries or

$225.00

AC Needed
Designed for Precision Timing' ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have been meeting industry needs for
more :han 25 years Whether using GPS WWV, Modem, internal crystal or line frequency
accuracy, all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog slave clocks, as
well as interface with video or computer based systems
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971
142 SIERRA ST

EL SEGUNDO CA 90245 USA • 310-322-2136 • FAX 310-322-8127
READER SERVICE NO. 130
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vvvvvv.jkaudio.com
READER SERVICE NO. 51
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Let's swap
A major talking point still remains
file interchange, which many participants considered to be amajor challenge, with too many competing formats.
OMFI (Open Media Framework
Interchange) offers agreat deal of
potential, and may at long last be apossible solution to the confusion and frustration of transferring aproject from
one system to another. This may be
true at least for the upper end of the
DAW market, where manufacturers
are better able to underwrite the costs
of developing suitable translation of
routines, or rewriting the operating system to provide native support of
OMFI-compliant file structures. Time
will tell.
In addition, the networking of systems via high-speed robust LAN/WAN
topologies would provide access to a
common array of sound files which, in
turn, could be accessed directly by an
automated on-air playback system.
System flexibility was seen as akey
advantage for the current generation of
open-format PC-based workstations.
Many radio production facilities are
looking for systems that can be upgraded and/or expanded to accommodate
new functions and methods of working.
The upgrade/expansion process
involves three discrete stages:
The installation of new systems
which, hopefully, should be compatible
with current technology and way of
working.
A learning curve, preferably shallow, for new system components
and conflicting user interfaces/
methodology.
The transfer of audio sound files,
music libraries and related elements
into new editing/mixing/processing
environment. This process, as will be
readily appreciated, can be dramatically
streamlined through the use of standard
files formats.
For more details of the Marketing
Report that resulted from this recent
series of DAW focus groups, contact
me via mediapr@earthlink.net or (818)
753-9510.
Mel Lambert is principal of
Media&Marketing, a Los Angelesbased consulting service for the professional audio industry.

SHORT TAKE

Mini-Automation at KALW(FM)
What do you do when you need to parprogramming between midnight and 6
tially automate the overnight breaks at
a.m. Hourly station IDs and underwriting
your station quickly,
easily and inexpensively? Chief Engineer Dave Evans of
KALW(FM) in San
Roland 6. -100
MINOR MP
Francisco did so with
-7r
a Roland AR- 100
o
u
Announcement
Recorder and some
clever wiring.
Roland AR- 100: Radio Star
The 16-bit AR- 100
is the baby brother of
the Roland AR- 2000 recorder. Like its
announcements that interrupt the prosibling, the AR- 100 records audio onto
gramming are handled by an AR- 100 and
Flash RAM cards and can play back up
aBurk LX- 1Audio Switcher. The system
to 250 separate messages. It had previis reliable and maintenance-free.
ously found aniche in the sound contracBasically, the LX- 1sends GPI égenertor and installation markets, but is also
al purpose interface) messages to the ARmaking some broadcast inroads, as evi100, prompting the playback of one of
denced by Evans' experiences.
several messages. In its current configuKALW is an NPR affiliate, airing BBC
ration, GPI Relay 1switches between the
BBC feed and the AR- 100; GPI 2 rolls
the 39-second underwriting message and
ID; GPI Relay 3turns the line back over
to BBC, and so on.
According to Evans, the entire package cost KALW about $800.
The portability of the AR- 100 — combined with its low cost — would also
N.M. NU

•Cle

make it ideal for use at remote sites; station personalities could load their
favorite show effects and use them live
on location.
Roland also manufactures the VS-880
Digital Workstation, the S-760 Sampler
and other products of interest to broadcast production professionals. Contact
Roland Corp. in California at (213) 6855141 or circle Reader Service 134.
Burk Technology is in Massachusetts
and can be reached at (508) 486-0086 or
circle Reader Service 160.
—Alan R Peterson
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VVORKSTATION, continued from page 26

to handle the final mixdown of tracks
processed from ahard disk or removable media. Mixing, after all, is considered to be ahighly tactile function.
The ability to feel the track/channel
fader in front of them, see its movement as the mix comes together, and
then hear the effect in real time, is a
desirable part of the production and
mixing process. On-screen moving
faders accessed via amouse is afar less
desirable design; users lack the ability
to control more that one simple pointand-click or push- and-hold-down
function at atime.
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There are even more possibilities.
Because MIDI essentially is amultitrack
form to begin with, a DLS MIDI file
would allow you to remix asong as needed, even position it in a multichannel
soundfield. Plus, any kind of sound could
be used as the sample.
For instance, soundtracks for an advertisement could contain anumber of sound
effects. Footsteps, tire screeches, blasts
and even dialogue could be downloadable
samples that would be mixed in real time.
This could be done manually or by an
automated computer program every time a
commercial was played back.
DLS modules would be samplers that
could sonically be turned into anything you
desire without adding PROMs or loading
CDs. If you have enough DLS modules
with sufficient memory, you are set.
Because DLS is smart enough to predict when asound will be used in asong,
it will wait until just before the big timpani part is due before the required sound
sample is loaded to the module, saving
memory.
The MMA ( MIDI Manufacturers
Association) and the IA- SIG ( Interactive
Audio Special Interest Group) are working
to develop and standardize DLS MIDI
sounds and hardware on an international
level so that the audio industry can work
within auniversal system.
Predictions
Manufacturers could go for large-scale
production efficiencies because their products could be in production for more than a
few months. Composers would have a
consistent but virtually limitless sound pallet to work from. Consumers woukl ultimately have the sound played back as it
was originally intended.
This consistency of playback would
allow for better DLS MIDI authoring.
In short, we would all make some money while the listener was getting better
sound. What adeal.

Tom Vernon on the
Carvin SM 162
Mixer
Ken R. on
'Celebrity
Commercials'
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Broadcasters around-the- world are discovering our
easy-to- use WaveStatior automation.
Install our
software on your PC and ypu have apowerful, versatile
music- on- hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its own digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automation, voice track olive assist. Win 3.1 or 95.
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This Little Piggy Goes to Market
Dee Mc%Acker
Jonathan Hoenig truly is the little piggy who went to market.
He's the student host and producer of
the personal finance show "Capitalist
Pig," and yes, he's a bit of aham, what
with the way he plays up the press
with his Spam- loaded press kits.
What differentiates the program is
the demographic he's targeting:
Generation X, the age group with
$125 billion annual purchasing
power.
"Capitalist Pig" is created by
and for college students. Coming
out of WNUR-FM, 89.3 MHz, a
college station at Northwestern
University in Evanston, Ill., this
weekly one-hour show is the first
of its kind to focus exclusively on
the personal finances of college
students: what stocks to buy, where
to buy them, what amutual fund is,
what the Dow Jones Industrial Average is
and other financial matters of concern to
ageneration coming of age.
National exposure
Hoenig,
a 21- year- old
Communications major, started the show from
his dorm room with the help of a few
buddies. Now he's going to market with
it. The ink on his new contract as aregular contributor to " Marketplace," the
Public Radio International finance show
carried on over 300 stations, is barely
dry, and Hoenig is expressing an interest
in commercial stations.
The secret of the program's success is
good old-fashioned market knowmanship, something Hoenig said is sorely
lacking in much of the programming that
is made- for-Generation X on the radio
today. If advertisers and broadcasters
want to reach Generation X, he said, they
need to cut out all the canned hype.
"We're very discriminating, we know
prepackaged material when (we) hear it,"
said Hoenig, whose show steers clear of
the kind of canned material that he says
"sounds like its coming from abunch of
40year-olds sitting around smoking cigars in aboard room."
The only hint of prepackaged commercialism in the " Capitalist Pig" is its
morning zoo- like format, pig and all.
Hoenig uses music liberally throughout
his show to capture and hold the MTV
set. One segment he produced for
"Marketplace" had approximately 30
sound clips. Music is typically vintage
1980s, the nostalgia years for Xers;
sound clips usually are comical adjuncts
to the subject at hand.
In an interview with guest Louis
Navellier, one of the country's highestrated stock pickers and publisher of a
top- ranked investment newsletter,

Hoenig introduced his guest's financial
accomplishments with a sample from
"Top Gun." A voice from the film soundtrack says, "The list is long but distinguished," and another voice intones,
"Yeah, well so's my Johnson."
Hoenig himself is introduced by

Jonathan Hoenig
another movie soundtrack, the Gen X
favorite "Ferris Bueller's Day Off," and
the voice of its high school secretary
crooning " He's very popular with ...
motorheads, geeks, sluts, thuds,
wasteoids, dweebies, dickheads. They
think he's arighteous dude."
The show contains several features,
including summaries of the week's financial news and "Guess the Stock Market,"
acall-in contest in which winners receive
coveted prizes such as fresh pork.
Wheret the beef?
There is a serious side to the show,
however, with some pretty meaty financial advice weaved amongst the frat-party-like pranks. In one segment called
"Ask the Pig," for example, a student
asked the meaning of capitalization as
"small-cap," "mid-cap" and "large-cap."
The answer, from guest contributor
Henry Feldman, managing partner of
Concord Investment Co., was not unlike
something you might hear in an economics class.
"Big- cap, the large- cap, is usually
companies that have over $5 billion in
market capitalization. ... So if there's a
million shares outstanding, and the stock
sells at $ 100 ashare, the capitalization is
$100 million. ... Small- capitalization
stocks are those stocks that are below
$500 million, and everything in between,
between $500 million and $5 billion, is
considered mid-cap," Feldman said.
Another guest offered this stock market analysis: "Most of the strength (of the
market) over the past several weeks, I'd
say in the last month-and-a-half, has been
concentrated in bigger-cap stocks; that is,
stocks of large companies that are characteristically found in the Dow Jones
Industrial Average."
Most of the guests, in fact, are very

professor- like in their descriptions of
market trends and terms. Louis
Rukeyser of "Wall Street Week"; Leo
Melamed, a board member of the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange; and
David Brady, who manages Stein Roe &
Farhham's Young Investor Fund are a
few of the distinguished guests
who have been on the show.
Boredom not allowed
Segments are limited to 10 minutes, or seven minutes for
"Marketplace," to keep the boredom level down. Hoenig also
tones down his attitude for
"Marketplace." He made his
"Marketplace" debut on May 9,
significantly widening the potential listenership of "Capitalist
Pig" from acouple thousand to
more than 3million.
Asked what stations he listens
to, Hoenig not surprisingly
expressed apreference for college stations, believing that's where most of the
original programming is. Xers like him
avoid the commercial radio band, not
because they're not interested, he said,
but because there has been nothing for
the MTV generation to tune into.
Until now.

1111115 ALL CARS!

New Kids Format
See page 38
August 6, 1997
More than just an Xer who understands the market because he's part of the
market, Hoenig has agood idea of what
works on radio and what doesn't because
of his experience with the medium. His
first radio stint was with Chicago icon
WLUP-AM-FM when he was 16. He
also was a teen film critic on
WITW(TV) for three years, but says his
real love is radio.
"I was introduced to radio first and fell
in love with it," he said.
His entertainment style fits radio better
than TV, he said. Hoenig recently attended a public radio conference and was
reminded once again of how at home he
felt with radio people.
Hoenig said booking the show is easy
because it makes good economic sense
for his guests, many of whom would
probably advertise on the show if it were
carried on commercial stations.
Lest there be any question as to the
viability of this demographic, Hoenig
suggested broadcasters take note of credit
card companies holding marketing campaigns on college campuses. Several
major credit card companies in the past
year have held sign-up vigils at universities in order to attract what they consider
to be a lucrative market: the Generation
X demographic — 45 million consumers
born between 1965 and 1977.
The very same demo the "Capitalist
Pig" is going after, full-boar.
Dee McVicker is a regular contributor
to Radio World.

WCBS-FM: Still Going
Strong After 25 Years
Vince Santarelli

"The powers-that-be decided they
had to go in some direction and fill a
void," he said. " Our sister station
WCAU-FM in Philadelphia was
already doing an oldies format, and

The date was July 7, 1972. The
CBS-owned-and-operated FM in New
York City was struggling, and a format change was in
order. At 6 a.m. came
"Donna The Prima
Donna," and WCBSFM became " Solid
Gold Radio." Bill
Brown, who currently
hosts the noon to 3
p.m. show on WCBS,
was there when the
change happened.
"The format change
was really quick, just a VVCBS-FM's 'Morning Mayor' Harry Harrison (left)
matter of weeks,"
was caught taking a quick break with midday
Brown said. "We had
personality Ron Lundy.
been an album rock station and were basically
just a little ahead of ourselves. We
doing it very successfully. We basicalwere AOR before there was AOR. We
ly ended up with their program direcliked to call ourselves an artistic suctor, John Gehron, who packed his
cess with the album format, but we
suitcases and all of his boxes of
weren't making anickel.
See PARTY page 31
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PAR1Y, continued from page 30

records, and came to New York."
In a business as volatile as radio, in
the top market in the country, you don't
often hear about 25th anniversaries.
That's why the industry took note when
the staff and management of WCBS-FM
gathered at the Museum of Television
and Radio last month to celebrate 25
years as "New York's Oldies Station."
Program Director Joe McCoy summed
up the station's success: "We play the
best music in the world, we have great
people both on and off the air at the radio
station and we have avery loyal and dedicated audience that loves this music."
McCoy, who grew up in the New
York area and spent time as adisc jockey at WOR-FM and WNBC(AM), took
over the programming reins at WCBSFM in 1981. The station had been doing
well in cume, but the quarter hours were
not as big as they should have been.
"When I first got here, we were
known as the ` doo-wop' station,"
McCoy said. "Even though we played
music from the ' 60s, most people knew
us as the ' 50s station. So we redirected

Reed has 25 years seniority. In fact, of
the full-time air staff, the "short-timer"
is late- night personality Bobby Jay,
who's been with the station for 10 years.
The sentiment of the air staff was
expressed by afternoon man Bob Shannon.
When asked where he wanted to be in 10
years, he replied, "Right here, still between
Ron Lundy and Norm N. Nite. Nobody
ever leaves here on his own!"
The turnout for the celebration
demonstrated the loyalty of the WCBSFM audience and proved the worth of its
formula: great music, great personalities
and great promotions.
Vince Santarelli is editor of the
monthly newsletter Apple Bites.
Comments about stories in Radio
World? E-mail us at 74103.2435
@compuserve.com
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Joyner Gets on the Bus
The road to radio
success is paved with
hard work — and
clever promotions.
ABC Radio Networks has wrapped
four Greyhound busses
in promotional "garb"
for "The Tom Joyner
Morning Show." The
busses will set out on a
promotional tour of the
United States later this
year.

the music and started playing more
music from the ' 60s: Beatles, Stones,
Beach Boys and Motown.
"Then we did some research and
found out that our phrase ' solid gold'
didn't project the image that we were
looking for. Most of our listeners

In a business

SE OUT OF DIGITAL AUDIO b\st *FE

as

volatile as radio, in
the top market in the
country, you don't
often hear about
25th anniversaries.
remembered us as 'the station that plays
the oldies.' We decided if that's what
our listeners are saying to us, we should
be saying it back to them. Against all
radio logic, we started saying, 'CBSFM: We play your favorite oldies."
Seasoned staff
To McCoy's credit, the station has hit
No. 1in the Arbitron ratings four times
since 1990 and consistently has been in
the top 5 for the past eight years. Proof
of the station's popularity was evident at
the live broadcasts on the 25th anniversary. The first broadcast was from 5to 9
a.m. with Harry Harrison and the morning team. Fans began to line up for the
show at 2 a.m. The second broadcast
featured Bill Brown and Don K. Reed,
the station's senior staffers, from noon
to 3 p.m. The auditorium was filled,
with more fans in another room watching the festivities on monitors.
Another unusual aspect of WCBS-FM
is the longevity of the air staff. Bill
Brown has been with the station for 28
years. Overnight personality Don K.

There is abetter way!
It's not easy trying to understand the conflicting claims made
by different manufacturers when you're buying aDigital Audio
On-Air & Production System, whether asingle, multipurpose
Workstation or an integrated, multiple studio setup. At one end
of the spectrum, you're faced with awide variety of simple "Cart
Machine Replacements," and on the other, products whose

•Full production capabilities, including Graphic Cut & Paste
Assembly Editing. Includes analog and digital inputs/outputs.
Interfaces with most multichannel editing packages.
•Runs on DOS for proven speed, reliability, and compatibility
with other equipment; not an operating system originally intended for multimedia applications. This is a

complexity confounds even the most seasoned broadcast engineer.

professional tool meant to produce efficiency and
profits, not entertain the staff!
•Operates on common off the shelf computers and
network architecture. You won't be locked into
proprietary hardware that may not be available whenever you need service.

The ENCO DADpRo Digital Audio
Delivery System solves the problem! DAD
is simply the most powerful On-Air &
Production system available, yet its uncomplicated approach and inherent r2ce of operation makes immediate sense to any user.

•No monthly licensing fees, DAD is an
outright purchase. Software upgrades are
free for the first year.

•Intuitive On-Screen displays that are immediately familiar to operators. Optional

•DAD is proving itself everyday in radio
and TV facilities worldwide.

Totichscreen makes operation quick and easy.
•Complete On-Air flexibility with various "Virtual
Machines" for Live Assist, Automation, or
Satellite Programmed operations. Interface to
other equipment plus scheduling and billing packages. Seamless segue and voiceover transitions
sound "Live" in all modes. Script capabilities can
be included.

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO
For Complete Information

ENCCI
SvSTEMS, INC.
24555 Hallwood Court. Fannington Hills, MI 48335 USA
TEL: 800-362-6797 or 810-476-5711 FAX: 810-476-5712
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Surprise Growth for Classic Rock
Watch out, alternative- formatted stations! Audiences for
the classic rock format, which appeared to be eroding and
heading for alternative pastures, are again embracing proven
artists and songs.
"Listeners know ( the format), like it and continue to return
to it," said Marla Pinner, executive vice president of Interep
Research, which issued the "Classic Rock Radio" report. The
report shows that on an average day, 9 percent of adults 18+
listen to classic rock stations, which now number afour-year
high of 226.
Other trends are positive. Listenership among those 12+
and adults 25 to 54 is higher than at any time during the
past year, registering a 3.8 and 5.2 for the respective
groups. Most listeners are male ( 58 percent) and married
(55 percent), with incomes of at least $ 40,000 ( 59.5
percent).
— Chris Hamaker

Number of Classic Rock Stations

KABC vs. Rush:
Move Jackson
To Weekends
In an effort to topple rival Rush
Limbaugh,
KABC(AM)
Los
Angeles has moved Michael
Jackson, the Talk Show Host of the
Year, to the weekend shift.
KABC moved the legendary
Jackson from his weekday talk
stint and replaced him in the 9 to
11:45 a.m. slot with Ronn Owens,
longtime host at ABC- owned
KGO(AM) in San Francisco.
KABC Operations Manager and
Program Director Dave Cooke
said, "Ronn is the only talk show
host in a major market to consis-

Broadcas
Radio Station in Print

What is
The Press?

The
Broadcast Press
is completely
customized!

The Press is afully customized, station
specific magazine. To date, most
station magazines have been 'format
magazines.' Your call letters were

inserted into someone else's agenda.
The Press is different! It's written

It's e
designed to f
your budg

and produced for your listeners.

The Press
is YOUR magazine.
Except we do the work!
Plus, we make it affordable!
How? We're apublisher! We have the staff, equipment and
know-how. Plus, we save on the printing of the product.

With every issue:
Drive Cume
Build Listener Loyalty
Generate Revenue

Sign on now for special charter discounts!

The
Broadcast Press
For the price of asingle direct mail
piece, you can have a32- page full color
customized magazine.

Get started today!
Call 1-800-336-3045 x258

A new product fr

imas publishing group
publisher of Radio World,
Tuned In, NAB Daily News
P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church
VA 22041 U

tently beat Limbaugh in the ratings.
We are confident Ronn will be just
as successful here in Los Angeles."
Owens is the top rated radio personality in San Francisco during
his time slot, with an 8.2 share
compared to Limbaugh's 4.5
(Arbitron, Winter 1997, persons
12+).
Owens. who is liberal on social
matters but conservative on economic issues, joined KG0 in 1975.
He will simulcast his issue-oriented
program to Los Angeles and San
Francisco, originating the show
from Los Angeles every other
week.
Cooke termed the Jackson move
to weekends "adifferent approach to
attacking the competition both
weekdays and weekends."
In the Winter 1997 Arbitrons,
KABC had a 3.0 share. KFI(AM),
Limbaugh's Los Angeles affiliate,
registered a4.3.
Jackson, who is celebrating his
30th year at KABC, was recently
named Talk Show Host of the Year
by the National Association of
Radio Talk Show Hosts (
RW, April
30).
Jackson said he was "surprised"
at being relegated to weekends.
"But," he said, "I'm not avictim in
this situation: Idon't have to be
here. I'm ready for anew challenge
and intend to do as I've done in the
past. I've never felt more on top of
my game or better equipped for this
new opportunity."
— Bob Rusk

'
L._

There's an
avalanche of
product including
these fine items
from SHURE

Shure M367 Mixer
Improving on the success of the Shure
M267 microphone mixer, the M367
incorporates all the M267 features plus
6XLR inputs, extremely low noise operation, 2XLR outputs, detachable power
cord, 2heaphone outputs, 12 and 48
volt phantom power and atwo position
Mix Bus. Battery powered or 120/230
Vac and rackmountable with the A367R.
LIST 795.00

Shure FP410 Automatic Mixer

Shure SM58
Dynamic Cardioid

The worlds first portable automatic
microphone mixer. The Noise Adaptive
Threshold activates microphones for
speech but not constant room noise. Max
Bus Circuitry limits the number ot activated microphones to one per talker and
Defeatable Last Microphone Lock-On
keeps the most recently activated microphone open until anewly activated microphone takes its place. All 4inputs can
also be switched to line level. Additional
FP410 Mixers can be connected via the
rear-panel link jacks by using the supplied
link cable. Rack ears included.
LIST 1650.00

Call For Price!

The world standard professional stage microphone.
Although the "58" is often imitated in appearance, its lively,
intelligible, powerful sound and
rugged reliability have never been
duplicated.
Call For Price!
LIST
S1M58
Dynamic cardioid .. 212.00
SM58S
With switch
196.00
300-BLACK„Optional windscreen .. 4.65
A25C
Replacement
stand clamp
4.25

Call For Price!

Shure SM7
Cardioid
Dynamic

HShure FP42
Four XLR transformer balanced mic/line
inputs and two XLRs out make this
mixer ideal for mixdowns in video editing suites or anywhere aportable high
quality stereo mixer is required. Other
features are pull-pot cueing in ail inputs,
low cut filters, mono/stereo switch, Mix
Bus linking, headphone amplifies. tone
oscillator, switchable limiter, phantom
power and dual VU meters.

Features include switchable limiter, phantom power,
LED peak indicator, 1/4" headphone jack, battery
check function, tone oscillator, mic/line switches on
all 4inputs and outputs, low-cut switches, mix bus
jack and much more. Battery or 120/240 Vac
power. Option: Rack mountable with A268R.

Afixture around the
world. the "smooth
and silky" unidirectional SM7 is famous
for making voices and other sources
sound their best. Extremely popular for
radio and television, especially
voiceovers. Unique graphic EQ tailoring
switches permit the choice of four different response curves. Yoke assembly
Mows exact positioning.

LIST 1240.00

LIST 625.00

UST 566.00

Call For Price!

Shure M267 Field Production Mixer

Call For P- ice!

FULL COMPASS
AUDIO • VIDEO • A/V

e

LIGHTS

(608) 831-7330 • Fax ( 608) 831-6330
8001 Terrace Ave. • Middleton, WI 53562
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Now you can get digital technology and PRGE reliability in the same console. Integrity:
IL's the first, digital on-air board that also speaks fluent analog. All 16 inputs can handle analog
signals. Un can also accept digital inputs at any sample rate. So you can deal with the hodgepodge of equipment in real-world studios. A unique architecture also guarantees alevel of reliability other digital consoles can't match. So you can rest assured your signal will stay on the air.
What's more, you get on-board DSP voice processing, remote or local configuration controls,
and channel-specific remote control connections. And you can set, save and recall each board
configuration at the touch of abutton for seamless transitions from show to show
For abrochure, call us at 760-438-3911, visit www.pre.c,om or e-mail sales@pre.com

The LCD delays audio levels, time-of-day
clocks, session status and event timers with a
Windows interface to powerful configuration
management and session-basedfeatures.

Integrity's difference is more than just digital.
It also offers four special-puense buses to
provide automated mix-minus for telephone
and remote feeds, each with 1F73.

PACIFIC

RESEARCH

Integrity uses an army of state-of-the-art
floating point digital signal processors to perform its mixing, routing and otherfunctions.

ô

ENGINEERING

Orde (58) Ou Reeder Service Card

Each fader bas a10-character alphanumeric
display. The display changes when another
audio source is assigned, which can happen
either manually or at apreassigned time.
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Can't We All Just Get Along?
Sharon Rae
How does aradio station manager prevent programmers and sales reps from
butting heads?
Industry experts suggest everything
from an annual "State of the Station"
address to keep departments up to date,
to apop quiz on programming.
In an industry where talk is tops, it
seems almost ironic that a lack of communication would be aproblem.
Communicate
"In all the rush and crush of today's
business environment, it's essential the
sales and programming departments really do take the time to communicate with
each other," said Ray Massie, operations
manager of ICFRG(FM) in Riverside/San
Bernardino, Calif.
According to Massie, bridging the gap
between programming and sales is amatter of making sure that both sides of the
building communicate with each other.
He moderated a session on management
issues at the spring NAB convention.
Dave Nicholson, general manager of
Real Country network, agreed that communication is key.
"This is easy to say, but hard to do,"
he said. "Sometimes if the two departments will communicate with each other,
and everyone has a common goal and
understands what should be achieved,
then the station overall will be more successful."
Nicholson said programmers and
salespeople usually have different agendas, "and the only time they spend time
together is when they've butted heads
over something."
Another facet of Nicholson's communication concept is what he calls his
"State of the Station" address.
"We do that at the beginning of the
year," he said. "We get everybody together, full- and part-time, no matter what
they do. Department heads talk about
what's gone on for the last year and what
we want to achieve for the next year."
Nicholson said smaller markets actually have an edge when it comes to bridging the gap between programming and
sales.
"There's not such alarge gap because
the sales manager does the sports," said
Nicholson, citing one example. He also
suggested that the program director
might carry asales list. "So really alot of
the smaller markets are really pretty
sophisticated."
Mutual understanding
Tom Carroll, general sales manager of
KMZQ-FM in Las Vegas, said acooperative atmosphere between programming
and sales pays off in many ways.
"When these departments are working
synergistically, you have a station that
respects its product."
John Parish, general sales manager of
KKJZ(FM) in Portland, Ore., said the
overall health of a station depends on
respect.
"The tone needs to be set at the general manager level," he said. "The program
director and the general sales manager
need to be respectful of each other's jobs.
... They need to make sure that every one
that works on their staff is informed of
the overall goals of the radio station ... to
have the largest listener base possible and

the highest revenue possible."
Parish suggested that a salesperson
participate in the promotions meeting.
"It's agood step toward easing departmental friction," he said. "They'll come
away from the meeting with a better
sense of what programming is trying to
accomplish, and that is valuable to the
radio station. The more people who are
informed about the overall goals of the
station, the better off the radio station is."
Mark Edwards, program director of
WLIT-FM in Chicago, spoke of making
everyone in the radio station a "product
specialist."
"At Lite FM, we talk about how
everyone is basically in sales." he said

Efficiency:

"If you are the person who answers our
phone, you are probably the biggest
salesperson."
Edwards even goes so far as to "test"
his sales staff.
"Questions about Lite's programming," he said. "We ask them things like,
what's the station's target audience?
Where is the transmitter? Name three
core artists — things like that."
No Ouija board
Edwards said he regularly invites
salespeople to sit in with air personalities
on shifts.
"They get to see what they do in (the
studio). We also invite air personalities

into sales meetings every once in awhile
as well. We also invite everyone in the
radio station to come out to the music test
... to see the listeners. Salespeople can
see who they are really talking to. Then
when we put amusic test on the air, they
don't think I'm sitting in my office with a
Ouija board trying to decide what songs
to play."
Edwards also emphasized the importance of trends.
"It's very important that the trends are
out in the open so there are no secrets.
We want everyone to know where the
radio station stands at all times."
What is Edwards' guarantee for those
who follow his recipe in bridging the gap
between programming and sales?
"You will see a decrease in the B.S.
and screaming and paperweight throwing
that happens at so many radio stations."
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of available resources; 2. great things in small packages;
3. Crown's new FM 2kW amplifier.
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Stop the presses on all dictionaries! We're redefining efficiency with
our new 2kW FM amplifier. This broadband amplifier requires no field
or factory tuning and provides 75-80% RF efficiency across the band.
The design features hot-pluggable, 500—watt power modules, and a
responsive protection mode. The separate DC supply is power factor
corrected and 90% efficient. Both units are lightweight and compact
for easy installation and overnight shipping if required. Use the amplifier and supply with your existing exciter or upgrade to aCrown exciter
for an unbeatable transmitter package.
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The Professional use MD recnroers/ p4ers take full advantage of
features such as disc media, ATRAC, and memory technology. The
MDS B5 also offers direct duplication link for copying compressed
signals, multi-access hot start, RAMTOC edit for saving master disc
contents when editing, up to 148 minutes of recording, next track
selection, -_- 1
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Radio Design Labs

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SUPPLY

Specialists In Practical
Precision Engineering

Phone: 817-483-7474 • FAX: 817-483-2265
5700 E. Loop 820 S., Fort Worth, Texas 761197099
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USA Phone ( 800) 281-2683
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Internet Access: www.rdlnet.com

Call Today 1-800-433-7888
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Our Wired STL lets you locate your audio
processor and stereo generator in the studio. It transmits composite audio baseband
through 2500 feet of inexpensive twinax line,
so you can reach your STL on the roof or
your transmitter down the hall.
Get our full story— contact your authorized
Modulation Sciences Distributor, or the
Composite Audio Authority...

modulation sciences, inc.
12A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Voice (908) 302-3090 • Fax (908) 302-0206
Toll Free in USA (800) 826-2603
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Southern Gospel Music is...
a) something you once heard on the transistor
radio at your grandmother's house
b) popularized by ladies with strange hair-dos
c) an entertaining niche format that can make
you money

The best compact way
to squeeze agreat sound
through atelephone line...

Zercom

CORPORATION

(If you chose "c", pat yourself on the back
for looking forward not backward)

Solid Gospel is...

You don't have to settle
for less than the best!

• one of the fastest growing satellite music
networks in America
• entertainment-focused 24 hours aday all
music format
•:* positive, energetic & uplifting southern gospel
music
• incredible audience response with exploding
popularity

The ' Max-ZII' 2channel remote console

• growing advertiser success stories from
Nashville flagship station
• currently in 110 markets

1-800-742-3969

Solid r:s
Gospel
flea

P.O. Box 84, Zercom Drive
Merrifield, Minnesota 56465-0084

Available through all major dealers

218/765-3151- Fax 218/765-3900
READER SERVICE NO. 103
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• Two-way wideband audio on standard
dial lines
• 4.5 to 10 kHz audio at speeds from 12
to 33.6 kb/s
• Extremely easy to use
• Compact, rugged and lightweight

Reach

Features:

2audio inputs: Mic/Line (3-pin XLR); Tape ( mini-jack)
2audio outputs: Headphone ( 1/4" jack); Line (3-pin XLR)
Variable mix of local program and studio return on output
2contact closures
Quick-dial memory feature

•
Please call today for ABG
pricing and delivery.

Phone: 800-999-9281
Fax: 616-452-1652

REACH US ANYTIME VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
intemet: supponeabg.com
web site: www.abg.com

SOUTHEAST SALES OFFICE

WESTERN SALES OFFICE

P.O. Box 2619
Smithfield, North Carolina 27577
Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 919-934-8120

P.O. Box 1638
Palmdale, California 93550

Phone: 800-858-9008
Fax: 805-273-3321

For 36 years

ABG

Audio Broadcast Group Inc.
READER SERVICE NO. 129

broadcasting

your products and services. It's
an efficient, effective and •
affordable advertising option!
For more information, including
rates and deadlines, contact
your sales representative or
Christopher Rucas at

MIDWEST SALES OFFICE

2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507

18,000 +

professionals! RADIO WORLD's
Product Showcase provides a
perfect medium for test marketing

fax: 415-824-4738
tel: 415-824-3499
•
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WEUP: Black Radio in the South
Claudia Tucker
In March 1958, only two years after
Alabama watched Martin Luther King
organize the Montgomery Bus Boycott
to protest enforced racial segregation in
public transportation, black-owned station WEUP(AM) went on the air in
Huntsville.
And it has stayed on, through the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which outlawed racial discrimination in public
facilities and banned registrars from
applying different standards to white
and black voting applicants; through
the 1968 ban on discrimination in the
allocation of federal housing money:
through the end of racial discrimination in employment by state government agencies in 1972; through our
day.
A rough road
All new stations face challenges, but
a black radio station emerging in the
segregated South of the 1950s faced
additional obstacles.
WEUP, Huntsville's fourth station,
originated as a 100 W AM station
broadcasting gospel music, sermons,
news and popular music from a house
trailer on the grounds of Syler
Tabernacle Church. The original station
owner, Leroy Garrett, ran into difficulties from the start. He was arrested by
Huntsville authorities when he began
constructing the station even though
the city had denied his request for a
permit.
The station began 24hour broadcasting shortly
after a change in FCC
laws regulating such
broadcasts
in
1975.
Garrett played a significant role in changing the
regulation. After his application for a night broadcast permit was refused, Garrett took
his case to the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals, which ruled in his favor.
The court ruled that black or minori-
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issues and concerns of Tennessee Valley
listeners. It also broadcasts live play-byplay of local high school football games
in Alabama and Tennessee.
Batts' station also owns and coordinates what has become one of
Huntsville's premiere events: the June
Black Arts Festival. This free event,
which draws around 30,000 attendees
each year, features nationally known
artists, as well as regional and local talent, playing a range of music from
gospel to rap.

to Minor Hill, Tenn. Located at 92.1 on
Murry. " WEUP is in a market with a
the FM band, the 5,000 W station reachlarge military presence, and we accomes nine counties in northern Alabama
modate a lot of e-mail from military
and southern Tennessee with gospel,
personnel and their families asking us
contemporary blues
and jazz. Ironically,
WEUP
broadcasts
now reach Pulaski,
Tenn., the birthplace
of the Ku Klux Klan.
Festival benefits
The Tennessee
While the festival is an important
Valley is one of the
avenue for recognizing and celebrating
most diverse and
the diversity of artistic talent in the
fastest-growing areas
black community, it goes further. All
in the southeastern
proceeds are donated to the Harris
United States. The
Home for Children, a United Way
WEUP broadcast area
agency that provides services for chilis in the top 100
dren at risk and their families. Services
largest MSAs in the
include residential treatment and foster
country. Retail spendfamily care services for teens who must
ing in the WEUP marlive away from home.
ket area exceeds $ 4
This year's Black Arts Festival was
billion. The station
held June 28 and 29. The musical lineup
estimates
47,700
included Alimayo Baye Matsimela, a
cumulative listeners
traditional drum ensemble; Kahlista, a
per week.
recording artist for Garfonic Record
WEUP also provides
Label; Reverend Spann and the
local and regional news
Brooklyn All- Stars, an awardwinning
and
information.
gospel group with a long history of hit
Information updates air
recordings and international tours;
twice each hour during
Allen "Raw Dawg" Rawls, acomedian
morning drive, and
who has performed with the Def
periodically throughout
WEUP station owner Hundley Batts promotes the
Comedy Tour and at Zanies Comedy
the day. National and
gospel music play 'Child Support.'
Showplace in Nashville, Tenn.; and the
international events are covered through
to convey messages over the air to their
Lumzy Sisters, another award- winning
the Sheridan Broadcasting Network.
loved ones back in the States."
gospel group with two well- received
The WEUP "ThunderCruiser," ahosSoon, overseas fans will be able to
albums to their credit.
pitality suite and entertainment station
hear those messages as they are broadcast,
In addition to music, visual artists
on wheels, is equipped with a2,000 W
once WEUP begins airing its signal live
displayed their work. Face painting,
across the Internet. Other station upgrades
puppet shows and other activities were
include the recent transition from analog
held for children.
to
digital.
In
May,
WEUP
installed
a
new
u. .
1
Scott Studios digital automation system.
Claudia J. Tucker is a writer and editor for SCI Systems Inc., a Fortune 500
Community commitment
electronics manufacturing service
WEUP has atradition of serving its
provider in Huntsville, Ala. She profiled
ilt,
area. The station airs a weekly
the Midwest Radio Theatre Workshop in
Community Focus Program to address
the April 30 issue of RW.
sound system for broadcasting live
remotes and customized promotions for
businesses and entertainment events.
Although urban radio stations are not

11/4 .4111
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ATTENTION P.O.s

Schedule the best in " CLASSIC RADIO" with

Hosted by Radio Hall of famer STAN FREBERG. the man who
drained Lake Michigan and filled it with hot chocolate

BENN y

The WEUP Magic ThunderCruiser
ty ownership must be considered by the
FCC in determining whether to waive
city coverage requirements.
Garrett's widow, Viola Garrett, sold
the station in 1987 to its current owners,
the husband-and-wife team of Hundley
Batts and Virginia Caples.
WEUP remains the only source in the
area for urban programming. The station's reach was expanded in 1993 with
the acquisition of WEUP-FM, licensed
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widely represented on the Internet,
WEUP has maintained awebsite (
www.
weup.com) for more than two years. In
addition to serving the station, this
Internet presence allows the WEUP
sales staff to offer independent sites to
its advertisers.
"We also recognized that an on-line
presence would help our station domestically and internationally," said
Program and Music Director Steve
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Radio Disney Seeks Kids Market
Chris Hamaker
Disney-owned ABC Radio Networks is
moving toward an official Oct. 1roll out of
Radio Disney, anew radio format for kids,
undeterred by its lawsuit with Children's
Broadcasting Corp. and in the face of aboycott by the Southern Baptist Convention,
representing the largest Protestant denomination in the United States.
The company kept details of the format sketchy until mid-summer, while it
analyzed research and ratings data from
select test markets. Radio Disney is
banking that its combination of name
recognition, upbeat music and child-DJ
interaction could alter the landscape of
children's radio.
Music to their ears
ABC is bullish on research by Statistical
Research. Inc., which surveyed more than
1,500 children aged 5to 9 (Radio Disney's
core audience) and more than 1,300 mothers. The surveys were conducted in Radio
Disney's four test markets: Atlanta,
Minneapolis/St. Paul, Salt Lake City and
Birmingham, Ala. The format has been airing in Seattle, but Disney is not promoting
the station aggressively and did not include
the market in its survey.
Radio Disney averaged a 1.8 in March
among children 5 to 9, Monday through
Sunday between 6 a.m. and 7p.m., besting all network radio ratings save the 2.0
for ABC's Prime Network, as registered

Sample Hour
Song Title
"The Jock Jam"
"The Locomotion"
"Friend Like Me"
"Macarena"
"Play That Funky
Music, Chipmunk"
"Y.M.C.A."
"Jailhouse Rock"
"MMM Bop"
"Scooby-Doo"

Artist
Various Artists
Little Eva
Aladdin
Los Del Rio
Chipmunks
Frogs of
Summer
Elvis Presley
Hanson
Matthew
Sweet
Weird Al

"'ioda"
"Where in the World Is
Carmen Sandiego" Rockapella
"I Like It"
Blackout
Allstars
"Surfin' USA"
Beach Boys
"We Got the Beat"
Go-Go's
J Radio Disney. 1997

by network radio rating service RADAR.
The three-month average for Radio
Disney was a1.3.
The 9.4 share garnered by Radio
Disney was higher than that of
news/talk/information, gold/classic rock
and rock formats, but comparable to
adult contemporary. Radio Disney's
share was less than shares for urban,
country and CHR formats.
Backed by an extensive promotional
campaign for Radio Disney — which
Kantor called "probably the most expensive product we've ever done" — the
new format seemed to take hold in the
four test markets. Between 6 a.m. and
midnight, audience size more than doubled from a0.6 in January to a 1.5 in
March, for an average of 1.2.
Separate research from Stratford, conducted in 11 phases during the test period, showed across-the-board increases in

the number of days per week spent listeninto purchasing other stations that would
ing to Radio Disney.
carry the new format.
Kantor guarantees a 1.3 rating for
Kantor was intrigued by the possibility
Radio Disney affiliates against their
of an FM affiliate for Radio Disney, but
respective markets.
for now the expectation is that the musicKantor exuded confidence in this latest
intensive format will be exclusively carventure. Strong early numbers could jus- ried on the AM dial. The only requirement is that each affiliate
have astrong AM signal,
something Disney said
previous
kids- radio
providers have neglected.
Disney research indicated children do not discern the fidelity difference in AM transmission
to the extent adults do,
and with the climate of
consolidation, AM is an
advantage for a new forRadio Disney AM drive personality Dean Wendt
mat. " Consolidation is
works the equipment in the broadcast studio.
good for us," Kantor said.
tify amore aggressive launch, but he said
"A lot of station groups don't know what
Disney- ABC will add stations more
to do with their AMs."
slowly.
"We want to develop each individual
Kids interaction
market," Kantor said. "It's more imporRadio Disney puts the emphasis on kid
tant to get listenership in one market
interaction.
before adding another. We plan to get
"We're essentially doing theater on the
all of the top 150 markets. We'll be
radio," said Scott McCarthy, vice presihappy to put it on elsewhere. We'll take
dent, new business development at ABC
them any time. We've had quite abit of
Radio Networks. "Our Dis all have radio
interest."
backgrounds, but ... some are doing theKantor said the company expects to
ater simultaneously, which is anice talent
cover more than 70 percent of the United
to have."
States — acoverage area he referred to
Youngsters are put on the air every 10
as "critical mass" — within three years.
minutes, participating in contests,
The goal: three-year agreements with
requesting songs and conversing with the
each affiliate. Disney- ABC is looking
Ms. The network's 800 number has

Despite Suit and Boycott, Disney Proceeds
The format fruit of the merger
between ABC Radio Networks and
Disney faces two major opponents:
Children's Broadcasting Corp. and
the Southern Baptist Convention.
Prior to the Disney purchase of
ABC, CBC entered into an agreement with ABC Radio Networks in
an effort to increase national advertising sales for the CBC Radio Aahs
children's radio network, expand its
affiliate base and act as the exclusive international sales representative for the Radio Aahs format. The
agreement included the use by ABC
of what CBC called " confidential
trade secrets." The CBC-ABC agreement was terminated in July 1996.
CBC took its grievances to federal
court in Minnesota, accusing ABC of
reneging on its commitment to support Radio Aahs and of using research
methodology "trade secrets" to measure the potential for ABC's own children's broadcasting network.
As of late July, Disney had
responded to the CBC allegations
with aresounding "no comment."
Meanwhile, the Disney public relations machine has had its hands full
with ahighly publicized boycott of the
company by the 15.7-million member
Southern Baptist Convention.
The Convention targeted the
moral content of Disney films and
television programs it finds disagreeable as well as so-called "gay
days" at Disney World and the
extension of benefits to homosexual

partners of Disney employees. Left
out of nearly all discussions of the
Disney-ABC boycott was the content
of ABC Radio Networks programming.
However, Richard Land of the
Ethics and Religious Liberty
Commission of the Southern Baptist
Convention said the boycott of
Disney- ABC includes " the whole
thing. From A to Z, and everything
in between."
At press time, it was uncertain
whether the boycott would spill over
to the larger evangelical community,
but Paul Hetrick, vice president of
media relations for Focus on the
Family, said, " Separate from the
Southern Baptists, we have been concerned, increasingly so, over the
years about some of the things that
Disney is doing. The good things that
they're doing are not acompensation
for the nefarious activities they are
participating in and embracing."
Mike Trout, senior vice president
of broadcasting at Focus on the
Family, said, " It's obviously a very
difficult thing to extricate yourself
completely from any major communications group. Still, you do have to
stand up and make your position
known. We're still evaluating that."
"Focus on the Family" airs its
"Focus on the Family Commentary"
on three ABC O&O's: WJR(AM)
Detroit, WBAP(AM) Dallas and
KSFO(AM) San Francisco.
— Chris Hamaker
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received a staggering 5.6 million phone
calls from listeners in its test markets.
The network gives away approximately
150 prizes aday, with values ranging from
$5 to $ 15, and one larger prize worth
between $ 100 and $ 150. One prize the
network doesn't give out is cash. "(Kids)
don't have aconcept of cash, and parents
didn't want cash prizes," Kantor said.
Other marketing plans for Radio
Disney, beyond building its affiliate base,
include awebsite that will stream the network audio feed, and aremote vehicle.

Equipment to
Make the
Mouse Roar
Ambitious plans to reach the top
150 markets in America with Radio
Disney start at the ABC Radio studios in Dallas, where character
voices, features and recorded phone
messages are assembled and broadcast to all Radio Disney listeners.
Radio Disney uses two of the
numerous ABC studios, one for
production and one for broadcast. A
Pacific Research & Engineering
Productionmixer console is the
main board in the production studio. Two Panasonic SV-3900 DAT
machines record features to be
aired later. The character voices are
uploaded onto two Otani MIR 10
reel-to-reel machines. "There must
be 30 ( uploads) a day," said
Operations Manager Robin Jones.
CD-ft and more
Audio is processed with an
Aphex Compellor. AIR Corp mic
processing, two ITC 99 cart
machines, two Denon DN-950FA
CD players and two Tascam 122
MKIII cassette decks complete the
audio complement, with all audio
mixed into the PR&E ADX system,
featuring a Doremi Dawn digital
audio workstation.
Two often- used recordable CD
units from Marantz, aCDR610 and
aCDR620, can be found in aseparate production studio.
Next stop is the broadcast studio,
where music is played live on five
Denon DN-951FA CD players.
Similar to the production studio, the
broadcast studio uses AIR Corp mic
processing and two ITC Delta cart
decks. Audio for commercials and
features is stored in the McCart system from McCurdy. Two 360
Systems Instant Replays can be
found in the broadcast studio.
Disc jockeys work the PR&E
Radiomixer and use a 360 Systems
Shortcut to edit the constantly
incoming recorded phone calls.
Jones said the quick editing work
required here means the staff is
considering other possible production solutions.
Staff Engineer Clark Tucker said the
transmission process is completed
when the audio "goes through adistribution amplifier from Benchmark, then
into our uplink system with aQPSK
modulation system from Wegener
Communication. We backhaul on the
satellite from here to Chicago. Chicago
puts it on asubcarrier system."

How can a 15 channel Console be at the
unheard of low price of $3,995 ?

Rugged,
durable,
regable, high
oerformance,
arid fully
fea.eured, the
1200 series is
idea( far On Air,
nrodt,ction, &
News in any
market size
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STATION FINANCING

Ownership Brings aPersonal Price
Dain Schult
This is the first in a multipart series
about buying and financing radio stations.
All those hardy souls who sailed or
marched off to the Crusades did so with
the conviction that they were doing the
right thing. They probably thought they
would whip the infidels in short order
and be home for Christmas. Had they
known in the beginning what they were
about to get into, they probably would
have decided that the dry heat of that
region would ruin their complexions and

WEGENER

stayed away in droves. Not knowing,
they plunged into the project.
Today, buying a radio station as an
individual is somewhat akin to that experience.
The days of major-market, mom-andpop radio have been gone for decades.
Individual ownership is dead or dying in
medium markets and making alast stand
in small markets. Consolidation, roll-ups
and duopolies on top of duopolies have
changed the ownership landscape.
The new titans
What we're experiencing is unlike
anything that radio as an industry has

DIGITAL

SATELLITE

If you need audio
transmission...

We've got you covered.

Wegener Digital SCPC Family
• Highest quality audio with ISO-MPEG
• Wegener offers both QPSK and BPSK
•Addressable with Wegener ANCS
• Auxiliary data for printer and e-mail

Wegener Digital Sub Carrier Family
•Three times the channel efficiency
•Video and FM20 sub carrier
• CD quality, mono and stereo
• Balanced audio or AES/EBU outputs optional
• All this in just one rack unit!

Contact your Harris Satellite Salesperson Today!

Harris Broadcast Satellite
TEL: 888-729-0082
FAX: 765-962-8961
http://www.broadcast.harris.com

Urde ( 107) On Reader Service Card

faced. It's like traveling through time to
the 1870s and ' 80s, when titans such as
John D. Rockefeller and Andrew
Carnegie strode across the pages of corporate history consolidating everything in
their path.
The only things stopping any one
organization from owning just about
every commercial station in this country
are financing and the Department of
Justice.
So should you pursue ownership in a
new age of Standard Oil and U.S. Steel?
The answer for me is "yes." Your success in becoming astation owner will be
determined in large part by your ability
to withstand an inordinate amount of
stress, frustration and disappointment.
This is not impossible; it just seems that
way sometimes.
The quest to build my own chain of
stations has lasted more than five years
now, and I've learned at least this one
thing: Unless you've personally
amassed asum north of $50,000 and are
willing to gamble it on trying to get a
station, or you have wealthy family
members ready to help fund you, expect
an uphill struggle to find financing. It is
not impossible. It is, however, difficult
and time-consuming.
It's not for sissies.
Stop right here?
If you're reading this and your experience is limited to programming as ajock
or to sales as an account executive, stop
here. File this article away neatly in a
folder marked " Future Action" and
promptly go out and gain experience in
every other facet of this business.
The annals of small- market radio are
filled with stories of major-market air talents coming to small towns to own radio
stations, only to get master's degrees in
sociology. Sure there are exceptions.
Some major- market jocks have made it
as owners, as have some major- market
sales people. But the number is minuscule.
Small towns are not the quickest to
assimilate. Ionce did an appraisal on
some stations in Sonora, Texas, and happened to be talking to the president of the
local bank. Something he told me has
stayed with me since. He said, "I'm originally from Dallas. I've been here in
Sonora now for 20 years. If Istay here
another 20 years, they'll finally accept
me as a ' local."
If you're used to life in the fast lane,
ask yourself if you're willing to give up
your current living place — in
which you may have hundreds of choices of places to
eat and shop — for one
where you can count the
restaurants on two hands.
Ask yourself serious questions about how strong your
marriage is and how supportive your family. Hell hath no
fury like aspouse ignored by
an overzealous radio guy, or
a teenager asked to transfer
schools.
If you don't have your own money or
family funds available, you're going to
have to convince people who don't know
you that you're qualified to operate a
radio station. To get them to finance you
for agroup, you're really going to have

Columnist Dain Schult will go to
great lengths to finance astation.
to qualify yourself.
Getting financed is like getting your
first gig as ajock Everyone will be happy to finance you on the second tier of
your deal, but getting that first investor to
help you takes acombination of project
preparation, personal qualifications, business savvy, negotiating skills, networking, luck and, finally, divine intervention.
Figure it out
There are no "how-to" books on the
market for this quest. There are general
business books from which you can glean
ideas on developing an acquisition strategy and creating a business plan.
Unfortunately, none are specific to radio.
Certainly there are lists of media lenders
and investors in trade directories, but
that's only astarting point. You then must
make apresentation to those investors,
one that makes sense.
If you're still with me, perhaps you're
really serious about ownership and are
willing to pay the price to get what you
want (or close to it). Next time we'll deal
with building the credibility you'll need
to proceed in that exalted role of "qualified buyer."
Dain Schult is a 30-year broadcast
veteran and consultant with experience
as a DJ, general manager and group
operator He is based in Austin, Texas.
Got a question or suggestion for Dain
to address in an upcoming part of this
series? Send e-mail to 74103.2435@compuserve.com and put "Radio World" in
the subject field.

Electronics
Explained
Attention station managets. Do
you feel left behind by ever- evolving technical jargon?
Fear not. The McGrawHill publishing company
wants to equip you with
the seventh edition of
"The Illustrated Dictionary of Electronics."
With 100,000 copies sold
of previous editions, it's
an industry favorite, hailed
as "an excellent tool" by
the American Reference
Books Annual and "very
useful for day-to-day reference," according to the Technical Book
Review.
Engineers and managers both will
benefit. Retail price is $39.99. Visit
your local book chain or contact
McGraw-Hill at ( 800) 722-4726.
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CLEARLY THE BEST THING TO HAPPEN
TO AM RADIO SINCE DRIVETIME.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST 100% DIGITAL, FULLY PROGRAMMABLE,
FM- LIKE SOUND FOR AM. Reaching alarger audience with bright,
clear, punchy sound just got noticeably simpler. Because the new
OPTIC) 9200 offers adramatic improvement in both voice and
music quality, while giving you the ability to program AM sound exactly
to your audience. Just push abutton or program remotely via PC.
Whether it's music, sports or news/talk, Orban's powerful
digital technology provides an ideal balance between optimum
loudness and high quality sound. So pumping, grittiness and
midrange "squash' that muddle AM sound are gone.
Instead, announcer and telephone voices have true presence
and impact. Music has real bass, with punch and warmth, not boom.
Highs have FM- like clarity. All of which means you'll attract a
bigger share of that lucrative drivetime audience, and keep it.
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New Jersey Radio Fights Back
The Jersey Radio Network Carves Out a Niche in
One of the Country's Special Market Environments
Lee Harris
For decades, New Jersey radio operators have found themselves squeezed
between arock (Manhattan) and ahard
place ( Philadelphia). Most of the 7.9
million residents of the Garden State
are well within radio range of the two
giant markets, and larger advertisers
often have found it more efficient to
spend their dollars on stations
in New York and Philly.
With deregulation, one New
Jersey broadcaster is ready to
deal with the big boys on a
nearly level playing field. The
Jersey Radio Network is not a
network in the classic programming sense. It is more akin to
the unwired networks of old,
which made regional spot buys
more efficient. But with JRN
there's a key difference that provides
an element of control absent from those
old unwired networks. JRN owns all 15
of its stations, thus guaranteeing that
spot buys are executed as ordered.
Heritage stations
JRN
is
owned
by
Nassau
Broadcasting Partners, L.P., an operation that started out with two of New
Jersey's
premiere
operations,
WHWH(AM)
Princeton
and
WPST(FM) Trenton. Two years ago,
management began targeting stations
throughout the state and in eastern
Pennsylvania for acquisition.
JRN head Joan Gerberding said JRN
primarily aimed for the top-ranked "heritage" stations in each part of the state.
"A number of them have been
around for 45 or 50 years, so there's a
lot of track record on these stations,"
she said.
The JRN concept called for leaving
the stations programmed locally, but
some adjustment was required.
"Our vice president of programming,
Michelle Stevens, has gone in and really
fine-tuned the programming on all of
these stations," Gerberding said. "Even
though the formats are different and the
deliveries are different, there are still
basic ' Programming 101' rules, and
Michelle has instituted all of them, so
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or if they have some other geographic
or seasonal preference," she said.
Gerberding points to beer advertising as a good example of how JRN's
cluster capability can help target the
right audience.
"They obviously are going to want
the Jersey shore in the summer, and
probably the Poconos (anearby mountain region in Pennsylvania) as well,
because these are big summer resort
areas." Similarly, Nordstrom's department store bought time on the Central
and Shore networks because that's
where their stores are.

Local and regional newspaper
chains have been selling this way for
years, and Gerberding said JRN is a
major weapon in the never-ending,
print vs. radio battle for ad dollars.
"I've been in this business for 29 years
and I've been fighting print for 29
years, and Iwill probably fight print
for another 29 years. JRN gives us
more clout to go after those ad dollars
because it just makes so much sense to
buyers."
Agencies and major clients who may
not be familiar with this approach to
buying radio are being educated by

Gerberding and Katz, the rep firm for
the network. A presentation road show
took Gerberding to Dallas, Boston,
Philadelphia, New York, Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
Hard-boiled
In addition, JRN produced a sixminute videotape boiling down the concept and highlighting the morning shows
at its various stations around the state.
Three hundred copies of the tape
have gone out to agencies and key
advertisers.
There are some serious numbers
associated with JRN. If the 14 counties
covered by the network were ranked as
a single radio market, its combined
population of 4.6 million would rank it
fifth in the nation, sandwiched between
Philadelphia and Washington.
In their home counties, combined,
the stations outrank major players in
the New York and Philadelphia markets
in key demos.
With consolidation everywhere, a
selling point for JRN is that it allows
the local stations to keep their hometown identities while giving the sales
force the ability to compete for the dollars that would usually go to the giants
in the big cities.
Gerberding said the company
believes in a high level of community
involvement.
"That's one of the reasons we built
our strategy around New Jersey: We
can drive to each station in under two
hours and stay really focused."
Lee Harris is morning anchor at allnews WINS(AM) New York, and aformer station owner. He reported on Phil
Stout and the beautiful music format in
our July 9issue.

Light and Alley News in Atlanta
Jacor-owned news/talk stations
WGST-AM-FM in Atlanta have
launched a " light, airy" format of
"news you can use," simultaneously a
surrender to their biggest AM competitor, WSB, and an experiment in giving
listeners information, advice and
"quick, contemporary news."
Billing themselves as "Life Support
for Busy People," WGST-AM-FM
have dropped their "News Monster"
cognomen in favor of "PlanetRadio,"
with new programming described as
"rich with the kind of information that
helps us plan our days and our lives."
The format will air on both stations.
"I guess the big shift has begun from
people listening to radio ... to radio listening to people," said Joey Reiman of

Management claims its commitment to
local news remains "undiminished,"
but is now repackaged "in away that is
relevant to your life."
Reiman said it all has to do with the
pace of modern living and aculture on
the go. "People think in real time,"
Reiman said. "What people are thinking in real time is, ' Idon't want to sit
around and listen to news for two
hours, or actually an entire news show.
What Iwant are snippets, at my own
speed ... information in my own time,
in my own world. —
The PlanetRadio programming
changes took effect in June. Ironically,
WGST was named Best Radio Station
of the Year by the Georgia Association
of Broadcasters at an awards ceremo-

Dee McVicker on
UFO Radio
Harry Cole:
Telecom Act Was
Poorly Planned

4
6
-

Fall Promo Ideas
From Mark Lapidus

o

the stations are all sounding very good
right now."
Next came the key sales concepts,
including the division of the network
into three "clusters": JRN North, JRN
Central and JRN Shore.
"We have arranged the stations so
advertisers can buy either the entire
network, or they can mix and match
depending on where their locations are,

Gerberding said advertisers who in
the past had to negotiate individual buys
with stations around the state appreciate
the one-stop shopping of JRN.
"Everything comes to the JRN home
office. We're able to give clients one
contact, one insertion order, one
invoice, and they only have to write
one check. We take care of disbursing
the moneys to the appropriate stations
from the one location," she said.
And clients only have to provide one
dub, because spots are distributed to
the JRN stations via DG Systems.

Only in

Rode WrAid.

WHAT PLANET /lb
ARE YOU ON? s ,. e
4 10i

the ideation firm Brighthouse, which
developed the new format based on
trends research from the Yankolovitch
Monitor.
Part of this "big shift" apparently is
away from the more in-depth news
reporting previously offered by WGST.

ny later that month. Stations on the air
between Jan. 1, 1996, and May 1,
1997, were eligible for the awards.
Five additional awards were handed
out to personalities and reporters who
have remained with WGST through its
transition.

43

Planet Radio Talk Show Host
Dr. Buff
WGST General Manager Bob
Houghton said PlanetRadio offers
"quick, contemporary news, and topical
talk radio that is compelling and entertaining rather than argumentative, and
advice that is inviting, not accusing."
Together or apart, the WGST stations have been the ratings runner-ups
in the Atlanta news radio battle. The
Winter 1997 Arbitron ratings showed
WGST(AM) pulling a 1.9 and the FM
earning a2.9, compared to WSB's 9.0.
— Chris Hamaker
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Know Thy Tower Terminology
Troy Conner
Many of the terms used by ironworkers and tower climbers can be abit confusing for folks who haven't spent
much time around towers, or with crews
who work on them. Over the past few
weeks Ihave mentally compiled this
short vocabulary list. Following are
many common words and phrases.
These are the ones that Ihear used by
old-time tower hands while talking
about their work. Readers who have
been around towers for years will know
most of these, but for the rest, Ihope
these definitions ease any language bar-

term. When a lift sling is only looped
under ( and not wrapped around) the
load, the rig can be called a basket
hitch. Other sling configurations
include a "straight" lift or "choker."

bull pinning of badly mismatched holes
called " stretching steel." Similar are
"drift pins," which are tapered on both
ends.

Button head: A button head is just a
Beater: Slang for a sledgehammer.
round-headed bolt. The folks at ahardUsually preceded by its weight: "Six - ware store might call it acarriage bolt.
These are dreaded words among tower
pound beater."
workers, as they offer no flats for
wrenching and are a bear to loosen.
Block: A block is just another name for
apulley. Blocks often are referred to by
Fortunately, button-head bolts are now
either the diameter of the sheave (the
not often used in the tower business.
actual roller) or their rated load capaciButterflies or butterfly clamps: Flat
ty. Blocks are used to change direction,
stainless- steel hangers, which are bent
or to create a mechanical advantage.
around flexible transmission lines. To
be effective, these clamps should be
closely spaced, no more than about 6or
8feet apart. Butterflies are only part of
the
hardware needed to properly "hang"
from the old sailing world;
flexible coaxial lines on atower.

A vast majority of tower
rigging terms come

others have apparently evolved from either
appearance or function.
tier between station management, engineers and ironworkers.
This brief list is by no means comprehensive, or at all definitive. A fair
number of these words or phrases have
other meanings, which can further complicate the issue. A vast majority of the
rigging terms come from the old sailing
world; others have apparently evolved
from either appearance or function.
Some of these are slang; where this is
the case, Iwill try also to provide the
catalog or textbook equivalent. A number of these may be proprietary phrases
or trademarked words; if so I'll probably hear about it.
The second half of this list will run in
our next column.
Anco: An Anco is atype of locking nut.
An Anco nut has abit of stiff wire protruding from one face. This piece of
wire rides in the threads of the mating
bolt, preventing any unintentional slippage. One note: Anco nuts should not
be re- used. If they are removed, they
should then be replaced.
Basket hitch: This is atechnical rigging

Blocks used to direct acable around an
obstacle are called "fairleads."

FM TWANSIMITTERS
Engineered for Reliability
• Power Levels from I
kW to 30kVV

• High Efficiency, Grounded Grid Single Tube Design
• VVideband Quarter Wave Cavity for Lowest
Synchronous AM
• Solid State Driver with Patch Around Capability
• Optional Automatic Power Control & VSVVR Foldback
• Motorized Tuning Controls
• Advanced Overload & Protection Circuitry
• Automatic Re- start After Power Failure
• INEXPENSIVE'

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
In Florida:
1910 NW. 96th Ave • Miami, FL 33172
(305) 471-1175 • Fax (305) 471-1182

Grde ( 133) On Reader Service Card
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brand of rigging equipment, but their
cable clips are so universally used that
many riggers just call them crosbies.
Crosby Clips are used to connect two
pieces of wire rope, or to form an eyelet
at the end of acable. The name belongs
to The Crosby Group Inc.
Dynamometer: Usually called a crane
scale by those in the field. Crane scales
often are used to check the cable tensions of smaller guy wires. A
dynamometer is designed to determine
(or verify) the weight of an object by
lifting it.
Gin pole: A gin pole offers a lifting
point above the top of the structure. It is
used during erection to lift the individual tower sections. By "jumping" the
pole above each new section, it offers
the headroom needed to lift the next
section. A gin pole also is traditionally
employed to install or remove topmounted FM antenna masts. Some
poles have a "track" on which they are
"jumped out of the tower." The swivel
block at the top of a pole is called a
"rooster head," probably due to its
appearance.

Bridge sockets: Bridge sockets are an
end fitting or termination traditionally
used on larger bridge strands. The sockets connect the guy cables to the tower
and the anchors. Bridge sockets are
available in various open or closed spelter sockets. At the guy anchors, the
large U-bolts required to adjust cable
tension are often called "hairpins."

ARNIBTROINK3

In New York:
4835 N. Street Road • Marcellus, NY 13108
(315) 673-1269 • Fax (315) 673-9972

Cat head: A cat head, or capstan, (sometimes simply called a rope puller) is a
light-duty rope winch. Cat heads can be
found on the backs of utility company
trucks or on the decks of sailboats. A
capstan uses the friction of several
wraps of rope to carry a load. A cat

Bridge strand: Bridge strand is a form
of heavy galvanized steel cable. It is
used frequently for the guy wires of
large structures.

Bull pin: The bull pin is atool used by
ironworkers to align bolt holes. It is a
tapered steel rod that can be driven into
a pair of bolt holes, pulling the pieces
together. Ihave watched experienced
ironworkers align bolt holes that were
so out of line that Iwas certain we must
be using the wrong piece or that it had
been drilled wrong. " No, no," they
would say, and whip out atape and verify the bolt spacing. Ihave heard the

Man of
Steel

Crosby Clip
head is only suitable for very light lifts,
as the rope must be fed by hand and
essentially is unsecured.
Chicken wire: This is the somewhat
derogatory term given to climbing safety cables by those who feel that if you
really need asafety cable, you've probably got no business climbing atower.
Chinese finger: Remember as akid those
silly little wicker tubes you got for a
prize at the local fair or carnival? The
ones that you stuck two fingers into and
the harder you pulled, the tighter it
gripped? The Kellum Grip, often
referred to as a "Chinese finger," is
based upon the same principle. A Kellum
is abraided steel cable assembly which
is laced around flexible coaxial lines. It
is used during the initial lifting of aline
and later as a support point once the
transmission line is in place.
Cold-Gal: Cold-Gal or cold galvanizing
is apaint created especially to touch up
hot dip galvanized steel which has been
chipped, damaged or visibly corroded.
Available in spray or liquid form, ColdGal can be found in most good hardware stores.
Crosby Clips or crosbies: Crosby is a

Girt: The word girt probably comes
from girder. Many of the old-timers in
the tower industry call any horizontal
structural member agirt.
Guy Lug: A guy lug is the chunk of
steel welded to the outside of a tower
leg to provide an attachment point for
guy wires. The guy cable normally is
connected to the lug via aspelter socket
or shackle.
We'll have the rest of this list in our
next column.
Troy Conner is the owner of Tower
Maintenance Specialists. Reach him by
phone at ( 704) 837-3526 or via fax at
(704) 837-1015.
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AM Problems? Don't Panic!
WC. Alexander
This is the 14th installment in a series
about AM antenna systems. The previous
article appeared June 25.
We have spent the last year going
through AM antenna systems piece by
piece. If you have followed this series, you
should by now have afairly good understanding of how AM antennas work.
The previous parts of this series have
focused more on the design and construction of AM antenna systems. In the next
two, we will consider troubleshooting and
repair of AM antennas, giving some practical tips on how to keep an array running
properly as well as how to go about mopping up after adisaster.
From time to time, things go wrong
with all antenna systems. Things are bad
enough when it happens with a simple
non-directional antenna. When amulti-element directional array goes haywire, it can
be maddening!
The first rule in this situation is don't

something is wrong with his array, I
always start by asking him if the common
point impedance has changed. If it hasn't,
we start with the antenna monitor.
Agood next step is to check the antenna
monitor by swapping its inputs around. A
common failure mode in some antenna
monitors is astuck or open relay. The mercury-wetted relays in these units should be
trouble-free and long-lived but they tend to
wear out over time. Ihave replaced scores
of them over the years. When a relay
sticks, it may cause all the tower readings
other than the reference tower readings to
be incorrect.

Bad relay
To check for this, disconnect all inputs
but the reference tower, then connect one
of the other tower sample lines to each of
the other inputs in turn. You should see the
normal indication of phase and ratio for the
sample line being used as it is moved from
input to input. When you come to achannel where you do not get the correct readings, that is the one with the bad relay. If
there is a stuck relay, it
tends to load the other
channels so while the
phase readings may be
normal during this procedure, the ratio readings
will often be low for all
but the channel with the
defective relay.
Occasionally, antenna
monitor sample line terminating resistors can
become damaged by arcs
or lightning strikes. The
symptom will be avery
high ratio on one of the
antenna monitor channels.
Recommended Tool: A Time-Domain Reflectometer,
Check
these resistors with
Like This One From Tektronix
an ohmmeter while the
panic! The tendency is to grab phasor consample lines are disconnected. They
trols and try to correct the situation immeshould all be very close to the same value.
diately; this is the wrong thing to do. Don't
The detector diode in your antenna
touch anything until you have enough
monitor is one of those "future failure
information to make an educated decision
components" to watch out for. Usually this
of what to do.
diode is agermanium type, prone to damage from lightning. If this happens, we
Incorrect monitor parameters
hope it will open completely. Ihave seen
Let's assume that one or more of the
them become non-linear, however, giving
parameters as shown on the antenna moniincorrect readings on all towers. The
tor are at variance with their proper values.
symptom of this condition will be asignifiStart by making anote of the proper values
cantly changed loop reference setting on
on apiece of paper with the values as read
the reference tower. If you have to crank
on the monitor alongside. In this way you
that control more than half of one turn to
can quickly see what parameters are at
get 100 percent on the loop meter, suspect
variance. If only one or two values are out
the detector diode. Another failure mode
of whack while all the others are normal,
occurs when aresistance develops in the
there is agood chance that the problem is
detector diode. The symptom in this case is
with the sampling system or monitor and
excessive ratio meter wiggle with modulathe array is functioning normally. As a tion, and all the ratios tend to be incorrect.
rule, when something changes in an array
due to acomponent malfunction, all the
Check the sample line
parameters are affected to some degree.
Another possibility is the faulty sample
This is because of the mutual coupling
line. You can check your sample lines by
between the array elements.
running an open circuit/short circuit
You have probably noticed that if you
impedance test on them. This will give you
crank the phase of one tower out acouple
the characteristic impedance and approxiof degrees and touch nothing else, there is
mate electrical length of each of the lines.
achange in all the other phases, ratios and
You can also bridge the sample lines
base currents in the system in addition to a open-circuit at an odd quarter- wavelength
change
in
the
common
point
resonant frequency to determine exactly
resistance/reactance. The same thing genthe electrical length. The best way to check
erally holds true no matter what the cause
sample lines is with atime-domain reflecof the original change, be it aphasor contometer (TDR). These devices generally
trol being adjusted or acomponent changare available for rent, and many tower riging value.
gers now have TDRs in their shops.
When an engineer calls me saying that
Sample loops can cause trouble, with

welds and insulators breaking. Sometimes
high winds can blow loops around so that
they are no longer properly oriented. A
sample loop should be positioned so that it
is perpendicular to the tower face behind it.
A good way to check loop alignment is to
stand at the tower base and look up at the
loop. If positioned properly, the loop
should line up with the guy wire. Inspect
the loops up close, looking for corrosion,
loose connections and hardware, and so
forth. Most loops attach to the sample line
with an N connector or UHF connector of
some sort. Check these connectors for
water or corrosion. There may be acopper
strap or braid used to jumper from the

connector to the open end of the loop. This
strap can easily break loose from the loop.
Be sure that it is bonded well to the metal
of the loop.
Toroidal transformers can, from time to
time, cause problems when used in asampling system. Some are prone to arc internally when their output is unloaded. While
sample lines should always be terminated
in the load resistors in the antenna monitor,
it is possible that enough voltage could
develop at the tower end of along sample
line to allow an arc to occur. If atransformer is suspect, swap it with one from
another tower (any but the reference tower) and see if the problem disappears.
Next time, we'll continue our discussion
of problems in AM systems.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting in Dallas.
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One Airport Drive • P.O. Box 805

Fax (609) 629-1751

Williamstown, NJ 08094
24- Hour Service Hotline
1609) 728 2020
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Smart
500 W - 10 kW Solid State FM Transmitter TFMK Series
--------------------
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[87.5 - 108 MHz]
• Compact and user-friendly modular
design
• Fully controlled by microprocessor
• Remote control and monitoring
capability
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• N+1 systems available
• Plug-in module for transposer
configuration
• RDS and SCA plug- ins (optional)
• Dimensions 480 [W] x360 [ H] x 500 [ D] [ mm]
• Forced air cooling

DOLP is an Itelco group company. For further details please contact: Dolp headquarters: via B. Pontecorvo, 4- 00012 Guidonia Montecelio ( Roma) Italy, phone + 39 774 357400 • fax + 39
774 375445 • E-mail dolp@mail.seinet.it - North America and Canada • Itelco USA Inc., Westminster CO, phone + 1303 431 1699 • fax + 1303 431 2868 - Central and South America •
Itelco USA Inc., Miami FL, phone + 1305 715 9410 • fax + 1305 715 9414 - Turkey • Itelco Ltd., Istanbul, phone + 90 212 2732365 • fax +90 212 2732368 - China • Itelco Beijing Office,
Chaoyang District Beijing CHINA, phone + 86 10 4948151 • fax + 86 10 6494823
Itelco group web site http://www.iteico-usa.com.
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MARKETPLACE
Recently Introduced Products for the Radio Broadcast Professional.
Got aproduct for Marketplace? Mail info and photos to:
Marketplace, Radio World, Managing Editor, RO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
Panduit Hand-Held Printer
Resembling an accountant's calculator
and weighing 2.7 pounds, the hand-held
Pan-Quik LS3 Printer from Panduit prints
legends in multiple sizes for wire markers,
component labels
and
data-comm
labels.
It comes encased in
a rubber casing to
protect the unit during field use and
includes a 12 VDC
rechargeable NiCad
battery pack, printer
ribbon, wrist strap
and battery charger.
Pan-Quik IS3 features several fonts, automatic alphanumeric serialization of labels, an optical
sensor, liquid crystal display and 49 colorcoded keys.
For more information, contact Panduit
Corp. in Illinois at (800) 777-3300, ext.
7337; fax: ( 770) 889-9264; or circle
Reader Service 5.

and consumer audio equipment.
These pots offer easy snap-in mounting
in both vertical and horizontal configurations. Flatted, 40-tooth knurled or screwdriver adjust shafts are available in aseveral lengths. A center-detent type is also
available.
Total resistance ranges from 5 kohm to
500 kohm in linear, audio and reverseaudio tapers. Total rotational angle is 300
degrees.
For more information, contact Noble
U.S.A. in Illinois at (847) 364-6038; fax
(847) 364-6045; visit the Noble U.S.A.
website at www.nobleusa.com or circle
Reader Service 57.

Svetlana Triode
Svetlana
Electron Devices
introduced
an
improved drop- in
version of the
3CX 60 0 0 A 7
/YU148 power triode for FM transmitters.
The company said
the
triode
is
designed with amesh filament and manufactured with high alumina ceramic doped
with chromium and molybdenum. The

resulting triode, it said, offers atrue metal/ceramic chemical bond, providing
stronger bond and allowing high processing temperatures.
During vacuum processing, gasses are
driven from internal electrodes by high
temperature bake-out, extending the life
of the triode.
A warranty of 12,000 hours per three
years is offered. Each 3CX6000A7 is fullpower RF tested at the factory.
For more information, contact Svetlana
in California at (415) 233-0429; fax:
(415) 233-0539, via e-mail: engineering@svetlana.com or circle Reader
Service 109.

Going Digital Just Got Easier!

RF Industries Connectors
RF Connectors, a division of RF
Industries, introduced anew series of corrugated cable connectors to fit Andrew,
Cablewave and Eupen cables.
The connectors are available in 1-5/8,
1-1/4, 7/8 and 1/2-inch flexible and 1/2inch foam styles;
Currtigattul
all are available
;iblt.
with four interfaces: N Male and
Female and 7/16
DIN Male and
Female. The universal heads are
interchangeable
between the 1-5/8
VI'Pal*
and
1- 1/4- inch
taierler.ir
OallnetinkRIM
body styles.
All connectors are constructed of silver-plated machine brass with Teflon insulators and beryllium copper sockets and
ground rings. Contacts are gold-plated for
N connectors and silver-plated for 7/16inch DIN connectors.
For more information, contact RF
Connectors in California at (800) 2331728; fax: (619) 549-6345, via e-mail:
102061.2261 @compuserve.com or circle
Reader Service 31.

Noble Pots
Featuring a film element that reduces
noise while providing smooth operation
and wobble characteristics, the XV092

CartWorks
Digital Audio Systems

Simple cart replacement or full automation, CartWorks is the easy choice!
Familiar Operation

Extended Connectivity

One look and you'll know, CartWorks is undoubtedly
the easiest digital audio system to learn and operate.
CartWorks was developed by ateam of longtime radio

CartWorks gives you more choices so you can work
more efficiently.
LAN Network, Dialup Networking,
Remote Control, Internet Spot Transfer . WAV file
format conversion and more.

pros for the broadcast environment. It's designed to
operate the way yould expect broadcast equipment to.

Windows95*
We've got features you'll never find on any dos based
system. With CartWorks and Windows95, you get more
than just adigital audio system. Better yet, your operators won't be afraid of it.

Support
series of low-profile, board-mount rotary
potentiometers from Noble U.S.A. were
designed to meet demands of professional

24 hour telephone tech support by real radio engineers.
We understand the importance of being on the air.

Affordable
Complete Cart Replacement systems $4,995.
Complete Satellite Automation systems $ 6,995.
Lease/Purchase plans available.
Music on Hard Drives Coming Soon!

For a free demo disk or more info
call dbm Systems today:

1-800-795RADIO
Or visit our site on the world wide web:
http//www.cartworks.com
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timebase input usually is included. In
some instances, a time code converter
may be required between the master
clock and the automation system to convert to ASCII, or whatever is required.
Program loggers have come a long
way from open reel machines running at
15/16 ips. Modem loggers frequently use
DAT tape and are capable of recording
several audio channels simultaneously.
These devices can take a feed from a
master clock, to record time of year in
days, hours, minutes and seconds.

Master the Use of Master Clocks
Tom Vernon
In our last get-together (" Master
Clocks Get a New Face," May 28), I
began abrief history of master clocks in
broadcast facilities, starting with the
Western Union clocks, which were selfwinding devices synchronized once per
hour to the master clocks in local WU
offices. Second-generation clocks came
along in the early ' 70s, and had some
sort of internal time base and a digital
display. Simple ways of synching these
clocks to WWV or WWVB were also
described. Iconcluded with apromise to
explore state-of-the-art master clock

LX-5105

The LX-" 5100'' Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand-Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
•Self-setting time code
readers
•5", 12" & 16" models
•Sweep & Step second
hand modes
•Lighted Dial and Rack
Mount options
•Time Zone Offset
•3Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com
310-322-2136 • FAX 310-322-8127
142 SIERRA ST, EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA
Grcle ( 56) On Reader Service Card

systems, which are our topic today. What
has changed from second-generation
devices to today's clocks? In anutshell,
everything.
From a manufacturer's perspective,
the market for master clock systems
today is very different from that of 20
years ago. Then, broadcasters comprised
the bulk of the business, with afew scattered customers in industry. One of the
biggest changes in the market was
brought about by the revolution in computer networking. As documents are
worked on collaboratively by several
workers sitting at their PCs, they are
saved on acentral file server. In order to
save the latest version of adocument,
the system needs to know when the
last user closed it. To do this, there
must be an accurate clock on each
machine. Internal computer clocks
are notoriously inaccurate. A master
clock in anetwork environment will
distribute precise time to each
machine.

are the U.S. Naval Observatory in
Washington and the Automated
Computer Time Service (ACTS) in Fort
Collins, Colo. Many of today's clocks
have the GPS or WWV receiver or
modem built in, and are contained in an
enclosure only one rack unit high.
Slave systems
There are several options for delivering asignal from the master clock to the
slave units. While 12 V pulses for
impulse clocks and BCD for digital displays are still options, modern systems
also provide serial time code. Some of
the more common time codes in use are
MAIN
MASTER
CLOCK

IMPULSE CLOCKS

Control room
AUTOMAT IC
MASTER CLOCK
SWITCH

Back it up
•
As you can see, it's easy to become
dependent on a master clock, to the
extent that failures could be traumatic to
your operations. As with transmitters,
it's good to have abackup. Some clock
systems have an optional automatic

Stud,,,

A

PrOdU,t1On

Engineering

1PPS
SERIAL TIME CODE

New markets
Police, fire and 911 services are
TIME 1 PPS
also major customers for accurate
CODE
Control room
Studio A
master clock systems. Response time
BACKUP
AUTOMAT ION
PROGRAM
to emergency calls must be docuMASTER
12:34:00
12:34:00
LOGGER
SYSTEM
CLOCK
mented by an accurate time stamp on
the machine that logs incoming calls,
as well as at other links in the chain.
Another aspect that has changed
Fi g. 1. Typical master clock system providing both analog ( 1PPS) and serial time code information.
Note that computer networks, automation systems,and program loggers are dependent on master
are the sources of accurate time that a
clock for proper operation.
master clock may access. While
WWV, WWVB and an external
TCXO are still viable options, there are
IRIG-B, SMPTE/EBU, ASCII and ESE.
switching system. In the event that time
two new players. The Global Positioning
Although new to broadcasters, IRIG
code from the main clock is lost, the sysSystem (GPS) satellite system usually is
has long been the standard for military
tem automatically switches to a backup
associated with accurate navigation
timing applications. The advent of GPS
clock, and alerts you to the failure.
information, but it also provides a very
brought IRIG-B to a larger audience.
Most master clocks display the time
reliable time signal, traceable to the
WWV and WWVH use amodified veron their front panel in GMT, as this is
atomic clocks at the U.S. Naval
sion of the IRIG-H code to transmit time
what's available from the references.
That's easy for the clock, but hard on
your air staff. A time zone offset feature
corrects from universal time to local
time, sparing your jocks the grief.
Automatic daylight savings time correction takes the process one step further,
of missile attack or other emergency, the
making the clocks virtually mainteDepartment of Defense can scramble the GPS
nance- free. Analog slave clocks are
available that can run off both impulse
signal, rendering your clock system useless.
and serial time code. The beauty of running them off time code is that they are
self-resetting after an outage. If you've
Observatory. GPS has some advantages
information on a100 Hz subcarrier.
ever had to reset a number of impulse
over WWV as atime reference. Because
SMPTE time code confuses many
clocks with ajeweler's screwdriver,
the signals are delivered by satellite, it is
people, as there are really five SMPTE
you'll appreciate what a blessing this
not subject to the seasonal and daily fadtime code formats. Master clocks typican be.
ing which are common in some parts of
cally work with SMPTE 30 drop and
Our discussion may have left you with
the country. Propagation delay, which
non-drop modes so that they are compatthe impression that master clock systems
limits the accuracy of WWV, is also not
ible with video editing systems.
are quite expensive. While it's easy to
an issue.
ASCII RS232C and RS422A are standrop about $4,000 on an elaborate sysLest you get swept away with GPS,
dards that allow amaster clock system to
tem, economy models are available. For
remember one caveat when you purchase
be used with computers.
less than $400, you can get a master
amaster clock that relies on it. GPS is a
ESE serial time code was developed by
clock that uses the 60 Hz line frequency
military system, intended to be used by
ESE in 1976. It is capable of driving 100
as the timebase, and provides both 1PPS
military vehicles and aircraft for navigaslave clocks at adistance of 4,000 feet.
impulse and serial time code outputs.
tion. In the event of athreat of missile
The original TC76 standard was updated
Special thanks to Brian Way of ESE
attack or other emergency, the
to TC89. A major redesign was done in
and Bill Clark of W Clark & Associates
Department of Defense can scramble the
1990, and appropriately named TC90.
for their assistance with information
GPS signal, rendering your master clock
While older MC systems had only
used in this article.
system useless for the duration.
human operators as its clients, today's
Although this scenario seems unlikely in
clock systems serve people and more.
Tom Vernon divides his time between
today's political climate, it is something
One new client is the automation system.
consulting and completion of aPh.D.
to think about.
The older systems of the 1970s and ' 80s
Comments about RW articles are welSome master clocks access accurate
relied on acrystal timebase or used the
come. Send them to Managing Editor,
time through a modem. Typically, they
60 Hz power line frequency as a referRadio World, P.O. Box 1214, Falls
dial in from one to four times daily for
ence. Today's broadcasting environment
Church, VA 22041 or via e-mail to
an update. The most common references
is more demanding, and an external
74103.2435@compuserve.com

In the event of a threat

Products •St Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

NEW'
AListener Information System

The CircuitWerkes AC-3Autocoupler

t

that's designed for broadcasters!
Audio OnLineTm
Concert info...
Weal her reports...
Ski / surf reports...
School closings...
Traffic updates...
Voting lines...
Contest rules...
Sports scores...

FE

HENRY
ENGINJEERING

AC-3shown with optional rack mount

More Features. Better Price.
1> Auto-connect and disconnect.
1> Two- Year limited warranty.
> LED Indicators for incoming

•Answers 2-16 phone
lines
• Hundreds of
messages
• Hours of recording
time
•On screen call
counter
• Installs in any 386+
PC in minutes

is ideal for...

o

f:CireyitWerkes

rings /on-line status & power.
> Answers on user selectable
number of rings.
> Momentary or latching dry
contacts at pickup.
> Open collector output for
ring/online

up trigger, call end sink, &

> Metal case can be wall/desk
or, optionally, rack mounted.
> Audio, control and power
connections on screw ternis.

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vota Drive
Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
TEL ( 818) 355-3656
FAX { 8181
0077

FAX-on- Demand Doc # 124 ( 818) 355-4210
Internet: http://www.henryeng.com

AN AFFORDABLE
QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER
New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow
bandwidth, de-enphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio.
Every needed feature at asensible price (lowest in the
industry).
REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)

Ring / Online sink.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place
Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352)335-6555 / fax 331-6999
e-mail sales@circuitwexices.com

hup://www.circuitwerkes.com

READER SERVICE NO. 101

UNIVERSAL XE -1000
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

> Optional
ComboLok
provides password security.
3> Suggested list only $ 229.
1> Simple, active hybrid with
unbalanced, In/Out for
simultaneous send &
recieve communications.
> Remote
connections
includ: aux, relay closure,
pickup-enable, remote pick

READER SERVICE NO. 125

WATTCHMAN®
TRANSMITTER
PROTECTION SYSTEMS -

Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI- MIX BA

WATTCHMAN" protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. A permanent 19" rack installation used with any dual socket line section 7/8" through 6
i
/
8"and elements (additional) to monitor CW, TV, and FM
power. Model 81070 features two easily read meters to
monitor both forward and reflected power. Abnormal
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down.
TERMINATING LIQUID/AIR LOADS
(84000/85000 series) available to cover CW
power ranges of up to 10,000 Watts over a
frequency range of DC to 2.4 Ghz. All models are
available with optional thermal overload switches to
interface with the user's interlock or warning circuit.

$2499
List

12 Stereo Inputs
2Dedicated Mikes

2Stereo Outputs
1Mono Output

Service & Affordable Quality for

AllTeGRAIM

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC

413) leltae 0

MLA T

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING INFORMATION

15210 Industrial Parkway

Phone: (614) 866-4605

Cleveland, Ohio 44135 (216) 267-2233

1500 Capital Avenue

Toil Free 1- 800- COAXIAL (262-9425)

Plano Texas 75074-8118

UN

T
V—
ERSAL

Fax: (614) 866-1201

ELEC TRONICS,
rata ftO
p, tal .
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Attention
Advertisers

Tel: 415-824-3499
FAX: 415-824-4738 :

info@autogramcorp.com

*

just PRESS THIS BUTTON

Talk Show Telephone Systems with a Difference.
Do you need to...
Save money on systems and phone lines? Have flexible screening capabilities?
Allow for expansion to multiple studios?

Integrate

all your phones and intercoms?

Have a great sound, day after day?

appears in eve.),issue of Radio World.

RADIO WORLD

1-800-327-6901

MUM'

Products & Services Showcase
For detailed information,
contact Christopher Rucas or
your sales representative.

( 972) 424-8585

READER SERVICE NO. 46

READER SERVICE NO. 20

Reach 18,000+ broadcast equipment
buying prospects at AM, FM and AM/FM
radio stations networks and groups,
recording stLdios, engineering and
consulting firms every month.

IOW

FAX ( 972) 423-6334

Web Site http://www.coaxial.com
Email: coaxial apk.net

4555 Groves Road, Sui ,e 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135

Over 28 Years

Modular Integrated Telephone Systems from IDI
MITS features include three user's per studio ( talent, screeners, or producer each with a private off-air line), dedicated screener positions and built-in
screening technology. onair 5way conferences, simultaneous multiple caller handling, several work surface options and flexible system configurations Capabilities like 15 lines/studio, expansion capability to 30 studios, (free) user upgradable software, line sharing, networking and more are all
built right into the system Best of all, MITS is absolutely the friendliest, simplest system to use and own.

E)

Innovative Devices, Inc. -1-800-661-2881

e mad
info@innovadev.com
web http:1\www.innovadev.com

Call us: We'll help you find an integrated talk show solution that will work for you.

READER SERVICE NO. 127
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DCI Provides Audio and Data Net
Alan R. Peterson
This is the second in a three-part
series on digital delivery systems, the
services that send commercials and
music in digital form to radio stations
via ISDN and POTS phone lines. The
first part appeared July 9.
In our first look at digital delivery
systems, we examined the procedure
and technology used by MUSICAM
EXPRESS. With this installment, we
delve into two-way digital distribution,
this time exploring the technology
offered by Digital Courier International
of Vancouver, British Columbia.
The unusual aspect of the DCI system is that, unlike other services in the
same arena, DCI does not actually consider itself a distributor. Rather, DCI
refers to itself as a "system designer,"
licensing its methods to operators of
existing high-technology ISDN communications services already in place.
And DCI does not stop at audio distribution. It is also an information
"spine" that can be used by anumber of
co-owned stations spread out over great
distances, exchanging traffic instructions and sales data as well as audio. In
short, DCI can be a wide-area network
(WAN) or a corporate intranet for all
stations in abroadcast company.
DCI's ability to transmit and receive
audio from any terminal makes the system a true two-way pipeline for audio
and information exchange. This fact is
not lost on DCI customers, now numbering well over 4,200 radio stations,
duplication companies, production studios and record companies.
DCI President Allan Kozak said, "We
designed the software and built the network.
We license athird party as the distributor."

Program material is delivered via
ISDN by existing carriers such as Vyvx,
MultiMedia, Mediatech and others. On
each station's screen, however, "Digital

Kozak said, "Two-way capability
enables us to address the needs of local
distribution. From what we've heard
from stations, they love the fact that

Digital Courier International file

Dols

Window

Options

Help

The DCI Audio Window
Courier" is what comes up on the window bar; the carriers remain transparent.
No traffic jams
When audio enters the system, it
can be routed anywhere in the network
without first having to go through one
central clearinghouse. On the local
level, one station can port dubs of
spots directly to all other stations
equipped with a DCI terminal in the
market.
Without first making the trip to a
single common point, audio is not
"stacked up" in a queue and delayed
Very fast transmission between stations is possible.

they can exchange programming and
production with other stations in their
area."
There is a national insertion point
to the system in Vancouver, but again,
locally distributed material need not be
routed through it to be sent to nearby
stations.
Station terminals consist of an
MPEG Layer II- capable soundcard and

Music releases
from the motion
picture 'Batman and
Robin' were
distributed via the
DCI system.
an ISDN modem, built around a conventional Pentium PC. Software that
handles automatic delivery of audio
and data is included. Audio can be
played directly off the terminal or
transferred into astation's digital audio
system.

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before... You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

ELR

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON,

PENNSYLVANIA 19333

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
Grde ( 211) On Reader Service Card

Loaded but locked
As is the case with other delivery
services, it is possible to do mass
simultaneous sends to lots of stations
over the DCI system. This was done in
Canada on May 8 for the release of
musician John Fogerty's single
"Walking In aHurricane," and is being
done again for single releases from the
"Batman and Robin" movie.
DCI terminals at client stations kept
a "time lock" on the music so no one
station could "leak" the song ahead of
any others. For the Fogerty single, 67
hit radio and album rock stations
received the single, but were kept from
unlocking it until 8a.m. local time.
Herb Forgie, director of national
promotions at the U.S. division of
Warner Music Canada, said, "No matter what happens with the track ( in
terms of reaching the distributor), we
know we can just push abutton and get
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it out right away. DCI is also preventive medicine for leaks. ... No stations
can jump the gun in terms of getting
the song on the air."
Corporate thread
What makes the DCI system attractive is its ability to link stations together in atwo-way wide-area network, not
merely across two or more floors of an
office building, but literally from
coast-to-coast. One such structure is in
place at Paxson Communications in
West Palm Beach, Fla. The company
uses the DCI system to exchange
audio, sales figures and projections,
corporate memos and more among its
stations.
In ahypothetical scenario, say astation in Boston has amale/female character dialogue spot to produce. Boston
transmits copy to the ideal female
character voice at the San Diego station with the notation, "Just cut your
part and ' DCI' it back to me." At her
opportunity, the voice talent in San
Diego records her wild lines and sends
them off to Boston as a digital audio
file for assembly and mixdown.
Across the hall, the sales manager is
firing off monthly reports to the corporate office while new traffic instructions for Chevrolet and Pepsi are being
prepared for co- owned stations in
Dallas and Cincinnati.
Engineers at all company stations
simultaneously receive new policy
regarding their EAS receivers. A funny
song parody from the morning show in
Chicago arrives at the Phoenix station,
in CD-quality stereo.
These are all examples of what a
chain of stations linked via the DCI
system is able to accomplish.
Ready-made net?
How about the possibilities offered
by Internet exchange? With such a
huge infrastructure already in place,
how hard would it be for stations to
simply e-mail and attach their audio
and data to others in the chain with
simple ' net- surfing software? Why go
through aservice like DCI?
Kozak said, "We are investigating
the Internet for certain things. But for
audio exchange, it's trouble. To begin
with, all PCs must have the same software. And because you have no real
control over the Internet, you cannot
guarantee the quality of service."
A station routing through acommercial ISP ( Internet service provider)
cannot be assured a consistent rate of
transmission. The more popular services can have data rates drop down to
the tens of bytes per second range during peak times. A single large audio
file could take an hour or more to
download.
The DCI numbers speak for themselves. Kozak reports 90 percent of
DCI business is in delivering advertising and short-form audio. As of March
24, station-to- station sending accounted for 10 percent of all DCI network
traffic. And, Kozak said, "Station- tostation is the first of many services that
we plan to provide our radio station
customers in the months to come."
Next issue, the granddaddy of them
all: Digital Generation Systems.
For information on Digital Courier
International, contact Allan Kozak at
DCI in Vancouver, Canada, at (604)
415-3300.
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Windows Utilities Solve Problems
Barry Mishkind
Once upon a time, 4 kB of memory
was "standard" and 16 kB was amajor
upgrade. At IBM, designers felt "no one
will ever need more than 64 1(13 of memory." The user was expected to load programs from cassette tapes.
Then MS-DOS ( the Microsoft Disk
Operating System) appeared, and computers began to come equipped with floppy disks, and even "huge" 5 MB hard
drives. Many users wondered if they
would ever use up all that storage space.
Today we see programs with . EXE
files themselves bigger than 5 MB. As
operating systems became more complex
and filled with features, the "code bloat"
has stunned many a user. Not long ago,
my \windows\system directory alone had
grown to more than 530 files taking up
65 MB of storage space!
Whether you like Windows or not, the
fact remains: If you regularly need to run
more than one application at a time or
use enhanced graphics capabilities,
Windows is the way to go.
Ithought Ihad taken precautions. I'd
partitioned my C: drive with 250 MB of
space. Yet, inexorably, it became impossible to install many programs because
they demanded free space missing on the
C: drive. Worse, ill-behaved programs
continued to crash my system, even
under Windows95, which is touted to be
much more resilient to crashes than
Windows 3.1.
Perhaps you have some of these hassles too. Let's explore some solutions.
Partitions are good
Of course, some might consider my
problem simple: There shouldn't be any
partitions. Yet, there are several good reasons you should have multiple partitions
on your hard drives, regardless of size.
A partition is like awall on your hard
drive, separating sections from one
another. Within partitions, space is set
aside in "allocation units." This is the
smallest piece of hard-disk real estate
consumed by afile. For example, if your
partition is under 127 MB, each allocation unit is 2 kB. In other words, if you
have a small text or batch file of 35
bytes, it still takes 2kB of space on your
drive. The other 2,013 bytes are wasted
space. For a file larger than 2 kB, the
computer allocates more units in 2 kB
blocks, until the entire file is stored.
Now, here is where it gets interesting
— or scary, depending on your viewpoint. On the newer gigabyte and larger
hard drives, if there are no partitions to
reduce the drive sizes, allocation units
can grow to 32 kB. Yes, that same 35
byte file now wastes 32,733 bytes of
space! On large hard drives, as much as
40 percent of available disk space can
end up wasted.
Some folks will argue that, with more
than agigabyte, such waste isn't relevant.
For some people, that may be.
Nevertheless, there is amore compelling
reason to partition your hard drive, related to the nature of files, their storage and
hard-drive maintenance.
When you write a file to your hard
drive, it fills the first open cluster, and
then looks for the next open cluster.
Depending upon the size of the file, this
can ( and often does) result in severe

fragmentation of the file. In addition to
slowing the system down as it searches
for the fragments, it can also lead to data
loss or corrupted data. As you add,
delete and change file sizes, the fragmentation can grow rapidly. For this
Partaionailerpc 20 by Pooled/ties,
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PartitionMagic lets you actually
change partition sizes without reformatting and losing data. In less than five
minutes, Iadded about 150 MB to my C:
drive, and all my space hassles went
away. No reformat needed. No fuss, no
muss. PartitionMagic is
highly recommended if
you want to add, delete
•HpFs
au F.0
or manipulate your hard• tale E
Roo,.
drive partitions. It also
rExtended rUntarnarted
supports NT and HPFS
(0S/2), and will even
• • • Er
update drive letters.
Iree MEE

00

Options
Into

I

Status

Crashproof?
One of the major benefits attributed to Win95
was relief from the
""'P
I
dreaded GPF ( General
Eatt
Protection Fault) and
accompanying system
lockup. While Win95
does tend to have fewer
of these problems, some cyber potholes
remain on the road to getting your work
done. Sometimes they result in rather
cryptic messages telling you the system
is locked because of an error at some
strange address.
One problem recently highlighted in
the computer trades concerns DLLs.
These "linked library" files are designed
to be used by many different programs.
Sometimes, though, when you load anew
program, adifferent version of a . DLL
file loads, causing other programs to
lock, or die.
In fact, as you load more and more
programs, the likelihood of some interaction increases, causing some applications
to exit less than gracefully. Indeed, some
90 percent of all Windows problems are
caused by software conflicts. Finding
them, and discovering why they cause
your system to balk, can be frustrating.
A solution is provided by diagnostic
programs like First Aid 97 from
CyberMedia and PC Handyman from
Symantec. These two packages provide
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PartitionMagic
reason, several utilities are available to
defragment your hard drive.
Perhaps a more compelling reason is
to pave the way for easier backups.
Keeping your programs on one partition
and data files on another makes it much
easier to locate and back up the key files
which represent your work product
and/or livelihood.
Better backups
For example, Ikeep my word processing and spreadsheet files on my drives E:
and F:, along with other frequently
changed directories. Backing up the key
files no longer requires me to run repeated backups of all the program directories,
saving time and hundreds of megabytes
of backups.
Back to the problem of aC: drive with
no space. In the past, the only solution
was to change partitions, reformat the
hard drive and reload everything. But last
fall at COMDEX, Isaw aprogram that
makes
repartitioning
a snap:
PartitionMagic 3.0 from PowerQuest.

See WINDOWS, page 54

None
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enhanced protection against program
crashes and more. They analyze your
Windows setup and can even fix many
problems automatically. First Aid 97's
Windows Guardian and Symantec's
Norton CrashGuard both attempt to
intercept and prevent crashes. The programs usually will permit saving of data
that would otherwise be lost, and suggest methods of preventing reoccurrence.
Actually, First Aid 97 and PC
Handyman are sophisticated technical
support systems of which you interactively ask questions, to solve your problems or simply understand what is happening. You can find helpful assistance
for problems such as setting up aprinter
or checking the sound and video functions on your multimedia setup.
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Problem:
Ihave a

duopoly.
Ineed
back-up
transmitters
for my
stations:

Solution:
Don't buy two transmitters-buy ONE!
Our Legend Series, Solid
State, FM transmitters are
Frequency Agile and
Broadband. Your engineer
can instantly tune one to any
frequency !
We've designed the Legend
Series to ensure long
transistors life with "wind
tunnel" cooling & brute force
power supplies.
Legend Transmitters make
perfect main transmitters too!
Available from 1KW - 11KW
Two or more stations;

LeAnn Rimes

One back-up transmitter.

Merle Haggard

Mindy McCready

GREAT IDEA!

Tammy Wynette

Alan Jackson

Patsy Cline

Bryan White

Johnny Cash

Faith Hill

George Jones

Deana Carter

Tom T. Hall

Tim McGraw

Willie Nelson

Trace Adkins

4

en

;./'

A50/50 blend of today's currents
and yesterday's classics.
1-800-680-2261
Circle ( 4) On Reader Service Card
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Great Products
Great Solutions!
"The Transmitter People"

EnergyOnix
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO, INC

BOX 801 • 1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie, NY
Phone 518-758-1690
Fax 518-758-1476
energy-onix @ energy-onix.com
PO

Circle ( 30) On Reader Service Card
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Lightning Protection: Cheaper Than Repair
tors were removed, as was the associated
Unless you are budgeted to purchase the
membrane. The residual dust, tape particles
new telephone hybrid systems that do away
With the potential damage from lightning
and gunk were cleaned from the circuit
with the keyset, you're going to have to keep
that occurs this time of year. spending alitboard, particularly the printed circuit switch
maintaining those multi-button phones in
tle in the way of prevention can save you
pads. After assembly and power-up, each
your studio. IDACOM Telecommunications
both time and money later on. For coaxial
deck worked perfectly. Apparently, some
concentrates on the repair and refurbishment
lines that come into atransmitter building,
foreign body on the circuit boards will short
of electronic key telephones, cards, key serAndrew Corp. has anew surge protector
and lock up the system. The board is prone
vice units and 1A2 key telephone sets.
called ARRESTOR PLUS. This one-piece
to catch residual dust and tape particles
The company has been around since
connector/surge arrestor incorporates the
through asmall gap between
-N
technology of aquarter wave shorting stub
the command panel and the
into aconnector that attaches directly to the
tape deck.
IDACOM
coax. All three versions of the ARRESTOR
As strange as it sounds,
PLUS are equipped with athreaded mountthis simple "repair" may save
600 West Clayton Ave.
ing stub for easy mounting to aground bar
you alot of troubleshooting
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815
or lead. For more information, circle
time and calls to Studer. You
Reader Service 135.
will need acouple of Allen
(208) 665-9535 • FAX: ( 208) 665-9941
wrenches, small pliers, acan
* * *
of compressed air ( like
70PSI), some cotton swabs,
Figure 1solves the problem of mounand about 30 to 45 minutes
tain-top phone lines that are always down
per machine. Bob Hoffman
in storms. A fixed cellular telephone syscan be reached at bhoffinan@stlnet.com
1981, and recently relocated into anew,
tem is tied into the Sine Systems remote
I'd like to relate another tip for the
7,500- square-foot facility. Their new
same model. A few
home includes an in-house painting
years back, we had a booth for the refurbishment of plastics.
client whose Studer
Bottom line: Next time your keyset dies,
machines went nuts.
or you get tired of looking at all the dead
This would usually
KSUs lying on the floor in the phone
occur after they had
closet, give these folks acall. Here's their
been moved from one
contact information, for future reference.
studio to another, or
Share your "finds" with your fellow
moved around within
engineers. Fax the cards of companies
astudio. We popped
you couldn't live without to my attention
open the panel and
at Workbench, (
703) 764-0751.
found that about a
dozen razor blades
* * *
used for editing had
fallen through the gap
Gary Crouch, CE for WCEM-AM-FM
that Bob described.
in Cambridge, Md., showed me a neat
Some had fallen
way of correcting the common jock
A fixed cellular system thwarts downed phone lines for down next to the PC
complaint, "All I'm getting out of the
mountain-top transmitters.
boards, and, we sursatellite is static!"
mised, rattled around
After some pretty stiff winds, the concontrol. Powered by aBEST UPS, callout
as the machines were moved. Why they
sumer dish had wiggled enough that the
is facilitated when the weather gets bad
hadn't burned up the whole machine, I'll
dish had slipped off target. The little
and the phone lines, the power or both are
never know.
actuator motor used to align the dish ran
knocked out at this mountain-top site.
Our fix was quick, simple and cheap: a on 24 V, but the network that supplied the
piece of duct tape. We cut and folded the
dish didn't spring for acontroller. Time
* * *
duct tape, placing it underneath, so it
to rummage through the junk box.
covered the entire gap between the comPacked away was Gary's son's 1958
Bob Hoffman at Emmis Broadcasting
mand panel and the tape deck. The tape
Marx electric train transformer, which proin St. Louis sent the following tip for
acted like ahinge, which flexed when the
vided anice, variable AC output. Gary
Studer A807 reel-to-reels to our on-line
panel was opened up, but prevented
hooked up the output to afullwave bridge,
address, wrwbench@aol.com
debris from entering the compartment.
and ran the output to a DPDT switch,
Bob was plagued with an unusual failwhich he used as apolarity reverser for
ure of two decks from two separate stu* * *
when you overshoot the bird. With the varidios. When the decks were powered up,
able voltage, you can really slow the motor
the machine logic/control totally locked
Our Workbench business contact file is
down and zero in on the signal. Gary keeps
up, and the capstan motors ran backattracting some attention. Thanks for faxthe setup on his bench ... except during
wards constantly. The power supplies
ing me your favorite nonbroadcast comChristmas, when he sets up the trains!
looked good, the processor clocks were
panies to share with other engineers.
running, and there were no obvious clues.
Everyone has found a special company
* * *
In desperation, Bob removed the comthat does something unique, something
mand panel containing the play/record and
broadcast engineers need from time to
Ed Somers is the service manager for
speed select switches and tape counter. In
time. Fax it in, and we'll share it with the
Location Sound in North Hollywood,
addition, each of the soft-touch switch actuareaders of Workbench!
Calif. Ispoke with him recently regarding
John Bisset

ir

ir

some battery problems we had with a
portable recorder. He offered some good
advice: Should you ever open arecorder
and find the cells have leaked, check to see
if any are reversed. If none were reversed,
take agood photograph before removing
the batteries. Battery manufacturers will
not warranty equipment if the cells were
reversed. A photo is your only proof.
Reach Ed at (818) 980-9891.
John Bisset is a principal with
Multiphase, a technical services company. Reach him at ( 703) 323-7180. Printed
submissions qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax submissions to ( 703)
764-0751, or send them via e-mail to
wrwbench@aol.com

Computer
First Aid
WINDOWS, continued from page 53

If you're wondering about these
programs staying current with the
newest updates and fixes to programs, you will be pleased to learn
that they can update their knowledge
bases automatically via connection
to the Internet. CyberMedia also has
aprogram called Oil Change, which
can do this for all your applications.
Of the two diagnostics, I'd give
the edge to First Aid 97. While both
are packed with features and addins, First Aid 97 includes afree copy
of Dr. Solomon's FindVirus (asubset of Dr. Solomon's Anti- Virus
Toolkit). Viruses continue to proliferate, especially over the Internet.
This is a valuable addin that you
ought to have.
Let's finish this look at utilities
with afree one. A major source of
Win95 problems is -orphaned"
entries in the Registry, which causes
Windows to go looking for files and
drivers which may have been deleted but are still in the Registry.
Microsoft has placed RegClean 4.1
on its site at www.microsoft.
com/kblarticles/q14717/69.html for
free downloading. Get yourself a
copy and clean out your Registry.
You may find it reduces or eliminates many crashes and bad shutdowns.
Barry Mishkind is a long-time
contributor to RW. He also writes
regularly about radio pioneers.
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Digital Studio, Analog Price
Russ Mundschenk
The author is chief engineer of
WBEB(FM) in Philadelphia. This article is
based on apaper he presented at this year's
NAB convention.
When WBEB's 15-year-old studios needed to be rebuilt, it seemed silly to continue
linking our digital equipment in the analog
domain. The quality and programmability of
digital audio storage and transmission make
for amore versatile broadcast facility.
After all, the only devices that didn't store
audio as " 1"s and "0"s were acouple of cassette and reel-to-reel tape decks and microphones.
Back in 1994, nobody had the hardware
to tie everything together digitally, or even
do agood job of converting analog audio to
digital, at least at prices radio broadcasters
could afford. Luckily acost-effective mixer
and A/D converter were being developed by
Harris Corp. and Benchmark Media, respectively.
The Harris DRC-1000 mixer and the
Benchmark AD2004 converter both support
an AES/EBU transmission format known as
AES3-ID. The 75-ohm, 1Volt unbalanced
"ID" standard allows the use of some offthe-shelf video cabling as well as distribution and switching equipment such as DM,
routers and patch bays.
The more-familiar 110-ohm balanced
AES3-1992 format specifies special cable
and transmission devices, but shares the
same software protocol. Luckily, the two can
be interfaced with a $50 balun transformer.
The AES/EBU transmission system relies
on the time of state transition (low to high or
vice-versa) to determine the data value. Left
and right digital audio is sent as "packets" of
information called sub-frames, frames and
blocks. Each sub-frame carries asingle
channel's audio sample digital word, along
with synchronizing and coordination data.
All this information requires alot of bits,
so the serial data stream ends up looking
more like video than audio. This is agood
analogy, because the bandwidth of adigital
audio signal can exceed that of TV!
Treating AES/EBU audio as if it were
video (or AM-band RF, for you dyed-in-thewool radio folks) is good practice. Always
use the manufacturer's suggested interconnect cable, even for short runs. Impedance
mismatches, along with interference, introduce jitter.
Likewise, high-capacitance wire causes
low-pass filtering of the square wave, rounding off its corners and confusing the AES
receiving device.
Helpful tips
In an effort to minimize these problems,
we designed WBEB's new digital studios
according to the following criteria:
Use the proper interconnect cable. Belden
1505A for the 75-ohm AES3-ID format or
Belden 9207 110-ohm Twinax for AES31992.
Run the same cable type in conduit for electrostatic shielding. This goes for digital runs
as well as analog. Keep dissimilar cables
apart and cross them at right angles if necessary.
Run UPS-conditioned primary AC power in
separate conduits. Keep neutral-to-ground
potential as low as possible by using isola-

tion transformers or UPS units that reestablish the neutral-ground bond as close to the
studios as possible. Tie this bond point to the
studio's point of common ground. Run separate ground wires to each outlet circuit and
tie to neutral-ground bonding point.
Establish ahouse AES/EBU reference standard. If each digital source can be synchronized to astable common AES/EBU signal,

The same goes for analog-to-digital conversion. The process of quantization always
involves the approximation of instantaneous
amplitudes and introduces noise at every
conversion.
Leave plenty of headroom. Most of us have
heard the effects of audio peaks hitting adigital "brick wall."
With at least 96 dB of dynamic range
available, it makes
sense to leave at least
20 dB of margin
between the highest
peak excursion expected and the digital clipping point

Employ at least 20 bits
of quantization. A 20bit system affords an
extra 24 dB or so of
dynamic range. This
provides acomfortable
headroom
cushion
while still retaining an
Jennifer Wu sits at the VVBEB digital console.
extended operating level noise floor compared
all the inputs to amixing console arrive perto 16- bit. A 20- bit signal may also be
fectly aligned, eliminating the need for indireduced to 16 bits with fewer artifacts.
vidual synchronization at the input. This
uses less DSP horsepower, and it generally
Choose aconsole carefully. Make sure your
sounds better.
prospective digital console has at least 32
Unfortunately, not all digital devices have
bits of preferably floating-point mix bus resexternal synchronization capability. Make
olution. The products of many mixed digital
sure your console does.
words can become big numbers, especially
when processing is added.
Minimize the number of rate and analogtoAssuming not all source devices can be
digital conversions. Conversion from one
synchronized to ahouse standard, make sure
sample rate to another requires intermediate
rate conversion and synchronization is availsampling at acommon multiple of the two
able, preferably on the AES receiver chip
rates or several conversions at sub-multiples.
and separate from the main DSPs. This way
Even though most state-of-the-art conthe main DSPs can be freed for other tasks,
verter chips produce artifacts well below
such as on-board effects.
-100 dB, multiple conversions introduce
The control surface should allow any fadprogressive degradation.
er or switch to be assigned to any input(s) or
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Dielectric

Communications
announced the
appointment of
Lewis M. Kling
as the company
president. Kling
spent the last
three years with
Allied
Signal
Corp. as senior
vice president and
general manager
Lewis Kling of
of the
ComDielectric
mercial Avionics
Communications Systems division,

and chairman of the board of the
American Russian Integrated Avionics
joint venture.
Dielectric, aunit of General Signal
Corporation, is based in Raymond,
Maine and makes TV and FM broadcast
antennas, transmission line and RF components.
Award-winning journalist Charlayne
Hunter-Gault will join National Public
Radio as the chief correspondent in
Africa. Hunter-Gault, who spent 20 years
with PBS, will begin reporting from
Johannesburg, South Africa on Sept 1.
Among many accolades, Hunter-Gault
has won aPeabody Award for her work
on a series on South African life.
"Apartheid's People." She won the 1986
Journalist of the Year Award from the
National Association of Black
Journalists, and has also won the
American Women in Radio and
Television Award.
Public Radio International veteran
Mary Hawkins has been chosen to break
new ground; she will head the new OnAir Promotion and Fundraising
Department.
Her task is to communicate PRI's
promotion and fund-raising materials,
and to consult with stations, producers
and industry experts to create successful
fund raisers and promotion packages.

Radio World
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output(s) for on-air dayparting or production
recording session recall. An ideal implementation would be for all consoles to be interconnective so any input could be accessed in
any studio.
Choose an A/D converter carefully. As I
mentioned in an earlier RW user report, we
believe that analog-to-digital converters, like
microphone preamps, should be outboard of
the console. If we keep all analog audio
within the studio, we eliminate noise and
hum on inter-studio runs.
Because all studio I/Os are available at
digital patch bays in acentral equipment
room, audio transmission format uniformity is important to studio interconnection.
A/D and D/A converters are the most
upgradable devices in the digital studio.
Also, only some of the few available digital
consoles make the output of their internal
A/D converters accessible.
An A/D converter should not only be able
to jitter-reduce and synchronize to an external AES reference signal, but also noiselessly transfer to its internal clock should the signal fail or be out of range.
Cost vs. performance
Broadcast digital consoles are at a
break-even point with comparably
equipped analog units. Digital switchers, patch bays and cabling become
cost-effective when decreased part
count and ease of installation are
considered.
Even today's early digital broadcast
mixers are cost-effective, and the price
may drop considerably in the face of
competition. As with any infant computer technology, bugs do appear. It may be
in the best interest of some broadcasters
to wait to see how things shake out.
At WBEB, however, we have experienced few problems and are looking forward to full digital facility integration,
and possibly DAB, in the near future.
Reach the author at (610) 667-8400.
RW encourages other points of view.

Julia Atherton has accepted an offer
from ABC Radio Networks to fill the
position of director of marketing. Prior to
her appointment, Atherton worked as
director of marketing and promotions for
KHKS(FM), a top rated station in
Dallas.
Also at ABC Radio Networks, Denise
Kessler has been named manager of promotions and merchandising and will be
based in New York. Kessler has worked
as aproject manager and anon-traditional media/event marketing planner for
New York media firms.
Jones Radio Network has found a
new director of affiliate sales: Michael
Henderson will
oversee the sales
department and
eight regional
sales managers.
He has 25 years
of
broadcast,
communications
and
research
management
Michael
experience. Most
Henderson at
recently, he workJones Radio
ed as vice presiNetwork
dent of sales and
marketing
for
Paragon Research Inc., aradio research
and consulting firm in Denver.
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the question: "Do you know this market?"
You also need to know the competition in
that market.

ON THE JOB

Ace the Job Interview Process
factor alone can put you ahead of other
candidates who rely only on their résumé
and interviewing skills.

job. This four-part series provides achecklist that covers interviewing basics.

Sue Jones
You have done your homework to get
yourself anew job at another station. You
have developed astrong and reliable group
of friends and colleagues in your "network." You have put together aconcise
résumé (along with an air check, if you are
ajock) that details your career accomplishments and gives you astrong edge.
Your hard work and persistence have
paid off. You now have an interview with
one of the top stations in your market or
possibly abigger market.
Preparing for the interview may be the
most important thing you can do to get the

The basics
1. Find out as much about the station
(owner and/or group owners) as you possibly can before the interview. This is especially important if you are interviewing
outside your market. Focus on the basics:
mission, market size, ratings, format, revenue, key staff, owner(s), general manager
and department heads.
When you demonstrate to the interviewer
that you have taken the time to learn about
the station, it says you have already invested time and energy for the station. This

2. If you are interviewing in anew market,
learn as much about it as possible. Shock
jocks do not play well in some conservative market areas. Conservative, low-key
announcers may not have the required
street smarts and attitude appeal for alarge
metropolitan market. On-air talent must be
matched to the station's specific market
just as other key employees must. You may
be great with country music, but bomb out
with contemporary urban or classical formats. Be able to respond knowledgeably to
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Succeeding in a New'gra ettli

e may be in the heat of summer now, but
just wait until September in New Orleans

when The NAB Radio Show will really start
heating things up!
We've got an incredible line up of innovative
sessions and speakers to ensure your success

He; how some of the brgg8Vflereii
iate
shaping the face of Radio this huperseern.
moderated by Herb McCord, PreseiFillt Zpée:
Granum Communications Corp.
e • on.

••

in this new era of Radio. There's something

e

for everyone at your station from management
and programming to sales & marketing and
engineering.
And networking opportunities, you ask—

gr-

•

•

Norm Feuer
Triathlon
Broadcasting

Steve

Bob Neil
Cox Radio

Jeff Smulyan

Hicks
Capar
Broadcasti'' ,)

this is the " who's who" of Radio where you'll
make contacts, share ideas just have fun—
at receptions, lunches and blow-out parties!
We'll also pack the exhibit hall full of the
industry's hottest manufacturers
and suppliers so you can meet

//

face-to-face to evaluate new
technologies, make final
purchases in your 1997

olfi.-tgET e-e-

budget and start planning

A pioneer in entertainment programming,
Bob Pittman began his career in Radio,
first as adisk jockey and then as a program
director for top rated stations. Infamous as
abrand builder and innovator, Pittman has
successfully applied his philosophies to
businesses such as MTV, Six Flags Theme
Parks and most recently CENTURY 21 and
AOL. Come hear his unique perspective on
the future of Radio, communications and
entertainment.
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Scott Ginsburg
Evergreen Media

Mel Karmazin Receives National
Radio Award at NAB Radio Luncheon

AOL's Robert Pittman to
Keynote The NAB Radio Show

•

Jacor
Communications

F0 5 ç:
r."

for 1998 and beyond!

•
•

Randy
Michaels

Emmis
Broadcasting

NA

FM

Chairman and CEO of CBS Station Group,
Karmazin has spent his career not only
building his Radio business, but also
building the business of Radio. Join us as
he is honored at the NAB Radio luncheon.

pil
g

Plus, hear special remarks from FCC
Commissioner Rachelle Chong.

Ron Chapman Emcees NAB Marconi
Radio Awards Reception, Dinner &
Show

o

Join the celebration as the suspense ends
and the winners are revealed for the NAB
Marconi Radio Awards. Former Marconi
Award winner Ron Chapman from KVIL-FM
in Dallas will host this year's event.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
• WEB: Point your web browser to www.nab.org/conventions.' to
register on-fine or to receive up-to-the-minute conference, hotel
and travel information.
• FAX- ON DEMAND: Dial 301-216-1847 from the touch-tone handset of your fax machine and follow the voice instructions.
• CALI: 800-342-2460 or 202-775-4970.

3. Research anew market's cost of living
compared with the salary that is offered. If
you are offered $ 10,000-$20,000 more per
year, it may seem like a tremendous
increase and you may not think twice about
it. But you may find that the increase will
just barely cover your higher cost of living
in the new, more expensive area. So you
have not really moved ahead, just stayed
even. Many employers recruit talent from
smaller markets and pay below-market
price for them. Do some cost-of-living and
compensation research before you accept an
offer in anew market Your local library has
statistics for all major areas of the country.
4. Enthusiasm for the job and the type of
work you seek is critical. You may be the
best engineer or traffic director in a
radius of 1,000 miles, but if you show little or no enthusiasm for the type of work
or for the station, you will lose out, perhaps to aless-experienced or less-qualified candidate who is eager to help the
station dominate the market.
Look and act the part
5. If you work in the more technical areas
such as engineering or finance/accounting,
evaluate your interpersonal skills. Although
knowledge and field skills are vital for the
position, you must interact with all of the
other staff members. Managers look not
only for the necessary skills for the position, they look for personalities who will fit
with the other staff members. One-word
answers (yes and no) to the interviewer's
questions can leave him wondering what
you are really like, how you think and what
ideas you can bring to the station to contribute to its success.
6. Dress professionally. This means a
business suit for men or women or possibly aconservative dress for women. The
business world is accepting more casual
attire, but do not make your first impression in casual clothing. Even if jeans and a
shirt are more suited to your type of work
(especially engineers) than is standard
business dress, arriving at an interview
professionally dressed demonstrates that
you understand the importance of image in
abusiness environment and can conform
to it when necessary.
7. Be on time for the interview. If you are
unsure where the station offices are located
or how long it may take you to get there,
do adry run the day before to make sure
you know the exact distance, location and
where to park. Circling in traffic to find a
parking space can cost precious time.
Arriving late wastes the interviewer's time
and makes you appear disorganized. Plan
for the unexpected traffic jam.
If you know you will be late, call the
interviewer as soon as possible to let her
know of the extenuating circumstances and
offer to reschedule. If you accept another
position before your scheduled interview,
call the interviewer as soon as you know
so she can pursue other candidates. Do not
just fail to show up for the interview. The
radio industry is too close-knit to leave a
record of inconsiderate behavior.
We'll continue next time with adiscussion of interview questions and answers.
u. .
Sue Jones is aprincipal in acommunications management firm located in the
Washington area. Contact her at (703)
503-4999.

Rode WQrld.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no respons bility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

S.W.R. FM Antennas

Want to Sell

ACOUSTIC FOAM

Sound Barrier • Diffusors • Bass Traps
We have absolutely the
best acoustical products, fastest shipping
and lowest prices in the
Industry. Period!

I
nE4ETNeA-cUtroniti

(
804) 98-4-4255

ERI 1100, 12- bay, high pwr,
99.5 MHz, in warehouse,
$5500; Windcharger, 300', triangular, 19" sides, 15 sections, lighting avail, $ 4000;
Cablewave coaxial cable, aircore, 7/8", painted, 200',
$300; Cablewave coaxial
cable, foam, 1-5/8", new, 20',
$100. H Goggan, KGNV, POB
87, Washington MO 63090.
314-239-0400.

Users: ABC Radio Network, PBS, Pat Duke
(voice of McDonaIds &
Miller Brewing), Dick
Ervasti (voice of sports on
Fox), Shure, JBL, NBC
Sports ( summer games
facilities), James Taylor.
Clint Black, Sony, Warner
Bros., 20th Century Fox,
Maury Povich Show, Hitachi, Toshiba,
Universal Studios, ShowCo, Dennis
DeYoung (Styx), Mark Lindsay (P. Revere & the Raiders), Kansas City RoyaN & MANY more you've heard of.

AuralexTM 317-842-2800

3" HELIAX STANDARe
COAXIAL CABLE

ASK FOR AURALEX
ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS
BY NAME AT ALL MAJOR
BROADCAST SUPPLIERS!

SO-Ohm, unused, cut to length. Pnced
below market. Shipped instantly.
Call Basic Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292

Grde ( 234) On Reeder Service Card

FAX: 773-539-3500

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Sony TA-AX500 integrated
stereo amp, audio current
transfer, $ 75;
Precision
Electronics S-35 tube- type
amp, $ 125. H Goggan, KGNV,
POB 87, Washington MO
63090. 314-239-0400.

Isocoupler 1-5/8" line, $500;
Andrew 3-1/8" 5' rigid, $200;
Delta torroid RF pickup
w/meter 5 amp, $ 400. D
Rose, KDUC, POB 250,
Barstow CA 92312. 619-2562068.
Towers: 18" - 24" face, 2000
ft total. 513-521-1729.
AUDIO PRODUCTION

Want to Buy
Macintosh MC60 tube amp,
will pay fair price for single
working unit in nice cond. C
Collins, Grunert Sound, 1977
S 7th St, Milwaukee WI
53219. 414-327-4141.
ANTENNAS/TOWERS/

Want to Sell
Audio Digital/JBL TC-4 digital delay, $800. M Vanhooser,
KSKY, 4144 N Central Expy
#266, Dallas TX, 75204. 214827-7983.
Cutting Edge Unity 20001 FM
audio processor, clean, working when removed from service, presets, configurable,

CABLES
Want to Sell

FM-TV-LPTV

Antennas
Factory Direct Sales
Contact

Jimmie Joynt

Phone 800/279-3326 972/473/2577
Fax 800/644-5958 972/473-2578

Andrew " high- temp air
dielectric I-Teliax cable, brand
new, original packaging, must
buy all, $2250/80. A Jurison,
WLTI,
1064 James St,
Syracuse NY 13203. 315-4720200.
EF Johnson 145-102-13
AM antenna changeover
switch, $ 135. P Willey,
WBTN, Historic Rte 7,
Bennington VT 05421. 413663-3419.

Announcing Our
New Third Office!

Great Antenna
Great Price!

security options, $3000/B0. A
Wasilewski, KXXS, POB
1460, Yakima WA 98901. 509457-8115.
Art DR2A classic digital
reverb, no wall wart, box,
manual, mint cond w/upgrade,
$175. B Sheldon, Mediamaxx,
847 Kitsap Lake Rd NW,
Bremerton WA 98312. 360479-8491.
Fostex 3180 stereo reverb
w/24 mS pre- delay, rack

le
annOSC0177.

For All Your RF And Audio Needs

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

For Our Middle Atlantic and Midwest Customers
Please Contact RICK JOHNSON
For Great PRICES + Excellent Personal SERVICE
Phone: 804-974-6635
Fax: 804-974-9942

MasterCard

L

If we have talked before, let's talk again!
For asingle piece of equipment or before you build that new station!
Don't forget John Shideler in the West or Bob Stewart in the Southeast
Southeast - Bob Stewart
Phone: 770-992-2230
Fax:
770-992-6538
roscom@mindspring.com

MidAtlantic - Rick Johnson
Phone: 804-974-6635
Fax:
804-974-9942
rick@cstone.net

mountable, vgc, will trade for
UREI Cooper Time Cube. E
O'Brien, Imperial Snd, 383 N
Studio St, Terre Haute IN
47803. 812-877-2663.

and solid state. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.

Tannoy 15" speaker pair,
newly recond, $ 1450; vintage
recond tube mic pre's & mixers, $ 300-$700; new ADC
patch bays _" 52 points, $ 169;
ADC TT bays, $ 129 up; new
ADC TT or _" IRS cords, $9;
Furman _" to _" patchbays,
$95 ea; like new tape,
_"x2500' 456, $ 15 ea; 1" 456,
226, 250, $25 ea; Digitec 3.6
sec delay, $ 150; new pwr
dist/filter rack mt, $ 75. W
Gunn, Box 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 619-3200728.

EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy
Gates MO- 2996A limit amp
service info wanted & need to
purchase another unit. CK
Buoy, Cisco Sound, POB
16583, Lubbock TX 79490.
806-792-1662.
Compressors & EQs, tube

AUTOMATION

West - John Shideler
Phone: 970-482-9254
Fax:
970-482-6123
shideler@webaccess.net

Smartcaster digital automation system, ( 2) 1.2 gb internal
drives, monochrome monitor,
used for SMN/Hot AC format,
$3500/60. L Fuss, WDTL,
POB 1438, Cleveland MS
38732. 601-846-0929.

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

Arrakis Digilink CD controller
w/(4) Pioneer 18 disc changers, vgc, $ 1000/pkg; Format
Sentry 12B controller, BO. J
Antonuk, KCBF, 3528 Intl
Way, Fairbanks AK 99701.
907-452-5121, johna@polarnet.com

ACU for Desk Jockey
automation system. E Stern,
KVOU, POB 758, Uvalde TX
78802. 210-278-2555.

Beier FMM-1 mod mon tuned
to 92.7 & Belar FMS- 1 stereo
mon, $ 1000/80; Belar RFA1
FM RF amp tuned to 92.7,
cracked meter, otherwise OK,
$250/130. L Fuss, WDTL,
POB 1438, Cleveland MS
38732. 601-846-0929.
Schafer 903E parts; Audiofiles;
Revox A77; ITC 750; SMC 450
Carousel, $300; SMC pwr supplies, $ 50. D Rose, KDUC,
POB 250, Barstow CA 92312.
619-256-2068.

analog, BO. T Leonard, WMC,
1960 Union Ave, Memphis TN
38104. 901-726-0582.
Tapecaster 700 play only ( 1),
RIP ( 1), ( 1) x700 RIP, all run,
as is, $50 ea; BE 3000 stereo
PB, gd cond, $ 150 + shpg; ITC
SP ( 2), mono play, OK cond,
$125 ea + shpg. G 3ibbs,
Radio Works, 1113 Nebraska
St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712258-5595.
Creal Prn..c, on orInsnal
etnnpnleni [ ape hend',br
ITC, BI-. Itdttltpt
Tascarn ‘ nher.T

Howe console parts; Harris
stereo 80; amps. D Rose,
KDUC, POB 250, Barstow CA
92312. 619-256-2068.
SMC DP-2 System tech manuals & pwr supply. P Galasso,
WOBM, 1015 Atlantic City
Blvd, Bayville NJ 08721. 732269-0927.

CART MACHINES

(804) 984-4255

HALL

Tapecaster X700 RP in gd
cond & will re- power your
Tapecasters, $ 495. A.D.
lshkanian, 9091 N Congress
St, New Market VA 22844.
540-740-4630.

Want to Sell
MCI JH110 (
2) 4 trk analog rr, BO; MCI JH110 ( 3) 2 trk

ITC SP mono R/P 3 tone,
mono PB (4), parts, gd cond,
as set, $ 375/80. J Calabro,

APHEX

Brand New from

Sounds Great & IT'S LOUD!!!
FM Pro 2020
FM Audio Processor/
Stereo Generator
Digital Control,
set-up screen.

List
izA an c
From '41'9 7,0
Call Now... Your HE Price is much Lower!

www.halls.com
Email

sales@halls.com

706 Rose Hill Drive, Charlottesville,VA. 22901

Ae

4HALL

Electronics

(804) 984- HALL ( 4255) Fax:(804) 984-FAXX ( 3299)

Circle (233) On Realer Servkip Card

BEE
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CART MACHINES continued...
Thomas, Rebel Rcdg, 5555
Radio Ln, Jacksonville FL
32205. 904-388-7711.

Hot Productions, 1748 70th
St, Brooklyn NY 11204. 718234-9374.
ITC SP, mono, pMy, vgc,
$295; Audicord 2deck stereo,
play, vgc, $ 425. P Willey,
WBTN, Historis Rte 7,
Bennington VT 05421. 413663-3419.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
BE 5S150A & 8S250A, dual
stereo, like new cond,
$4500/130 for pair. R Carr,
Remote Possibilities, 702454-3920.

SMC 452 Carousel, $300; BE
cart recorder, $300; ITC 3D 3
deck cart, $ 300. D Rose,
KDUC, POB 250, Barstow CA
92312. 619-256-2068.

Gates Producer, 4 chnl,
$250. M Vanhooser, KSKY,
4144 N Central Expy # 266,
Dallas TX 75204. 214-8277983.

ITC upgrade PB to record,
amps only- no deck, 3 tone,
stereo, $ 175. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.

BE 5S250, $500; 8S250,
$800, gd cond. J Antonuk,
KCBF,
3528
Intl
Way,
Fairbanks AK 99701. 907-4525121. Johna@polarnet.com

CD PLAYERS
Want to Sell

BE Mix Trak 100 (
2),
$15,000/both. R Egan, Family
Radio, 201 State, La Crosse
WI 54601. 608-782-1230 or email: regan@dickplaza.com

Denon 970FA, top of line
prod CD player, like new,
digital out/analog out, $ 1100;
Denon DN-C650F, rack
mount, w/S/P D/F, pitch, like
new, original box, $ 450. K

Getely 16x8 w/EQ on every
chnl, 4 effects buss, quad

monitoring, XLR connectors
on the line, mic inputs & on
the line outputs in custom
console, $500. A Baker, Bd
Prod of America, 804 E 38'n
St, Indianapolis IN 46205.
317-925-7371.
RCA BC6 10 chnl mono, 2
power supply, tube workhorse
w/complete manual, $ 400
+shpg. L Watson, Scope &
Focus Inc, 6035 Bridgewater,
Ponta Verdra FL 32082. 904273-1915.
Soundcraft
600
32x16
w/patchbay, mint, $ 4950;
Tascam 512 12x8 mixer,
$750; Tascam 520 20x8x16
mixer, $ 1750; Tascam 30 8x4,
$450; Allen & Heath Syncon
28x24,
great sounding,
$5000. W Gunn, Box 2902,
Palm Springs CA 92262. 619320-9728.
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DISCO-PRO
SOUND EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy

Want to Sell
New lightweight portable DJ
outfit, $1000; Ross, Peavy
bass reflex speakers, $ 100
ea; Fostex EQ, $ 100. D Rose,
KDUC, POB 250, Barstow CA
92312. 619-256-2068.
FINANCIAL/LEASING
SERVICES
JINGLES

FINANCING
LOANS BY PHONE

(800) 699-FLEX
:3 We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment
E: Flexible Credit Criteria
Flexible Payment Plans

Want to Buy

r] No Down Payment, No Payments

Gates Gatesway service info
for mixer, outboard supply &
monitor amp. CK Bucy, Cisco
Sound, POB 16583, Lubbock
TX 79490. 806-792-1662.

For 90- Days Available
To apply or request
additional information
call Jett Wetter.

FLEX LEASE, Inc.

CONSULTANTS
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

iiillil ler111114 EVANS
Consulting
Communications
S

1 .

C1.

1

1

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
• •EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

Engineers

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering & Tower Detuning
Video/Data/Voice • Statewide Networks • Wide- Area Networks
EXPERTS IN .
TV • AM • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER
210 S. Main Si.. ThlensvIlle, WI 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Internet: http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

V
i

•Frequency Studies

•Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

•AM Directional Antennas

•STL Applications

•High Power Antenna Arrays

•Station Inspections

1r

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

Allocation Studies • AM, FM,
TV, LPTV • Applications •
Appraisals • Inspections y Local
& Wide Area Computer Network
Microwave Design • Specialized
Computer System Designs

1-800-255-2632

85A Summit Dr, Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

AX: ( 301) 913-5799 • 6204 Highland Dr. • Chevy Chase, MD 208152

PC — SOFTWARE

1

Signal Mapping—STL Paths
RFHAZ—US Census PopCount
FAA Tower—Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant

x

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM-FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MIADS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
-Expert Testimony

AM FM TV Search Programs

eift

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 7/13- DOUG

C.
P.CROSSNO 8t
ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Consultants

AM - FM - TV
WAYNE S. REESE

CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO, P.E.

• Programming
• Studio Layout
• Promotions

417-886-2408 Fax 417-886-3299

To advertise in

Call Simone Mullins at:
e

e

703-998-7600

10/0"

or FAX:

e

703-998-2966

ee'

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

1110 North Glebe Rd, #800
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 741-3500
FAX: (703) 741-0312
Member AFCCE

GRAHAM BROCK, INC
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM/TV/AUX Services;
Field Work; Antenna and
Facilities Design

912-638-8028

No ¡oh too small

MEMBER AFCCE

MU

Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.

MUSEC HELPERS

E'

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.

Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

All Formats

ANTENNA DESIGN. ALLOCAT1OKS, FCC/FAA

Fax (612) 785-4631

PRESIDENT

Major Market Sound
Without the Cost

AM. FM & TV Broadcasting

(214) 321-9140

Broadcast Engineering

Consultants

P.O. BOX 180312
DALLAS, TX 75218

ELECTROACOUST1CS
OSHA measurements

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
& ASSOCIATES, INC.

51 7-278-7339

ALLOCATION STUDIES

HELD WORK A SPECIALITY
•AM Directional
• FM & TV fed intenstty
antenna adjustment & other measurements
measurement 8proof • Facility inspections far
•RADHAZ measurePurchase/Insurance
ments - RADiaticn
Po/Poses
HAZard evaluabon • CATV Leakage Testing

803-785-4445 fax 803-842-3371
e-mail,wIsimmeiBm.net

Coldwater, MI 49036

R. mORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
New faohties, site relo(aton, IM, JpgraCe. AIflIei

1-800-797-1338

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115 'Member AR

W. LEE SIMMONS &
ASSOC., INC.

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
•FCC Applications & Exhibits

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
Owleng19@skypoint.com

lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

LIMITERS

202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.o>m

Terrain
Analysis
FM Studies
Population
bathes
)0. FCC/FAA
Databases
Lel Communications
Data Services, Inc.

800-441-0034
fax 703-558-0524
Visit our Web Site
http://www.comm-data.com
Email:Info@comm-data.com

re-sings toike perfect dam luau ID's.
and now original packages from the 60's
and 70's are available to jingle collectors
and fans! Call for free catalogue and demo CD.

(WM unem• pun

te.

Want to Sell
Gregg Labs 5-band blue box,
AM late version, mono
w/NRSC, excel cond, one owner, $3000. J Henry, Dat Corn
Assoc, 9000 Poppy Dr, Dallas
TX 75218. 214-327-5564.
Harris MSP 90 AM limiter,
$250; Moseley limiter, $200. D
Rose, KDUC, POB 250,
Barstow CA 92312. 619-2562068.
Orban 2200/AES-EBU digital
Fm optimod w/AES-EBU
option, as new, $ 3200. P
Christensen, Christensen
Prod, 11142 Raley Creek S,
Jacksonville FL 32225. 904619-3899.
Orban Optimod 8100A (
2),
recently refurbished, excel
cond, avail after 7/15/97. S
Boucher, LM Comm, 1300
Greendale Rd, Lexington KY
40511. 606-233-1515.

RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU-3A's On-Air lights, recording lights. Top price paid. Fast
response. Bill Bryant Mgmt,
2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-2696131, FAX: 615-292-3434.
MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
HHB PortaDat remote controls, $ 150; Fostex PD4,
$175; Fostex D-15, D-25,
$395. EToline, Audio Etc, 777
Riverside Dr, Coral Springs FL
33071. 954-255-7628.

!WAY CHEAP!
Audio, Video & Data
Cables,
Connectors and
Interface Hardware,
Equipment Racks,
Computer Flooring
Value, Value, Value!
Come 'n' get 'ern or
we'll ship C.O.D.
312.94.4.22j

Want to Buy
Cash paid for tube compress,
amps, on- air signs. 1- 800- old mies.
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.
MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Sennheiser MKH 815 T, long
shotgun mic, uses T powering, $ 500. P Cibley, Cibley
Music, 166 E 35 St, NYNY
10016. 212-532-2980.
Sony C-74 short shotgun, gd
cond, 48V phantom or battery,
$575/80. E Toline, Audio Etc,
777 Riverside Dr, Coral
Springs FL 33071. 954-2557628.
Neumann U87 (
3), $ 1695 ea.
T Phillips, 419-782-8591.
RCA 77DX, BK1A, $395; vintage PA mies, Shure 51 Elvis,
$75, EV731, $95, EV 630 or
635, $ 75, RCA mini 77"
shaped, $295. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.
Want to Buy
Shure SM-5, state price/cond.
B Boogalu, KSOS, 4455 S
5500 W, Ogden UT 84315.
801-731-9000.
Cash paid for all/any old
mies, 1-800- old mies.
RCA 4-AA; WE 1-A or 47-A,
working vintage mies from
20's & 30's. V Giordano, 1316
Elm Ave, Brooklyn NY 11230.
718-376-3489.
Neumann, Sennhelser, AKG,
many models. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mies, on- air

McPhilbin Prolite (
6) studio
warning light fixtures, ceiling
pendant type w/dbl lenses,
wall mount also, (2) on- air
lens, ( 2) w/recording lens &
(2) w/blank lens, $ 50 ea
+shpg. G Gibbs, Radio
Workd, 1113 Nebraska St,
Sioux City IA 51102. 712-2585595.
Rotron Blowers for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Motorola Mimiton II VHF
tone & voice pager w/monitor
option, group call w/charger,
$100. P Russell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick
ME 04011. 207-725-3066.

RF Warning Signs
9"x 12" $ 13.95
10"x 19"$19.95

CAUTION
17•1114111111.

Eledronits

8041 984-4255

450 point stainless dissipator,
$400; 1929-45 AM radio collection, $800; Delta Labs DL4
effects
delay, $ 150;
Sensaphone, $ 100. D Rose,
KDUC, POB 250, Barstow CA
92312. 619-256-2068.
Harris 20FMT-101011, antenna
tuning
coil,
12"Dx13"Hx3/4", $ 200. H
Goggan, KGNV, POB 87,
Washington MO 63090. 314239-0400.
CIRK TT's (
2) ; (4) Scully 250
10" decks w/amps; ( 100's) 3
min carts; Gates RA- 1
automation; ( 3) Carousel cart
decks mie amps; old STL &
1000' cables & speaker cable;
FM freq meter. BO. S Weber,
KWVA, POB 453, Oakridge
OR 97463. 541-782-2901.
Tellabs 4008 equalizing program amps, 10 ea mounted in
shelf w/pwr supply & fuse
panel, $ 1000/pkg. JAntonuk,
KCBF,
3528
Intl
Way,

BEE
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blank,

steel, anodized

punched,

aluminum, or

engraved,

laminated - plates,

loaded, even

panels, rack mounts,

pre-wired!

and floor boxes built

Call 800-733-9473.

to your specifications.

Fairbanks AK 99701. 907-4525121. Johnaepolarnet.com
Wood

cart

Any way you
need them:

rack ( 2), holds

Hot Productions, 1748 70th
St, Brooklyn NY 11204. 718234-9374.

120 carts, $25 ea. J Calabro,

Want to Buy

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420 Fax: ( 619) 438-4759

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast
equipment
big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapoliseworldnetattnet

"NOW EVERY STATION CAN AFFORD
A QUALITY STUDIO
FURNITURE SYSTEM!
VISI - OUR CATALOG ON THE WEB

.spacewise.com

16" or transcriptions of Big
Band &
Sammy
Kaye
"Sunday Serenade", music
only, Big Band type. R
DeMars, Robert DeMars Prod,
222 Lakeview Ave, # 160-256,
W Palm Bch FL 561-8320171.
16" radio transcriptions. J
Salerno, 713-668-8650.
Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop. swing, dixie, highest prices paid. B
Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212674-3060.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Gates FM3H 3 kW FM,
recently removed for upgrade,
3- phase pwr, must be picked
up by buyer, $5500/60; Ha ris
MS- 15 FM exciter, freq agile,
$1250/130, both xmtr & exciter
for $ 6000. L Fuss, WD - L,
POB 1438, Cleveland MS
38732. 601-846-0929.
Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Belar, many to
choose from, tuned and calibrated on your frequency, fully
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
Inc., 402-493-1885.
RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell

SCA RECEIVERS-All TYPES
Wfill work to meet your receiver needs
Professional / Table / Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119
Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

Avcom SCPC audio rcvr
3000E, $ 100;
Scientific
Atlanta FEC decoder rcvr,
$100; Scala STL receive line
amp, $ 300. B Walters, or R
Bell, WASE, POB 2087,
Elizabethtown KY 42702. 502766-1035.

OR CALL 520-531-1090
SEVERAL QUALITY & VERY AFFORDABLE STUDIO
FURNITURE SYSTEMS AND AFULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES!
'EASY ORDERING/SELECTION/SHIPPING AND INSTALLATION"

SPACEWISE BROADCAST FURNITURE
"the broadcasters furniture store..."

SCA RECEIVERS
Manufacture/ Importers
Highest quality. price & selection.
Call/fax for more information.

Sound City Electronics Corp.

510 Broadway Bayonne, N.J. 07002
Ph: 201-436-5338 Fax: 201-436-8684
sndctyelec ,aol.com
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GE MLS UHF 422 MHz & 424
MHz 35 W mobile, DTMF mic,
extra EPROM, excel cond,
$100. P Russell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick
ME 04011. 207-725-3066.
Recency ACT- E10 H/L/U 10
chnl scanner crystal type in
working cond w/schematic,
$10 + shpg. E Lightman,
WEDL, 550 Merchant St,
Ambridge PA 15003. 412-2662802.
Scientific Atlanta Encore
DSR-3610 w/DSR 3110 relay
expansion card for automation
triggers, $2400. B Walters or
R Bell, WASE, POB 2087,
Elizabethtown KY 42702. 502766-1035.
EAS FM Crystal Controlled
receivers, New and Used.
Also SCA Receivers and
rebroadcast receiver TBM
1005D. Goodrich ent inc,
11435 Manderson St, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886.
Professional SCA decoder
cards, $20; SCA radios, $ 35
up. 1-800-944-0630.

Ampex 350 (
2), one mono &
one stereo, _" w/electronics,
$550/mono, $ 80 0/stereo
+shpg. L Watson, Scope &
Focus Inc, 6035 Bridgewater,
Ponta Vedra FL 32082. 904273-1915.

DO YOU
NEED

NORTRONICS

OH 43204. 614-279-6163.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Ampex machines, recorder
electronics, mixers. W Gunn,
Box 2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.

REPLACEMENT.%

-40.
•

REMOTE &

TAPE HEADS

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
14409) 363-1646
FAX 14408) 363-0957

Ampex AG440B 4 trk _" r- r
R/P in custom console, gd
cond, $ 1000; Ampex AG350
mono r- rw/Ampex solid state
electr in custom console, gd
cond, $ 500. A Baker, Bdct
Prod of America, 804 E 38th
St, Indianapolis IN 46205.
317-924-5293.
ITC 3D series, mono, play, 3
deck, vgc, $ 695. P Willey,

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell
Digital STL enables 2 stereo
signals to be transmitted to
the same tower, w/Bext 1.5 W
STL, wide banded for digital,
freq agile, can be upgraded to
15 W plus TFT digital STL
DMM92-E-1 00
digital
encoder/DMM-92-D-100 w/(4)
15 kHz chnls, less than 2 yrs
old, $ 9500 complete or
encoder/decoder for $5500. B
Walters or R Bell, WASE,
POB 2087, Elizabethtown KY
42702. 502-766-1035.

RECORDERS
Want to Sell

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516-763-1776 • FAX: 516-763-1750
Fast, expert repairs on all DAT

recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA88
Warranty Service on Most Brands

Ampex A121 7" r-r, 3.75-7.5
ips tube type w/new belts &
schematic, $ 25 + shpg. E
Lightman,
WEDL,
550
Merchant St, Ambridge PA
15003. 412-266-2802.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience
•

Yri

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067

800 -227 -4323

ITC 770 rack mount mono
R/P, 7.5-15 ips w/25 Hz detector, $375 + shpg; Ampex 440
rack mount, mono, R/P, 7.5-15
ips, OK cond, $400 + shpg. G
Gibbs, Radio Works, 111 3
Nebraska St, Sioux City IA
51102. 712-258-5595.
STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette- CD- Open reel
Capstan resurfacing. ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. #156

Nashville, TN 37203 ( 615) 244-6892

Scully 284B 8 trk, sell or
trade for Neumann cutter or
$3500; Technics M85 Mk2
cassette deck for parts,
$7500. HL Sewell, Oakridge
Music, 2001 Elton Rd, Haltom
City TX 76117. 817-838-8001.

WBTN,
Historic
Rte 7,
Bennington VT 05421. 413663-3419.
Pioneer RT-701 2 speed,
rack mountable r- rtape deck,
mint cond. $ 350 + shpg. E
O'Brien, Imperial Snd, 383 N
Studio St, Terre Haute IN
47803. 812-877-2663.
Tascam BR- 20 2 trk r- r
w/remote, rack ears, never
used, mint cond, $ 1950. B
Sheldon, Mediamaxx, 847
Kitsap
Lake
Rd
NW,
Bremerton WA 98312. 360479-8491.
MX70 video playback system,
$900; Gd used _" x2500' 456
tape, $ 20, 1x2500' 996 8n
250, $35; new MRL short test
tapes, $229 for 2", save $400.
Save on all other formats too.
W Gunn, Box 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 619-3200728.
New & used Ampex 350 style
tape transports, motors &
parts, various prices. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.
Tascam ATR60-2, in stand,
$1 200; Tascam 58, 8 trk,
$1 950; Tascam 38 8 trk,
$1650; Otan i5050-8 Mk Ill,
$1900; Ampex 1200 PURC
cards ( 5), $ 125 ea; Custom
locator for any deck, $ 495;
Sony 2 trks, $ 195 ea. W
Gunn, Box 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 619-3209728.
Want to Buy
Ampex 354, working or not,
electr & heads must be in OK
cond. D Mackenzie, WVUD,
Perkins Student Ctr, Newark
DE 19716. 304-831-2701.
Revox/Tascam 10.5" reel
NAB
hub
adapters.
A
Sandoval, El Sotano, 500 N
Columbus, W Liberty IA
52776. 319-627-2470.
Ampex ATR-700. D Bisbee,
685 S Roys Ave, Columbus

Gentner EFT-3000 (
pair), freq
extenders, fresh factory
update, $2500. M Vanhooser,
KSKY, 4144 N Central Expy
#266, Dallas TX 75204. 214827-7983.

WE RENT
TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codees
COMREX

Frank
Gnunttein
Audio/Video
Consultants

exteruler
610-642-0978

Comrex 2XP/2XR/LXL 2 line
remote system, $ 3800. D
Solinske, WWRM, 877 Exec
Ctr Dr W, St Petersburg FL
33702. 813-579-3316.

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX " HOTLINE" POTS CODEC
TELOS STEREO ISDN ZEPHYR
COMREX NEXUS ISDN 8. SW-56 SETS
1, 2IS 3- LINE EXTENDER SYSTEMS
MAFIT1 & TFT VHF UHF RPU SETS
WIRELESS MICS & PORTABLE DAT
RECORDERS
NIONDIERNEADSET FIELD PACKAGES
RPU WALKIE-TALKIES & IFB PACKAGES
24-HOUR TECHNICAL SUPPORT
RENT BY THE DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
OVERNIGHT FED-EX DELIVERY
CALL DWIGHT WELLER, CPBE, KB3LA
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
410-252-8351; FAX: 410-252.4261
TOLL FREE: 800452-8351

Musicam CDQ2000 stereo
ISDN set w/terminal adapters,
for STL or remotes, $4600. D
Solinske,
WSUN,
877
Executive Ctr Dr W, St
Petersburg FL. 813-576-1073.

Rent

in EUROPE

TELOS

ZEPHYR
from

WIRED FOR SOUND
Europe's Remote Broadcast Specialists
•Technical Management
•Equipment & Engineers
•Production Resources

phone 011 44 181 442 8900

BEE
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REMOTE & MICROWAVE continued...
Telfax GX-440 remote mixer,
as new, $ 795. P Willey,
WBTN,
Historic Rte 7,
Bennington VT 05421. 413663-3419.
TFT 7610-R digital telemetry
control, $400; Collins 900E-1
SCA monitor, 67 kHz, $400. H
Goggan, KGNV, POB 87,
Washington MO 63090. 314239-0400.
Want to Buy
Comrex single- line encoder.
B Boogalu, KSOS, 4455 S
5500 W, Ogden UT 84315.
801-731-9000.
Gates RCD-10 remote. R
Wilkerson, WLIL Inc, 406 E
Broadway, Lenoir City TN
37771. 423-986-2536.

SATELLITE

SOFTWARE/

EQUIPMENT

DATABASES

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Microdyne 1100 SCPC rcvr,
$1000. M Vanhooser, KSKY,
4144 N Central Expy # 266,
Dallas TX, 75204. 214-8277983.
Scientific Atlanta 7300 rcvr
w/7.5, 15 K cards, $ 1200. D
Solinske,
WSUN,
877
Executive
Ctr
W,
St
Petersburg FL. 813-5761073.
Wegener 1601-50 mainframe,
STS-RX, 5 port, pwr supply,
$150. H Goggan, KGNV, POB
87, Washington MO 63090.
314-239-0400.
Wegener 1816-24 rcvr &
1610 demod cards, BO. J
Antonuk, KCBF, 3528 Intl

REPAIR
SERVICES

CD CART PLAYER REPAIR
1118».111
immiuman

digital systems. Now available with MUSIC
SCHEDULER. Excellent for non-automated
stations too. Try it for 60 days. No obligation. For demo, call ABA Software:
(9411 643-3689 «nail aba.aft@napletatet

Integrate!
and Organize tower site data
Sites Users
Antennas

Tower Tracker

TM

Site Database

Free Demo!
Broadcast Ver. - $ 139.95
Hot 32 Bit

512-301-0503
www.io.corn/-freemanl

1

Denon
and Pioneer CD-ROM

Sony MD

Same Day Service - Reasonable Rates
•We honor Pioneer & Sony warranties

AUDIO VIDEO SERVICE LABS, INC.
829 Lynnhaven Pkwy, Virginia Beach, VA 23452
800-765-4434
Quality Service Since 1991 - The Best Kept Secret in Broadcasting"

SERVICES
Tower Sales 8r Erection
Installation & Mamtenani
AM/FM Broadcast, TV
Microwave Systems.
Antennas 8i Towers

TOWERCOMM
Communications Specialists

Ben Wa ll
President
Gen Contractai + 25891

PC SOFTWARE for DIGIUNK & other popular

6017 Trian0

Raleigh, NC.
(
919)281
Fax ( 919)781

Audio production company
selling never used 39 CD
killer production music
library, $ 1700 & superb SFX
collection on 31 CD's, $ 495
or both for $ 1990. Free shipping anywhere! Tel: 3314694-0684 FAX: 331-46940688.
Email:
radiods@club-internet.fr
Microtran table top tape
degausser, handles 1"-2"
tapes, $ 150/B0; mechanical
tape
timers,
Lyrec &
Seike/Spotmaster, new & used.
M Crosby, 408-363-1646.
Want to Buy
NOS prof blank rcdg discs,
such as Allied, Audiodisc or
Transco, any 7" w/large hole
for rcdg 45 rpm dubs, no cardboard or home rcdg types. B
Leslie, Pro Recording Service,
13709
Mapleleaf
Dr,
Cleveland OH 44125. 216662-1435.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Is
Audiometric

Affonlable TRAFFIC & BIWNG

August 6, 1997

Way, Fairbanks AK 99701.
907-452-5121. Johna@polarnet.com
COMSTREAM
ABR-200
receivers. Reconditioned by
Comstream. 90 day warranty. Like new! $ 1650. LNB's
$375. New 1.8M dish $ 350.
9 14 - 778 - 2402 ,
john@riverc.com

ADVERTISE!
in Radio World,
Call 703-998-7600
TODAY!

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

STATIONS
Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of
FCC rules allows low power AM
radio stations to operate without a
license!! Cover an entire town &
bill $ 1500 amonth!! It has been
done!! Order the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to
know to get started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable to: WCTD AM
1620, 4 Canal St, Westerly RI
02891 or call 401-3.48-9222 for
more info. FCC Inspected.
Want to Sell
AM 5 kW in E Central MO,
Cuba, Steelville, St James
market, 200W nighttime, 1410
kHz. Goggan, KGNN, 314239-0400.
10K AM in North Central AZ.
520-774-0864.
C3 25,000 Watt FM radio
station license, Corpus
Christi, Texas area. E-mail:
kztxfm@juno.com or PO
Box 337, Yorba Linda CA
92885. Agents welcome.

Non profit community station in Dallas TX seeks donations for production room
upgrades, receipt avail. D
Chaos, KNON, 4415 San
Jacinto, Dallas TX 75204.
214-828-9500.
Transmitter, exciter, antenna,
STL, console, translator. J.C.
Goggan, Missouri River
Christian Bdctg ( 501C3). 314239-0400.
TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Hickok 6000A tube tester,
mint cosmetics, works perfect,
extra roll chart, $ 325430. A
Sandoval, El Sotano, 500 N
Columbus, W Liberty IA
52776. 319-627-2470.
EICO 950B resistance/capacitor comparator bridge, $50. H
Goggan, KGNV, POB 87,
Washington MO 63090. 314239-0400.
Heath 10-14 oscilloscope,
lights up, has broken knobs &
connectors, looks gd, $ 165. R
DeMars, Robert DeMars Prod,
222 Lakeview Ave, W Palm
Bch FL 33401. 561-832-0171.

Want to Buy

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Off the air?
Looking for quick
repair service?
Rely on us!
Satellite Systems is respected industry-wide for prompt, accurate
service to radio stations and networks.
Contact us for Ariel and Zephyrus 700 SCPC receivers. Upgrade
your Fairchild Dart 384 and Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325 to LNB
receivers - use existing equipment as trade-in.
Pre- and post- service technical support, along with a6- month
warranty.
Turn to the leader in repair, upgrades, new equipment, used
equipment and accessories. We can answer all of your questions.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
615 East Brookside
Colorado Springs, CO 80908
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151
Circle ( 232) On Reader Service Card

Looking for first acquisition.
small market combo or single
station.
Prefer
Iowa,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Colorado
or Wyoming. R Pierson, 1366
C 19-1/2 St, Cameron WI
54822.
715-458-2177
(evenings).
License for AM daytime station for small NE GA town. L
Gholston, WLOV, GA 30577.
706-779-3490.
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD'S
Want to Sell
AOR prod library, analog,
LP's, reels & cassettes, 7" empty reels boxed, BO. D Pulwers,
POB 0198, College Park MD
20742. 703-208-4648.
Polyline 10.5" NAB hub
reels, 1 case ( 50), new, individually boxed, $ 50/case. A
Ross, 3309 214th St SW,
Brier WA 98036. 206-7758853.

Want to Buy
01B-3 RF impedance bridge
or 01B-1 w/extended range
modification. G.F. Haertig,
Haertig & Assoc., 820 North
River St # 100, Portland OR
97227. 503-282-2989.
Heathkit 10-10 small portable
tube type oscilloscope from
late 1960s. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.

TUBES

ECONCO
Quality
Tubes

Rebuilt

Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

/CAN'ee -

Call for Our Price List

ISO 9001 Certified

800-532-6626

The Reliable Manufacturer for

916-662-7553

NEW POWER TUBES

FAX 916-666-7760

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Circle ( 229) Ou Reader Service Cord

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
TUBE REBUILDING
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 415) 592-1221
Fax ( 415) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
http://www.eimac.com

Circle ( 230) On Reader Service Card

SAME DAY CASH!

Circle ( 2/8) On Reader Service Card

Buy/Sell ALL Types of
ELECTRON TUBES

EIMAC, RCA, AMPEREX, 3500, 3CX1500A7, 4-400,
4X150A, 4CX250B, 572B,
807, 833C. Westgate 800213-4563.

Special: EIMAC 4CX250B
$94.50 ea. - Brand New!
Mike Furman
1472 MacArthur Blvd.
Oakland CA 94003
Ph: 510-530-8840 Fax: 510-530-0858

Hurry, Limited Quantity!

6=9

FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
call Goodrich Ent Inc at 402-493-1886
day or night, FAX 402-493-6821

«:> i_i_lity
_IP C, W el-

Svetlana 'rubes
ELECTRON DEVICES

3CX300A1
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX6000A7/YU148
3CX10,000A3
3CX10,000A7
3CX10,000H3
3CX15,000A3
3CX15,000A7
3CX15,000H3
3CW20,000A1
3CW20,000H3
3CW20,000H7
3CW30,000H3
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX250BM
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR

4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A
4CPX800A
4CX 1500A
4CX 1600B
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX7500A
4CX10,000D
4CX 15,000A
4CX15,000J
4CW10.000A
4CPW10,00OR
4X150A
5CX1500A
5CX1500B
572B
6550C (See SV6550C)
6AS7G

6BM8
6L6GC (See SV6L6GC)
811A
833A
8161R
8560AS
EF86
EL34
EL509
SV572-3
SV572-10
SV572-30
SV572-160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811-3
SV811-10
TH5-4
TH5-6
TH6-3
TH6-3A
YC130/9019

Want to Sell
C Electronics Co.

•Generous warranty based on high quality
•Honest prices based on quality at low cost

NEW TUBES
We have the alternatives
for all your needs, at the
lowest prices, direct from

Watch this list GROW!
•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube factory

Svetlana

•Shipment from USA stock

OUR STOCK!"

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: (800) 881- 2374
FAX: (352) 683- 9595

4I.2-(1--1-2.9 • Fax: 415-233-0439

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

www.svetlana.com

Headquarters:
•Fax: 205-880-8077

WE EXPORT
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

fflI9

Nlarketing & Engineering:

Quality

Svetlana
ELECTRON DEVICES

P'4L)VV C r-

Circle ( 231) On Reader Service Card

Tube

BEE
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TUBES continued...

RF POWER

TURNTABLES

se'
&te
s\e

Russco Cue- Master (
2)
$100/both. H Goggan, KGNV,
POB 87, Washington MO
63090. 314-239-0400.

TRANSMITTERS

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

Rek-O-Kut older model tonearms mono or stereo plug-in
headshells, also clip- type
arm rests for same. B Leslie,
Pro Recording Service,
13709
Mapleleaf
Dr,
Cleveland OH 44125. 216662-1435.

CCA FM12000G3 xmtr including new 60 W exciter, current
mdl, used less than 2 yrs,
$24,000; Marti RPU-30 xmtr &
mdl DR 10 rcvr, 166.25 MHz,
$1850. B Walters or R Bell,
WASE,
POB
2087,
Elizabethtown KY 42702. 502766-1035.

Svetlana
Se Hable Español
760)744-0500 • (888) 744-3500
Fax: (760) 744-1943
e-mail rfp@rfparts com

a

RF PARTS

435 SO PACIFIC ST.
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069

TRANSMITTERS

Want to Sell

The Best of Two Worlds!

Circle ( 225) On Reader Service Card

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor • Falls Church, VA

22041

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductable
Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Training Services
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 1997

10-19 col inch ( per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

lx

3x

6x

13x

$69
$52
$105
$74

66
59
100
68

61
55
95
62

55
50

Seeperier Bweetcaae Pleduct4
Quality FM Transmitters
20 watt Exciter $ 995.00

at Reasonable Prices

120 watt

10 Kw.

$ 2.500.00

300 watt $ 2.990.00
2.5 kw
$ 10.990.00
STL Transmitter
1.990.00
Both
$ 3.500.00

5Kw.

$ 19.990.00
S22.990.00

15 Kw. $ 28,990.00
20 Kw. $ 34.990.00
STL Receiver $ 1.790.00
20 w Translator $2,500.00

BESCO W,onrAldroL_eaFdemer
Internacional

Transmitters

"Nue ür ose. 3Dar

e..•2"t"

116 AM & FM
Pre- Owned Units
in Stock
ALL - Powers
ALL - Manufacturers
/ ALL - Instruction Books
/ ALL - Complete
ALL - Spares
Call and take advantage of
our liberal trade-in plan.
Tune and test on your frequency, available on site.
Complete inventory on
request.
Phone: 1-214-630-3600

input, used 50 hrs, $ 7300;
0E1 600 W solid state FM
amp, used 50 hrs, $ 4000,
both work great. F Jankowics,
WATR, 79 Baldwin Ave,
Waterbury CT 06706. 203755-1121.
Harris
FM20H2,
MX15
exciter, many new parts, on
88.1 at 17 kW, $ 16,500. B
Augsburg, WAYM, POB 887m
Brentwood TN 37024. 615370-9296.
5,000 Watt AM Juntr:
Continental 315 R-1 approx. 89yrs old on 620 AM, $ 12,000
(201)895-5500
Fax ( 201)361-8584
Unit in North Jersey,
ready for pickup.

Fax: 1-214-226-9416
e-mail-besco@why.net.com
Harris 1982 25 kW. no
exciter, 1 DA section, box in
great cond, $ 4000 as is. J
Vavricek, KSYZ, 3532 Capital

Tepco 10 W FM exciter
w/250 W pwr amp & pwr supply, $ 4000. L Smith, WGRC,
150 Buffalo Rd, Lewisburg PA
17937. 717-523-1190.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
W
FM 1985 Harris FM100K
20 KW FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1

1 KW AM 1975 Harris MW- 1
5 KW AM 1979 Harris MW-5A

20 KW FM 1973 Collins 831G

5 KW AM 1980 Harris MW-5A

20 KW FM 1974 Harris FM2OH/K

5 KW AM 1980 Collins 828E-1

20 KW FM 1972 CCA FM20,000DS

5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315F
5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315R-1
50 KW AM 1973 Continental 317C
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1981 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW-50B
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW- 50B

1077 Rydal Road # 101, Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

On

Reader Service Card

Used McMartin BF-5M 5 kWFM tuned and tested on your
freq, completely refurbished;
Also 3.5 kW & 25 kW.
Goodrich Ent. Inc., 402-4931886.
Want to Buy
Harris MW- 1A or MW- 1,
prefer working cond but will
consider any complete unit.
B Romonosky, WEBQ, 701
S Commercial St, Harrisburg IL 62946. 618-2537282.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435
Manderson,
Omaha
NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

For details on
space availability
contact Simone
at
703-998-7600

WHEN YOU'VE GOT
SOMETHING THIS GOOK YOU CAN'T
HELP BUT BLOW YOUR OWN HORN!
There comes atime
when acompany knows
it has abreak through
product. And for EnergyOnix, that time is now.
The
c«:› 15-30,
Single tube, High Power
Grounded Grid Transmitters
up to 32 KW.
• Soild State driver
up to 2KW serves
as emergency
transmitter
• Straight Forward
field proven control
system
• VSWR Protection
&More

• BEST OF ALL THEY ARE ECONOMICALLY PRICED!
"The Transmitter People"
are

rgredir

518-758-1690
FAX: 518-758-1476

1306 River St, Valatie NY 12184
Circle ( 227)

0E1 675 FM EXCITERS,
$1550; 0E1 675T600 FM
AMPLIFIERS, $ 3550, units
are reconditioned and tuned
on
your
frequency.
Purchase includes manual
and 6 month warranty.
Contact Bob Brown at (609)
232-1625.

56

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches ( columns xinches)
by the desired rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a3" ad at the
lx rate is $207, at the 3x rate $ 195, at the 6x rate $ 183, at the 12x rate
$165, etc.

20 KW FM 1982 Harris FM25K

Harris Digit exciter w/digital

New Bext LEX 25 programmable FM exciter/transmitter,
87.6 108 MHz range, $ 2000.
202-806-3623.

90

$2.00 per word
$15 additional

100

NE

17194 Preston Rd. # 123-297 Dallas, TX 75248

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

West, Grand Island
68802. 308-381-1077.

Ph. 973/473-2577 800/279-3326 Fax 800/ 644-5958

PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966

Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers
& Transceivers
Recorders
Remote & Microwave
Equip.
Repair Services
Satellite Equipment
Software

Collins FM 1 kW 830 Series,
now tuned to 106.3, gd for
standby or main xmtr. D
Silver, 801-973-7759.

FM Antennas as low as $ 395.00 Per Bay
Jimmie Joynt / Superior Broadcast Products

Rode WQrld

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers
& Cables
Audio Production ( Other)
Brokers
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
CD Players
Computers
Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services

61

Urde (226) On Reader Service Card

BEE
EMPLOYMENT

62

HELP WANTED
ASSISTANT

ENGINEER

with 3 to 5 years radio
experience with high power
AM/FM transmitters, directional arrays and digital
audio work stations, etc.
Contact Wayne Smith, Chief
Engineer, Cox Radio, Inc.,
7136 S. Yale, # 500, Tulsa
OK 74136. Fax: 918-493-

BROADCAST ENGINEER
4stations AM's/FM's. Extensive
transmitter and studio equipment (computer automated and
live) and maintenance knowledge essential. Experience needed in satellite receivers. AM
Directional knowledge desireable. Full time opportunity, good
salary and benefits, EEO. Send
resumes to: Susanne Mowbray,
WSVA, POB 752, Harrisonburg
VA 22801.

2376. EOE.

ADVERTISE!
in Radio World,

CHIEF ENGINEER 5 stations, FM and AM, experience in all areas. Studio
(including computers and
hard drives) transmitter,
STL and digital. Resume to:
General Manager, East
Carolina Radio, Inc., PO
Box 1418, Nags Head NC
27959.
ENGINEER, Virgin Islands:
Harris 10 kW FM transmitters, combiners, satellites,
RF and computer literate.
Send cvi, salary needs, etc
to: Chairman, POB 333,
Miami FL 33280.

Call 703-998-7600

TODAY!
POSITIONS WANTED

International Sales

Bdct school grad, ready to
move into the challenging

Opportunity

DON'T GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

Advertise in Radio
World and reach
18,000+ broadcast
professionals.
Call Simone TODAY!

703-998-7600

ACTION-GRAN1
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations and
recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us, following the
example below. Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings
to the address below. Thank you.
Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month. -IYes _1No

Please print and include all information:

Signature
Date
Please check only one entry for each category:

Title
Company/Station

I. Type of Firm

Address

D. Combination A1WFM station0 F. Recording Studio
13 A. Commercial AM station

City/State

0

Zip Code

D

B. Commercial FM station
C. Educational FM station

0 E. Network/group owner

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast Equipment
Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word or
per inch basis.

WTS J VVTB
Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

ing FT position, willing to
relocate especially out west.
D Harrison, 405-386-2034.
Just want a chance to
show off the skills I've
learned, whatever Ican do,
Oklahoma preferred. 405991-5840 ( pager).

0 K. Radio Station Services
G. TV stationneleprod facility
0 H. Consultant/1nd engineer
D I.Mfg, distributor or dealer
D J.Other

II. Job Function
O A. Ownership

E G. Sales

EJ B. General management

0 E. News operations

0 C. Engineering

0 F. Other ( specify)

0 D. Programming/production

Model:

Mature news-anchor/producer,
AT,
production
announcer available. Alex,
513-777-8423.

want fresh, new digital creative to drive your sales,
call me for T & R. 815-3372611.

News anchor/producer,
commercial prod, air talent
for adult formats avail now,
VOA downsizing casualty. A
Kuhn, 513-777-8423.

tion
at
Christian

Mgr111 & drive- time posicontemporary
music station.

Male w/20 yrs exper in
radio,
6 in
mgmt.
Email:broadcastmanager@ju
no.com

Semi-fab radio A/T, country/oldies, A/C, southwest
preferred, phones & brains.
Mike, 517-362-7251.

CE position, 10 yr job lost
to sale, experienced w/computer, xmtrs, DCS, UDS,
digital studios, great references. R King, 801-3348315 ( PM).

Not a kid, not a dinosaur.
Seek SE small mkt mgt opp.
Tell an owner! Write POB

Award- winning
prod
director w/9 yrs exper
seeks Chicago home. If you

14706,
29610.

Greenville

SC

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

Pa
r:

Advertiser

Reader
Service
No.

Page
No.

Advertiser

Reader
Service
No.

Hall Electronics

233

I6

360 Systems

I10

57

36

ABG

I29

45. . . . Halland Broadcast Services

126

44

Armstrong Transmitters.

I33

TO

Harris

136

19

Arrakis

54

40

Harris

107

39

Arrakis

214

51

Henry Engineering

101

60

ARS Electronics

228

45

High Speed Networks

49

46

All

73

12

Hnat Hindes

209

2

Audioarts Engineering

27

51

Innovative Devices

127

63

Auditronics

111

21

lnovonics

106

57

Auralex

234

48

Itelco

59

Autogram Corporation

72

45

28

BDI

26

28

52

Belar

211

27

128

25

Modulation Sciences

4

36

Modulation Sciences

50

26

Musicam USA

184
102

5I

46.... Benchmark Media Systems
53

Branson Music Network

32

Broadcast Press

JSquared Technical Service . .
JK Audio

48
51

Karen West Productions . . . . 45

29

BSI

210

46

Myat Inc.

18

BSW

28

56

NAB

4

Burk Technology

79

45

Nott Ltd

49

Cartworks/DBM

185

8

OMB Transamerica

46

Circuit Werkes

21

42

Orban

51

Circuit Werkes

125

23

51

158

74
13 I
33

Otan i

188

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc.

46

36

PAS

7

Comrex

6

34

PR&E

58

46

Comrex

47

11

Processing Solutions

183

24

1

47

0E1

159

60

CPI

230

45

Quality Radio

23

35

Crown Broadcast

55

37

Radio Spirits

81

6

Dataworld

105

36

RDL

77

15

Eastman Kodak

84

36

Reach Satellite Systems

76

46

Econco

99

61

RF Power

225

1

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Contact Name

exper intering for a major
market morning show, seek-

world of bdctg, have exceptional on- air personality,
prod know how, plus radio

Do you have experience in export sales, plus a
background in broadcast or pro audio? If so,
360 Systems would like to talk to you about an
attractive career position.
We're amanufacturer of high quality digital audio
recorders for radio, TV and commercial audio, with
export sales to over 60 countries.
This interesting sales position is for an individual
with technical aptitude, experience in international
markets, and a business background. For further
information
visit
our
web
site
at
www.360systems.com
Applicants are invited to send a letter outlining
career objectives, together with résumé and salary
history to Robert Easton, President, 5321 Sterling
Center Dr.. Westlake Village, CA 91361.

August 6, 1997

Continental Electronics

60

Econco

229

60

Satellite Systems

232

31

Enco Systems

3

24

Scott Studios

132

20

Energy-Onix

80

28

Shively Laboratories

52

53

Energy-Onix

30

45

Silicon Valley Power

22

61

Energy-Onix

226

8

Sine Systems

28

ESE

130

60 .... Svetlana Electron Devices

157
231

50

ESE

56

13

Tascam/TEAC America

2

28

Excalibur Electronics

25

9

lelos Systems

32

Freeland Products, Inc. . 78

27

The Radio Mall

19

61

Transcom Corp.

227
20

28
33

Full Compass Sound

162

3

Gentner

53

51

Universal Electronics

41

Gentner

7

45

Videoquip Research

75

64

Wheatstone

137

36

Zercom

103

27

Ghostwriters

98,124

28.... Gorman-Redlich MFG. Co.... 104
Production Director
Production Manager
Publication Manager
Classified Coordinator
Showcase Coordinator
Ad Traffic Manager

Lisa Stafford
Lisa Hoagland
Lori Pikkaart
Lori Pikkaart
Vicky Baron
Kathy Jackson

Ad Traffic Assistant
Desktop Management
Ad Coordination Manager
Circulation Director
Circulation Manager
Accounts Receivable

Anastacia Stometta
James Cornett
Simone Mullins
Sheryl Unangst
Robert Green
Steve Berto

Advertising Sales Representatives

Price:
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 - Fax: 703-998-2966

U.S.East: Skip Tash
703-998-7600 ext 160 Fax: 703-998-2966
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
765-966-0669 Fax: 765-966-3289
U.S. Midwest: Sandra Harvey-Coleman
703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
Other Regions: Stevan B. Dana
+1-703-998-7600 ext Ill Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
Latin America: Alan Carter
+44(011869-337508 Fax: + 44(011869-337509
UK, Ireland: Phil Guy
Europe, Africa, Middle East: Raffaella Calabrese
+ 39-2-7030-0310 Fax: +39-2-7030-0211
Asia/Pacific: Eiji Yoshikawa
+ 81-3-3327-2688 Fax: +81-3-3327-3010
Free Subscnptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes,
send current and new address to RW amonth in advance at P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited rnanuscripts are
welcomed for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor.

FROM THE LARGEST FACILITY
TO
THE SMALLEST STATION

PE OPLE KN OW
THE

GUDITRONICS 210

SERIES

o

u

obit

a 11 î

to:Iilinte1w-51.11.- ;led

\\\\\\\Ip\tie\p\p\oepeis\ileilriai

PEOPLE KNOW:
classic style when they see it
sturdy reliability when they feel it
convenience when they operate it
support when they need it
affordability when they buy it
longevity when they use it year after year
thousands are in use right now
AND PEOPLE GET THE BEST AUDIO FROM:

OUDITRONICS

375C Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118 ( 301)362-1350 Fax: ( 901:3E2-8629

GSA # GS- 03F- 4032B
Ord, ( Ill) On Reed« Sin*. Card

Some Countries
Have It ALL!
seer—
'Mai&

VVSIX - Nashville, Tennessee
"Country Music Station of the Year"
41,N

A-500 Studio Furniture delivered March 1993
A-500 Console S/N 20789 delivered April 1993

1995 Academy of Country Music Award

A-500 Console S/N 20792 delivered April 1993

1995 Billboard Country Music Award

1995 Marconi Country Music Award
1995 Country Music Association Award

A-6000 Studio Furniture delivered March 1995
A-6000 Console S/N 22536 delivered March 1995

1995 Country Music Association SRO Award

R-16 Console S/N 22557 delivered March 1995

1995 Gavin Country Music Award

SP- 5 Console S/N 22593 delivered April 1995

1996 Gavin Country Music Award
1996 Academy of Country Music Award
-

Wheatstone Model A-6000 Audio Console shown

Wheotrtone Corporation
tel 315-452-5000 / Syracuse, NY.

Circle ( 137) On Reader Se: vice Cord

